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SPORTS

Rudolph set
for new role
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer

NBA opens
playoffs with
four games
Page 2B
LOCAL

Forum series
opens Saturday
The Calloway County Association of Concerned Citizens
and Innovative Video Productions are sponsoring a series of
candidates' forums for all contested county races beginning
Saturday at 7 p.m. at the
Weaks Center.
They will be held Thursday
and Saturday evenings up to
the election. The public is invited to attend.
The one-hour long forums
will be moderated by Dr. Fayte
Brewer who will pose questions. Questions must be provided to the moderator prior to
the evening of the forum.
For more information, call
753-5308 or 759-4735.

Forum slated
for April 30
The Murray Woman's Club
Meet the Candidates is scheduled for April 30 at the Murray
Woman's Clubhouse located at
704 Vine St.
Doors will open at 6:30 p.m.,
with the program beginning at 7
p.m.
Joe Pat James will serve as
master of ceremonies with
questions prepared by Dr. Joe
Rose of the Murray State University political science
department.
Candidates representing the
following offices will attend:
State House of Representatives, County Judge/Executive,
County Attorney, Jailer and
Coroner.
Each candidate will be given
two minutes to introduce himself. All candidates with the exception of coroner will then be
asked questions prepared by
Rose pertaining to their office.
Timers will be present to
keep answers to a two-minute
time limit. Candidates will not
be given the questions until the
night of the meeting.
The public is invited to
attend.

direction."
Rudolph also identified health
insurance and faculty salaries as
key issues for the board in the
upcoming year.
The university has hired a consulting firm to identify health insurance options beginning next
year.
Current proposals circulating
on campus have employee contributions to health insurance rising
significantly.
"I've seen the figures, but I haven't studied them in depth to
know much about them," Rudolph said. "Health insurance is
extremely important to faculty
and staff. We need to find an
equitable means to distribute the
cost burden needs. And that
needs to be worked out between
the university and its employees
in a fair way. The faculty should
not be required to address the en-

New Murray State University
faculty regent Dr. Jim Rudolph
said the lines of communication
between MSU president Dr. Kern
Alexander and the campus faculty need to be more open.
Rudolph was elected by his
peers to a three-year term as faculty regent earlier this week. He
will be sworn in at the next meeting of the Board of Regents and
will replace Dr. Nancey France.
Rudolph, who opposed Alexander's hiring in 1994, said faculty
need more input in university
governance.
"Dr. Alexander is an active
president and has worked hard to
carry this university forward,"
Rudolph said. "In my opinion,
however, his objectives and those
of the faculty should be more in
line. Opening the lines of communication between the two parties would be a step in the right • See Page 2
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A LAPFUL OF READING: Todd Wright found a comfortable armchair in the Calloway
County Public
Library Wednesday as he tackled the first of three books on a rainy day in Murray.

Blue mold makes early appearance
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — An
unwelcome presence in tobacco
fields has made an unusually
early springtime arrival in
Kentucky.
With the burley crop still not
planted, blue mold has already
been found on tobacco seedlings
in Todd County, the Department
of Agriculture said.

The discovery this week could
add anxiety for tobacco farmers
hoping to rebound from last
year's troublesome growing season — when floods, drought,
plant disease and an early freeze
cut down on production.
"This thing is isolated and we
hope that it's a very narrow incidence," state Agriculture Commissioner Billy Ray Smith said
Wednesday. "But it causes far-

mers to be on the outlook for
protection."
The infected plants were
shipped in from Florida, Smith
said.
Smith said he didn't know how
many farmers were affected, but
the plants had not yet been transplanted into fields. He thought
the plants were confined in
greenhouses, which should help
prevent spread of the disease.

Early arrival of the fungal disease, however, surprised farm
officials.
"It's very uncommon we have
this this early in the season,"
said Danny McKinney, chief executive officer of the Lexingtonbased Burley Tobacco Growers
Cooperative Association.
Normally, blue mold doesn't
become a concern until late
spring, after the plants are in the

New life comes to
campaign finance
By DAVID ESPO
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Campaign finance legislation has fragile new life in the House, where
supporters are scrambling to line
up support for efforts to overhaul
the current system after forcing
the Republican leadership to allow the issue to the floor.
"Make no mistake. This was a
retreat not a conversion," said
House Democratic leader Dick
Gephardt of Missouri. "The Republican leadership still opposes
reform that reduces the role of
money in politics."
Some Democrats, too, harbor
doubts about proposals to eliminate unregulated "soft money,"
for example, believing their party
needs it to remain competitive
with Republicans.
And Rep. Vic Fazio of California, the third-ranking Democrat
in the House, cautioned "I think

fields, he said. The biggest threat
comes when plants are waist-high
in summer, when high humidity
fosters the disease's spread.
McKinney said the early prc:sence of blue mold is reason for
concern, and that farmers should
be vigilant in checking seedlings.
"It's a threat in that it's being
brought in and it's in the greenhouses," he said. "If it's not twill See Page 3

Signup
numbers
falling

it will be close but I don't know
the votes are there" to approve a
major bipartisan measure.
The Republican objective, officials said, remains constant: to
avoid passage of legislation that
would limit the GOP's ability to
raise money while doing nothing
to restrict the activity of unions,
which spent millions in 1996 trying to elect Democrats.
At least two proposals will vie
for support when the issue surfaces on the House floor next
month, as well as numerous
amendments.
One bill, backed by Rep. Chris
Shays, R-Conn., and Rep. Martin
Meehan, D-Mass., would ban soft
money, the unregulated donations
to parties from unions, corporations and individuals. It also
would impose fresh limits on attack ads that are aired as "issue

By PAISLEY DODDS
Associated Press Writer
BOSTON (AP) — Meet Ti
mothy Smith, high school senior.
He doesn't want to go to war.
He doesn't believe in violence.
But he knows that he's required
by law to sign up with the Selective Service in case of a potential
draft. If he doesn't, he could lose
out on college financial aid or
end up in jail.

▪ See Page 2
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RACING THE RAIN: Tom Tuck removes a diesel fuel pump for cleaning Wednesday as he and his crew work on creek maintenance on
Hughes Road in northern Calloway County.

"I'm going to college so I
know I have to do it," said
Smith, a 17-year-old student at
Boston's Snowden International
High School. "But if a war happened I wouldn't go. War is
barbaric."
The Vietnam War may be over,
but the angst of signing up for a
potential draft still lingers for today's young men and teen-agers.
Many fail to register with the
Selective Service on time. Others
• See Page 2

WEATHER

Genetic tests solve mystery

Tonight...Clear and cool.
Low in the middle 40s. Light
wind.
Friday...Mostly sunny.
High around 75.
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SPRINGING UP ALL OVER: Springtime and the upcoming election
have caused political ads to pop up everywhere, Including around a
sewer grate on Poplar Street.

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
GEORGETOWN, Ky. (AP) —
Genetic testing and the Internet
have solved a 30-year-old mystery in Scott County: Who was
the "Tent Girl," a homicide victim found wrapped in canvas and
dumped by a highway in 1968?
"For 30 years, she has been
known officially as Jane Doe and
locally as Tent Girl," Emily
Craig, a state forensic anthropologist, said Wednesday. "Now
she has a name, and it is Barbara
Heckmann Taylor."
Ms. Taylor. an Illinois native,
disappeared in late 1967 at age

24. She lived at the time in Lexington, 10 miles south of Georgetown, with her carnival-worker
husband and an infant daughter.
Wilbur Riddle stumbled upon
her remains early in 1968 along
Interstate 75 near Georgetown.
Riddle's son-in-law, an Internet
sleuth obsessed by the mystery,
found its key — a sister in Arkansas — by tracking through
Web sites on missing persons. A
DNA test confirmed the identity.
State and Scott County officials said the Tent Girl case was
an active homicide investigation
once more.
"We've taken a cold case and

after 30 years have got it started
again," said Craig, who took
bone and teeth from the exhumed
remains last month for DNA
testing.
Three of the dead woman's sisters — Rosemary Westbrook of
Benton, Ark.; Jan Daigle of
Placerville, Calif.; and Marie
Copeland of Arundell, Me. —
were on hand for the announcement Wednesday at the Scott
Court Courthouse.
So were Riddle and his son-inlaw, Todd Matthews of Livingston, Tenn. "I Rimed that it

•See POO* 2
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•Rudolph...
FROM PAGE 1
tire problem."
A recent salary survey by the
MSU Faculty Senate showed
MSU faculty are paid below national averages in most colleges.
"I think I need to bring to the
board's attention that the university needs a faculty salary structure that is competitive at all faculty levels," Rudolph said.
Rudolph said he has no opinion
on unionization of the campus faculty. Representatives from the
American Federation of Teachers
met with faculty members
Monday.
"That's left up to the faculty at
the present time," Rudolph said.
"They've been presented a program by the AFT and were left
criteria they need to follow if
they are interested. It's not far
enough along yet for me to make
a decision."

Mystery...
Rudolph earned both his bachelor's and master's degrees at
Murray State and joined the MSU
faculty in 1973.
He will begin his tenure as the
faculty regent at the next board
meeting. That meeting was originally scheduled for May 15, but
has been postponed and not rescheduled as of yet, according to
board secretary Sandra Rogers.
Rudolph could be the only new
member of the board for the
1997-98 school year, or he could
be one of three new board
members.
SGA president Todd Earwood
was recent1)1 re-elected and will
retain his seat on the board for
the 1997-98 school year.
The terms of board chairman
Sid Easley and board member
Wells Lovett will expire June 30.
Both could be reappointed by
Gov. Paul Patton, who will fill
the two vacancies.

AROUND THE STATE

missing. Her family did not know
FROM PAGE 1
would be solved some day," she was in Kentucky, he said.
"Then the technology came
Riddle said. "I said somebody
along, and Todd came along, and
out there knows this girl."
That turned out to be Ms. this is what we have today," FarWestbrook, whom Matthews lo- ris said.
cated after he had created a Tent
Ms. Taylor's husband, Earl
Girl site on the Internet.
Taylor, died in 1987. Scott
Craig, the anthropologist, said County Sheriff Bobby Hammons
DNA from cells of Ms. West- said he had no main suspect nor
brook's cheek matched the DNA anything to link Earl Taylor to
from the pulp of a tooth of the the killing. Ms. Taylor's sisters
dead woman.
declined to be interviewed.
A thorough autopsy was done
Bobby Vance, who was sheriff
on the remains in 1968, but the
when
Ms. Taylor's body was
cause of death could not be determined, Craig said. The case was found, said he was as happy as
classified a homicide because of anyone that she had been
the suspicious way in which the identified.
body was dumped, she said.
"It was a terrible day, a horriJohn Farris, a retired Kentucky ble thing and something that's
State Police detective who was stuck with me," Vance said.
assigned to the case for six years
"Thirty years is a long time.
in the 1980s, said the investiga- We didn't have DNA technology
tion was stymied in part because in those days, and we certainly
Ms. Taylor was never reported couldn't go to the 'Net."

•Sigrtup...
FROM PAGE 1
don't sign up at all, particularly
in urban areas.
Four years ago, about 95 percent of the country's 18 to
25-year-old men had registered.
Now, officials think registration
has slipped to 90 percent.
That means the numbers of
young men who failed to register
have doubled from about 700,000
in 1994 to 1.4 million today,
based on estimates that 1.8 million men turn 18 every year.
To tackle the problem — one
the agency said is costing taxpayers — a massive sign-up campaign has been aimed at urban
high schools.

Officers visited several schools
in Boston last week. A week-long
program itt,
-Philadelphia began
Monday. After that, officers will
visit Chicago, Dallas, Detroit,
Los Angeles, Miami and other
cities.
"Anywhere you have highdensity urban areas, the dropout
rates are high and it's hard to get
the message across," said Lew
Brodsky, director of Selective
Service's public information
office.
"It ends up costing the taxpayers money each time we have to
send out letters tracking these
guys down and issuing them
warning letters," he said. "Be-

sides, if the country were to ever
go to war, it's important that we
have these men on file."
Signing up doesn't mean every
young man is headed to the next
war. If Congress reinstated the
draft, only men who turn 20 that
year would be called on to serve,
said Larry Waltman, an agency
spokesman.
The sign-up campaign includes
talking with students and distributing brochures emblazoned
with such slogans as, "It's what
a man has to do," and "For men
only."
Women are not required to
sign up.
Registration for the draft was

suspended in 1975, but it was resumed in 1980. Now, all men
have to register within 30 days of
their 18th birthday. If they don't,
they can't get financial aid for
college, student loans, federal
jobs or U.S. citizenship.
Dodgers could also face prosecution, as Paul Jacob
experienced.
Jacob protested the mandatory
registration in 1980 and was
charged in federal court in Arkansas with violating the Military
Selective Service Act. He was
found guilty and served five
months in a Texas prison in
1985.

Parents file suit

Grc

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Six black parents have filed suit
against the Jefferson County school system, challenging the district's integration plan.
The suit, filed Wednesday in U.S. District Court, comes more than
20 years after white and black activists fought and won a legal battle
to desegregate the county's schools.
The parents claim that the district violates the U.S. Constitution
and the federal Civil Rights Act of 1964 when it denies children
admission to Central High School solely because they are black.
The school district's student-assignment policy forbids any school
from having an enrollment more than 50 percent black.
Central, a magnet school in downtown Louisville, has had to refuse admission to hundreds of black students, though it has space,
because not enough white students apply. It has a capacity of 1,400
students but only about 900 are enrolled this year.
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Men indicted for intimidation
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Two Kentucky men have been indicted by a federal grand jury on charges they tried to burn a cross
in a Vine Grove trailer park to intimidate several of the residents
who lived there.
Randall J. Pike, 37, of Constantine in Breckinridge County, and
his uncle, Raphael S. Pike, 44, of Ekron in Meade County, face
criminal civil-rights charges of conspiracy, aiding and abetting, and
housing discrimination through intimidation for allegedly preparing
to burn a cross at the Kozy Korner Mobile Home Park on June 1.
Randall Pike also is accused of wrapping a white sheet around the
cross and dousing both with gasoline, according to the indictment.
The charges carry a maximum sentence of 10 years in prison and a
$250,000 fine.

Texas drops Worthington case
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The state of Texas has closed its case
against Rep. Pete Worthington, who was stopped and questioned for
carrying a concealed weapon through Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport.
Worthington, D-Ewing, said he was relieved that the ordeal appears to be over.
"I had not done anything wrong other than forget that I had a
weapon in my possession," he said.
A state court grand jury decided last Thursday not to file charges
agairtst Worthington.
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Dinner canceled after protest

McL

COVINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Northern Kentucky Right to Life conducted a telephone and letter-writing campaign that resulted in the
cancellation of an orphanage benefit dinner where Gov. Paul Patton
was scheduled to speak.
Right to Life opposed Patton's appearance because he vetoed a
bill requiring a 24-hour waiting period before a woman could get an
abortion. The General Assembly overrode the veto last week.
"We've been calling people, asking them to call the bishop," said
Fred Summe, vice president of Northern Kentucky Right to Life.
Patton was scheduled at a fund-raiser for the Diocesan Catholic
Childrens' Home on May 15. The event celebrates the 150-year history of the orphanage.
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•Finance...
FROM PAGE 1
advertisements."
President Clinton, in a statement issued at the White House,
embraced the measure, saying
that all members in the House
have "a responsibility to vote for
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this measure to ban large softmoney contributions, improve
disclosure and restrict backdoor
campaign spending."
A second measure, supported
by numerous first-termers from
both parties, would ban softmoney donations to the national
parties, but permit them for state
parties. It would require disclosure by organizations that run
issue ads.
In addition, other measures are
likely to be offered for a vote.
Rep. Rick White, R-Wash., for
example, said in a statement he
will offer his measure to create
an independent commission on
campaign finance reform.
And Republicans are likely to
seek a new vote on a measure
that was defeated last month. It
would give union members the
right to stop their leadership from
spending their dues money on
campaign activity. This proposal,
which Republicans call "paycheck protection," is opposed
strongly by the AFL-CIO and
congressional Democrats, who
fear it would sharply restrict organized labor's ability to support
candidates.
Gephardt and other Democrats
sought to take credit for the
change of plans by Speaker Newt
Gingrich and the House Republican leadership,
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AROUND THE NATION
Group arrested for attack
FRESNO, Calif. (AP) — Three runaway girls looking for a ride
home were taken to a motel party where as many as 16 men and
boys dragged them into the bathroom and repeatedly heat and raped
them, authorities said.
Three men and seven boys who were arrested last week and over
the weekend pleaded innocent to felony rape charges Wednesday.
Police were still seeking up to six suspects.
The girls — a 12-year-old and two 13-year-olds -- told police
their attackers choked, bit, slapped and threatened to kill them.

Three dead in shooting
INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP) -- First, there were loud voices. Then
shots rang out from a locked office at a federal building where an
employee, a supervisor and a union representative were meeting.
By the time it was over, the three federal workers were dead in
the shootings Wednesday at a U.S. Department of Agriculture district office.
Police said the employee shot and killed his supervisor and a union representative, ignoring their cries for mercy, before shooting
himself in the head.

Execution takes two tries
HUNTSVILLE, Texas (AP) — With five sons of his murder victim watching, officials needed two tries to execute a man who was
17 when he shot and killed a San Antonio woman.
The first attempt to execute Joseph Cannon was aborted Wednesday when a vein in his left arm collapsed and the needle popped out.
He already had made a final statement expressing his regret for the
1977 slaying.
"I'm sorry for what I did to your mom," he said to the five sons
of victim Anne Walsh. "I am sorry for all of you. I love you all. I
thank you all for being kind to me when I was small."
Cannon, 38, had spent more than half of his life on death row for
fatally shooting Mrs. Walsh, 45, a San Antonio attorney and mother
of eight.

Disney cleared in animal deaths
LAKE BUENA VISTA, Fla.(AP)-- Federal investigators cleared
Disney in the deaths of a dozen exotic animals at its new wildlife
theme park.
The Department of Agriculture said Wednesday it found no violations of the Animal Welfare Act in a three-week investigation of
Walt Disney World's 500-acre Animal Kingdom.

McDougal unwilling to talk
LITTLE ROCK, Ark.(AP) — Eighteen months behind bars apparently haven't changed Susan McDougal's approach to Whitewater
prosecutors.
"She won't cooperate," Mark Geragos told reporters Wednesday
as Mrs. McDougal arrived in Arkansas from California.
U.S. District Judge Susan Weber Wright cleared the way for Mrs.
McDougal's appearance today before a special grand jury by allowing an order compelling her to face the panel to stand.
Wright, who put Mrs. McDougal away for 18 months for defying
an order to testify, said she couldn't set aside the order based on
ethical questions raised about Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr.

Man charged with injecting son
ST. CHARLES, Mo. (AP) — A medical technician was charged
with injecting his son with HIV-infected blood so the boy would die
and he wouldn't have to pay child support.
Brian Stewart, 31, of Columbia. Ill., was arrested Tuesday and
jailed in lieu of $500,000 bond. He was charged with first-degree
assault, which carries a life sentence if convicted.
The boy contracted HIV, the virus that causes AIDS. Doctors
called police two years ago when they could not explain how the
child contracted the virus. The boy, now 7, has full-blown AIDS.
Stewart came under suspicion when he told the boy's mother and
other family members that she would never collect child support
payments because their son wouldn't live that long. Stewart had contested his son's paternity, authorities said.
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Battle heats up between industries
WASHINGTON (AP) — Even though TV stations haven't even
begun airing shows in the higher-quality digital format, the broadcasting industry already is pushing the government to force cable
systems to carry the new signals.
This dogfight between longtime rival industries — both of which
are about to begin a years-long transition to digital TV — is being
played out at the Federal Communications Commission and in Congress, where the potential impact on the public of this brave new TV
world is being considered.
The House Commerce Committee's telecommunications subcommittee was holding a hearing on the issue today.
During the transition to digital, local TV stations will be allowed
to have two channels: one for digital and the other for the current
analog TV system.
But most cable systems currently don't have the channel space to
carry both. Systems will have space to carry both the digital and
analog signals only after they are upgraded to get more capacity.
The process in now under way.

Grand jury selected
BOULDER, Colo. (AP) — A utility worker, a photography buff
and a woman who enjoys mystery novels are among the 17 people
who could get a chance to help authorities find the killer of JonBenet Ramsey.
The five men and 12 women, including five alternates, were chosen Wednesday for a grand jury following a day of questions ranging from their hobbies and occupations to their knowledge about the
death of the 6-year-old beauty pageant contestant.

Switched baby still unclaimed
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) —
Snuggling with stuffed bears and
the darling of nurses and "visiting grandmas," Baby Harris is
beginning life in a pretty comfy
spot. But it's not home.
Two weeks after his birth, the
healthy boy is still unclaimed,
unnamed and stuck in a hospital
nursery, the victim of a baby
mix -op.
Officials at the Regional Medical Center insist LaDonna Harris,
23, is the baby's mother. She
isn't so sure.
"I don't know whether LaDonna is right, but I have no
doubt she is sincere," said her lawyer, Sadler Bailey. He said Ms.
Harris is awaiting results of DNA
tests before deciding if she will
claim the child.
That might not be the end of it,
either.
"I wouldn't be surprised if
there's an independent test done
down the road," Bailey said
Wednesday. He predicted a lawsuit or a financial settlement.
Ms. Harris no longer speaks to
reporters. In the past week, she
has begun visiting the boy.
The trouble began on Easter
Sunday, two days after Baby Harris — as the hospital calls him —
was born.
Ms. Harris was given one baby
and returned home to her two
other children. Baby Hams was
taken to the room of another

mother, Bridget Thomas, 27, and
given to her.
Ms. Thomas noticed immediately that the baby was different
from the one she had held earlier.
Hospital officials discovered the
babies' name tags had been
misread.
Ms. Harris was called to bring
back the infant she had been given. She did so the next day,
while refusing to accept that the
situation was straightened out.
She called the baby she was given "ugly," a comment her lawyer said was unfortunately
made "at the absolute height of
anguish."
Ms. Thomas was satisfied with
the hospital's explanation and
took her baby, Kevin Merriwether Jr., home on April 14.
She and her fiance, Kevin Merriwether Sr., have said they are
willing to take Baby Harris, too,
if he remains unclaimed.
Bailey called the idea ridiculous. Ms. Harris wants her baby,
he said. She just wants to be sure
she has the right one.
Hospital officials have asked
the state's Department of Children's Services to advise them
what to do with Baby Harris. Department spokeswoman Jeni Stephens said an investigation is
under way, though there is no
reason yet to regard the child as
abandoned.

ally eradicated, it will be around
and spread to the fields and then
spread to neighboring fields.
"It's not a devastating thing
today, however, it causes concern
to have it this early."
Blue mold is highly weathersensitive, and the recent cool,
wet, overcast weather conditions
are ideal for spread of the
disease.
McKinney said farmers with
infected seedlings had two options — either apply fungicides
to rid the disease from infected
plants, or not transplant them at
all and get another batch of
seedlings.
Blue mold robbed Kentucky
farmers of millions of dollars in
lower production the past two
growing seasons, state agriculture
officials said.
Smith, himself a tobacco
grower, said blue mold also had
been spotted this spring across
the border in Robertson County,
Tenn.
He said southcentral Kentucky
was especially at risk of blue
mold. Smith said that fungicides
can effectively control the
disease.
Smith said officials apparently
had traced the infected Todd
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pressors and bright slips ot paper
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by well-wishers.
Fannie Williams
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feed and rock hospital iicv.horn.,
said Baby Harris appears to t.c
healthy and happy
"He's a good
she Nal,:
When he wakes up for h •
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MELVIN'S TIRE STORE
Specializing in Dcun
and General Tirc.,'
Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat.

762 - 0000
401 N. 4th St.

New Owner Appreciation
Oil
Change

$14.9

II Blue mold...
FROM PAGE 1

Dr. Sheldon Korones, director
of the hospital's newborn center,
said Baby Harris is getting the
best of care, but the proper place
for a healthy infant is with his
mother.
"I don't know why she doesn't
believe that's her baby," Korones said. "He's a cute little
baby. Everyone is holding him
and spoiling him. And he's fine."
Nurses in the newborn center
have made a mobile for Baby

Ou'rwr

'Up to 5 qts of oil & new oil filter

County tobacco plants to a
grower in central Florida.
One way to reduce the threat
of blue mold would be to lessen
dependence on outside sources
and grow more seedlings in Kentucky, he said.
"We've encouraged more
greenhouse growing and more
production of these transplants in
Kentucky," Smith said. "It's a
good cash business.
"We just feel like that we've
got a lower risk and better rate of
reducing the presence of blue
mold if we produce our own
plants."
Smith said he pushed for legislation this year to set up a certification and inspection process for
tobacco seedlings shipped into
Kentucky, but it didn't pass the
recent General Assembly session.

1
We Will Also Check:
Air Filter
All Belts & Hoses
Tire Pressure
All Fluids

April 17-May
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Check out our complete GM Service Dept
with certified mechanics and body shop
includingframe machine& OSHA approved
paint spray booth.

BRAND
ON AUTO WORLD
Oldsmobile • Pontiac • Cadillac • Buick
111c1ly kfluwti as 1111(1(111 Nlotor..„)
1300 Hwy. 121 By-Pass • Murray • 753-5315
G.T. 131 Howard Brandon Owners

Service Dept. Closed Saturdays

Which Way
to the
Capitol?
Buddy Buckingham won't have to ask directions
as your state representative. His extensive work on Western Kentucky
issues in Frankfort will help him better serve

All-Around Coverage
All-Around Murray &
Calloway County

During the last four regular legislative sessions
since 1992 — Buddy Buckingham has worked
with the Governor and other legislative leaders to
improve our area's standing.

Woman gives birth to four
SAN DIEGO (AP) — A 55-year-old woman who used in vitro
fertilization has given birth to quadruplets, The Associated Press has
learned.
The three girls and one boy were delivered by Caesarean section
at Mary Birch Hospital for Women on Saturday. All were in intensive care late Wednesday, one of them in critical condition.
The births, first reported by television station KFMB, were confirmed to the AP by a source familiar with the situation who spoke
on condition of anonymity.
The woman, who is not married, delivered the babies at 27 weeks,
the source said. Their birth weights were not immediately known.
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NO EQUITY REQUIRED

BILLS

Buddy
Buckingham

BILLS

BILLS

That experience has established Buddy
Buckingham as a man who knows his way,around
in Frankfort...and as the best choice to represent
you there.

Our representation in Frankfort won't miss a beat with
Buddy Buckingham on the job.

CONSOLIDATE

Questions arise regarding death

$10,000 - $110/mo

LONDON (AP) — Questions lingered today over the circumstances of Linda McCartney's death, with California authorities
pressing their investigation of the death and the McCartney family
trying to keep private where she died.
On Wednesday night, Paul McCartney's spokesman dismissed
suggestions her death might have been "assisted," after the Santa
Barbara County Sherifrs Department said it was investigating why
no death certificate had been filed for Mrs. McCartney.
Linda McCartney, wife of the former Beatle for 29 years, died
Friday from breast cancer that had spread to her liver. She was S6.

$50,000 - $550/mo
1-800-228-9052
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U.S SENATOR FOR KENTUCKY

Mitch McConnell
The Importance of Curing America's Druz Problem
The use of illicit drugs is on the rise again the in United States
and the repercussions are being felt across Kentucky and throughout America. In 1995 alone, drugs killed more than 14,000 Americans. Between 70 and 90 percent of all persons incarcerated in state
prisons are there for drug offenses. And last year, Americans spent
$150 billion for drug-related medical and criminal costs, more than
we spent on education, transportation, agriculture, energy, space
and foreign aid combined. These costs, both in lives lost and in
actual dollars spent, are truly staggering, and only reinforce why
we must find a way to solve our nation's drug crisis.
The current drug craze is being fueled by two traditionally
competing factors, rising quality and falling price, that have uncharacteristically combined to form a deadly one-two combination
that continues to make the problem worse . Currently, the potency
of many drugs, particularly heroin and crack, is at record highs.
Whereas heroin was only 4-10 percent pure in the 1970s, law
enforcement officials are finding that today's heroin is now 70-90
percent pure. Disturbingly, at the same time potency has increased.
street prices have fallen. This creates a vicious cycle where it
becomes cheaper and cheaper to become a regular user of more
potent — and more dangerous — drugs. Thus. it also becomes
easier (the higher the potency, the m.'8re addictive a drug is) and less
expensive than ever to become a regular user and then an addict.
Yet, as the nation's drug problem has increased, we have seen
a frightening lack of appropriate response from_the White House..
Since 1993, the White House has shifted the emphasis from drug
prevention and interdiction at the border to treatment of addicts and
"source country" programs. In my opinion, one of the greatest
problems is that, since entering office in 1993, the current administration has. cut drug interdiction by roughly $1 billion.
Since I believe that drug interdiction must be the centerpiece of
our national anti-drug efforts, this greatly concerns me. If we can
dramatically decrease the flow of drugs across our borders, we can
make drugs much harder to acquire and we can drive up the street
price, making drugs less affordable, particularly for children. While
I support working with friendly, cooperative governments in "drugsource countries," such as Bolivia. Columbia and Peru. we should
not neglect our own interdiction efforts and overlook our borders to
do so.
Solving our nation's drug problem must be one of our top
priorities. A recent study shows that half of all street crimes are
linked to drugs. Thus, eliminating the drug problem should dramatically reduce violent crime, making our streets safer. In addition, solving this problem would allow the government to focus
valuable resources on other important issues like improving our
nation's education system. If we can win the war on drugs, we win
a major victory for our nation's future, leaving to our children a
much safer and less violent society.
For more information on this issue or any other issue, please
feel free to write me at 361A Russell Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C. 20510 or call me at (202) 224-2541. You can
also reach me by sending e-mail to my office. My e-mail address is
(senator@ mcconnell.senate ov).

NATO addition questioned
DALLAS (AP) — Whether it
is the risky blunder critics foresee
or the stride for stability the
White House promises, NATO
expansion to add three Eastern
European nations seems effectively settled.
It would be a major change
with relatively minor debate.
Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan
is trying to prevent that, saying
that to extend the Western military alliance toward the frontiers
of Russia risks "the catastrophe
of nuclear war."
Strong words, the strongest yet
in what has been desultory debate
on an issue that has drawn scant
public attention. Moynihan and a
bloc of Senate allies — no more
than 20 at this point — are trying
to block ratification of the expansion President Clinton advocates.
To do it, they'd need 34 votes
in the Senate, when it acts, probably late this month or next.
"As of now there is not much
doubt as to the outcome," the
New York senator said. "This
could change."
Hence his grim words in an address to the 150th anniversary
luncheon of The Associated Press
on Monday:
"If we do go ahead, we do
have to recognize that without
having intended it, we may have
raised the prospect of nuclear war
to the most intense point it has
reached since the beginning of
the Nuclear Age."
Obviously, the Russians don't

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

Walter Mears
Associated Press columnist
like the expansion, and the administration doesn't pretend otherwise. Secretary of State Madeleine Albright said Moscow's
concerns are being handled
through diplomatic consultations.
But Moynihan said a weakened
Russia could resort to nuclear
weapons for lack of conventional
military forces to repeal any future actions Moscow deems a
threat to the existence of the Russian Federation.
Clinton champions the admission of Poland, Hungary and the
Czech Republic as a step that can
help "bring Europe together not
by force of arms but by possibilities of peace." The administration pushed the idea to adoption
by the alliance.
"A larger NATO will make
America safer by expanding the
area of Europe where wars
simply do not happen," Albright
says.
But Moscow doesn't see it that
way, regarding the extension of
the Western alliance to the borders of what was the Soviet Union. NATO was created to en-

_c

force the line against any attempt
to Moscow to move west, beyond
what were then its satellites in
Eastern Europe. In the expanded
alliance, extending past the old
Iron Curtain, the commitment remains that an attack against any
one NATO state would be considered an attack against them all.
The alliance created 49 years
ago put the front line of U.S. defense into Europe as a bulwark
against the Soviet empire. Now
that front line would be extended
into a region that was part of that
Cold War communist bloc.
The Senate ratified the Atlantic
treaty 82-13 that summer, after
three weeks of debate.
Since then, NATO has been
expanded from 12 nations to 16.
"Each time, the alliance became
stronger," Albright said. She said
this expansion "will have the
same invigorating effect."
She said the quest for NATO
membership has led to the settlement of border disputes and other
issues by the nations that want in.
She said the threats in the region
now "are instability, ethnic

cleansing, disputes over borders,
a sense of insecurity."
But the expansion stirs a sense
of insecurity in Moscow, and
that's where Moynihan sees
danger.
George F. Kerman, diplomat,
scholar, historian and the architect of the U.S. policy of containment of the old Soviet Union,
says expansion will inflame nationalist, militaristic and antiWestern attitudes in Russia, and
could adversely affect democracy
there.
Albright argues the reverse,
saying the choice is whether to
validate American leadership of a
new NATO to deter new threats,
or to "leave Europe divided as if
the Iron Curtain were still in
place."
Sen. John Warner, R-Va., opposing expansion but seeing the
likelihood, wants an amendment
to prevent more NATO additions
for at least three years
Clinton opposes that restriction. "It would fracture NATO's
open-door consensus," he said,
although it hasn't been ajar for a
while.
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This expansion would be the
first addition to the NATO roster
since 1982.
And a dangerous one, in Moynihan's judgment. He said if the
Senate vote goes as expected, the
debate should at least alert the
nation and the political establishment to the risk involved.
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FROM OUR READERS
Attack stuns MSU alum
Dear Editor.
I love Murray State University and never in the 40 years since I
graduated have I been more proud than I am now to be a Murray State
alumnus.
Our university has been energized under Dr. Kern Alexander's
leadership. Enrollmentis at an all-time high and our academic reputation
is nationally recognized.
Funding has been secured for the $10 million Carr Health Center and
$6.5 million for a Hopkinsville MSU campus.This campus and the Crisp
Center in Paducah greatly enhance our regional outreach. No other
president has ever been as effective in regional public relations.
Alumni weekend was the most successful ever. There were more
alumni in attendance,and more enthusiasm than I remember in the recent
past.
So you can imagine how stunned those attending were at the attack on
our president. If disgruntled faculty are truly interested in what is best for
our university, I suggest they try team work.
I know Dr. Alexander will work with you. He does have ow
university's best interests at heart and Murray State will prosper with his
leadership.
As president of the MSU Alumni Association, I look forward to
working with Dr. Alexander to make Murray State a better place to live,
work and educate our children and grandchildren.
Bobby H. Freeman
Vice president, manager
NationsBank
Fort Campbell, KY 42223

Just drop us a line ...
The Ledger & Times welcomes letters to the editor. All letters must
be signed and should include the writer's address and telephone number for verification purposes. Letters must be under 500 words. We
reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to limit frequent
writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
it Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071 or faxed to (502)

753-1927.
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'Boomers'changing values
The 1998 "off-year" campaign
for control of Congress has started
earlier than usual, is likely to be
more expensive than ever and,in the
end, will probably produce minimal
change to the status quo of divided
government.
As conservatives search desperately for a political savior who can
undo the damage they perceive
President Clinton and his baby
boom generation have caused to our
morals, there are signs that things
are changing.
This change is fascinating because it is not coming from topdown political activism, but from a
bottom-up transformation of minds
and hearts as boomers come to their
senses.
Boomers seem to be emerging
from a protracted adolescence,
spanning more than 30 years. News
reports tell us they are tired of the
values they once embraced and are
searching for the faith, ethics and
virtues that mostly characterized
their parents'and grandparents'generations.
Just as boomers harmed culture
with their largely had behavior,
their new subtle switch is producing
a beneficial jolt.
This shift is not only observable
as many boomers search for the God
who "died" in the '60s, it is also

CAL'S THOUGHTS

Cal Thomas
Syndicated coliumnist
being noticed in the corporate
world. ,
A recent issue of Sales and
Marketing Management began a
cover story: "There's strange talk
being spoken in the hallways of
Corporate America today. It's about
inner peace and a desire to gain
more from business than a hefty
paycheck ... Spirituality, folks, is
taking hold of the workplace."
Writing about this trend in the
April issue of the publication
American Demographics, David B.
Wolfe, who heads a behavior consulting firm in Reston, Va.,says that
"America is being changed by a
massive and unprecedented shift in
what I call the psychological center
of gravity(PCG). This is the center
of influence on popular culture and
values. Its midpoint has moved
from the young adult years, when
people's values characteristically
undergo a major realignment"
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In other words, the boomers are,
at last, growing up. And they are
realizing there are certain truths
about the human condition that
cannot be ignored. So, we are
beginning to see a drop in crime,an
increase in marriage rates and a
slow decline in divorce as the
boomers not only demand more
from themselves, but want more for
their children.
Wolfe says politicians and police
chiefs are taking too much credit for
the decline in crime. Instead, he
credits "the moral influence of the
PCG ... These moral, middle-aged
influences could be changing the
behavior of newly everyone above
the age of reason."
Wolfe believes a kind of"unconscious consensus" is at work,"transforming the values profile of the
nation." While he thinks this will
have an impact on everything from
fast food to retailing and other
industries whose marketing has

been based on the values of the
young, he also predicts that because
"the age at the epicenter of the PCG
is still rising,the narcissistic, materialistic values of youth will exert
less and less influence on consumer
behavior."
If Wolfe is right, conservatives
may be focusing their efforts in the
wrong place. Instead of concentrating on Washington, they might
better achieve their objectives by
turning to the harvest that awaits
them in the fields outside the Beltway. Meeting the boomers at their
point of need is what the churches
do best,or used to do best before too
many became entangled with the
wrong kingdom.
Religious conservatives returning to their first priority and living
the message that their unelected
Leader lived and taught would have
a greater and more lasting impact on
culture than any presidential candidate, election, legislation or Supreme Court decision.
The beautiful part of this is that
once people's hearts are transformed, the political and cultural
institutions will reflect that transformation. But it's nearly impossible to
force a standard of goodness on a
nation that either wants to be bad or
is indifferent to those who do bad
things.
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Murray and Hazel Woman's Clubs
Celebrate Women in '98
The Murray Woman's Club gives Hazel Woman's Club:
over 20,000 volunteer hours
Small club with a big heart!
The Murray Woman's Club has
had a very busy year. Its 326
members have given over 20,000
volunteer hours and raised $58,900
for programs within our community. The Club is organized into
10 separate departments; Alpha,
Creative Arts, Delta, Garden,
Home,Kappa, Music,Sigma,Theta
and Zeta. This structure promotes a
variety of projects and interests.
"Children In Crisis" is the focus
of this Administration. The Club
has sponsored the new Big
Brothers/Big Sisters mentoring
program,supported the Community
Partnership for the Protection of
Children Project that was introduced to Calloway County by
C.U.B.S., worked with our District
to provide a Community Leadership
Workshop at MSU for 73 high
school sophomores from across
Western Kentucky, sponsored
music contests for middle and high
school students, student arts and
crafts contests, and student poetry
and short story contests. The Club
has also been responsible for special
showings of student art work, the
membership has served as tutors
and mentors and encouraged the use
of our public library and its resources. This club has donated over 300
books throughout the community.
Scholarships at MSU are funded
annually by several departments.
The MWC supports recycling
and was recognized with the Beverage Industry Recycling Program
Award at the State Convention. We
support our City and County Services and completed the "Eyes In
The Dark" project in September.
The Club raised a total of $51,000 to

purchase two Cairns Iris Fire Helmets - this project won the 1st place
Community Improvement Program
Award also at this years convention.
This Club supports our City Parks
through the ongoing "Pennies For
The Park" program - the project was
also a State winner and placed third
in the Nation in 1996. This Club
supports our legislative process by
distributing Voter Registration
Cards and hopes to improve voter
awareness with a Candidate Forum
on April 30th at the Clubhouse.
Department
projects/scholarships are funded through a variety
of Ways and Means efforts. Alpha Book Fair, Creative Arts - Holiday
Bazaar, Garden - Luncheon and
Card Party, Home - "Fun Auction"
and Bake Sale, Kappa - Holiday
Home Tour, Music - Style Show,
Sigma - Monte Carlo Night.
The General Club hosts three
Ways and Means events. The MSU
Basketball Team served chili and
grilled hot dogs at our Chili Supper
in October. A Jewelry Sale was also
held during that month at the
Clubhouse.
The Raise-The-Roof Dinner and
Roast will be held on May 5th at the
MSU Curris Center Ballroom at
6:30 p.m. Bob Valentine, our favorite Master of Ceremonies, will help
us honor E.W. Dennison (MSU
Athletic Director), Martha Andrus
(Past President of MWC)and Senator Bob Jackson (State Senator and
CEO of HT Marketing). Tickets are
currently on sale for $20 at Pier I,
Dennison Hunt, HT Marketing,
D.K. Kelly, The Garden Path or
from any member of the Murray
Woman's Club. The proceeds of the

Roast will go to the Restoration
The Hazel Woman's Club was bake sales, hat sales, rummage
Project of the Historic Murray Wo- organized and federated in 1965. sales, ice cream and chili suppers,
man's Clubhouse and to the Lynn Janice Wilkinson was Charter Pres- country breakfast, Christmas gift
Clarke Griffiths Apheresis Donor ident,serving 1965-67. Four charter
wrapping, catering the Hazel
Center.
members are still active in the club: Alumni supper, catering private
Each year, members of this Club
Mrs. Wilkinson, Hilda Bennett, affairs, club auctions, selling lunch
are selected for special recognition. Sandra Gallimore and Sharon Ray. at public auctions, selling Bright of
In 1997-98, we honored Newcomer
Others serving as president have
America, food demonstrations at
of the Year - Sue Smith, Outstandbeen Toni Jones 1967-69, Hilda local supermarkets, cookbook sales
Bennett 1969-71, Sharon Ray and the car show the first weekend
ing Club Woman in Recycling 1971-73, Sandra Gallinnore 1973- in October. The car show is held in
Bonnie Jones, Volunteer of the Year
- Stacy Stokes and Club Woman of 75, Clarkie Butterworth 1975-77, conjunction with "Hazel Day
Carolyn Parks 1977-79, Vicki Celebration."
the Year - Linda Scott.
Nance 1979-81, Elaine Paschall
Through the Celebrate Women
The money the club earns is put
1981-83, Patricia Latimer 1983-86, back into the community or used for
Project, we recognized Effie Kemp
Marylin Liddle 1986-88, Janice
as our 1997 Community Woman of
other service projects. The club was
Wilkinson 1988-90, Hilda Bennett awarded honorable mention for
Achievement.
1990-92, Clarkie Buuerworth
their 1996-98 Community ImproveWe will honor our 10 members
1992-94, Sharon Ray 1994-96 and
ment Program, putting smoke dewho have died during this year at
tectors in every home and business
our Memorial Services in May; Linda Bennett 1996-98.
The club meets the third Thursin Hazel city limits. Other projects
Lynn Clarke Gnffiths, Betty Jane
day of the month at the Hazel
the club has had over the years have
Kirkenmier, Lorene Swann, Mary
been planters on Main Street in
Ann Clark, Elsie Parker, Delano Community Center. The club's first
meeting was held in the Hazel
Hazel, trash containers, shrubs and
Waldrop, Lucille Austin, Catherine
Woodman Hall, then moved to City
Welcome to Hazel sign and donaRussell, Helen Hodges and Sarah
Hall in Hazel and later in the
tions and voluntary service for the
Davis.
conference room at Dees Bank. In
upkeep of the community center.
The Murray Woman's Club
the summer of 1975, the club in1997-98 Executive Committee
This year the club with the help of
itiated the purchase of the old Hazel
Linda Scott, President, Carolyn
Quest Pharmaceuticals purchased
school lunchroom. After many reMarcum, 1st Vice President, Mary
$1,000.00 of surgical supplies to be
novations it has now become the
Ann Russell, 2nd Vice President,
used by Operation Smile Missions
Hazel Community Center serving
Martha Crafton, Recording SecretHospitals. Kevin Higgins,President
the entire community as well as
of Quest Pharmaceuticals allowed
ary, Judy Denton, Corresponding
several civic organizations.
the club to purchase these supplies
Secretary, Terry Parker-Bell, TreaEach year there are special prosurer, and Neva Grey Allbriuen,
jects and fundraising activities. at cost, even special ordering some.
Parliamentarian. Contact Sue AlliSome of the money making projects Operation Smile provides free
surgery, education and training for
son for information concerning the
throughout the years have been
local health care professionals in
Clubhouse rental, 753-9038.
fifteen developing countries. The
club won second place in the KFWC
International Affairs Department
Special Projects for this. Other
participation or donations have
been made to KET, Habitat for
Humanity, DARE, Eyes In Dark,

Murray Women's Club members attend the Kentucky Federation of Women's
Clubs 103rd Annual Convention In Louisville in April. Pictured are Sue
Mon, Martha Andrus, Undo Scott, Barbara Brandon, Martha Crofton and
Lois Phwris.

We're Proud To Support Such A
Fine Organization.
wiiptimenr,

ILL
J.H. CHURCH
FUNERA
HOME
L
Terry & Karen Isaacs, Owners

Thornton Tile
and Marble, Inc.
612 S. 9th St.
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FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

701 Main SL

Murray, Ky.
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THE COTTAGE GARDEN
209 S. 4th St. • On The Square

•

Open Tues.-Sat. 9:00-5:09
Wurroy's Unique Flower & Gorden

1409 Main St. • Murray • Next to tivvtn's Mkt. • 759-1736
Open 7 Days A Week

Shop"

Fresh Flowers and Arrangements • Blooming & Green Plants
Topiaries • Garden Accessories • Garden Books • Gifts
• Schurman Cards & Notes • Watercolors by Darlene Colson
• Winnie the Pooh & Friends by Gun&

MURRAY

Joe Thornton

Ledger Times

Candidate for

Jailer
Ladies, I Ask For Your Vote
and Influence.
Pahl for by rood114•••

exa..17e —

94-ad

COVVENE'S
DONUTS $3.50 A D•ze.

The Hazel Woman's Club is a
small club with a big heart!

I Support The Ladies Clubs of Calloway County

9o-ace
"!1

In May new officers will be
installed for the 1998-99 year. Carolyn Parks - President, Marla
Thompson - 1st Vice President,
Elaine Paschall - 2nd Vice President, Sharon Ray - Treasurer,
Clarkie Butterworth - Recording
Secretary and Teresa Price - Corresponding Secretary.

--srwaMismum.„.n=mozmm

(502)753-5273

1.:

This year's club officers are
Linda Bennett - President, Carolyn
Parks - 1st Vice President, Rita
Emery - 2nd Vice President, Janice
Wilkinson - Treasurer, Sandra Gallimore - Recording Secretary, Mary
Ann On- - Corresponding Secretary.

.•
-1 L..11

Proud To Support The Murray
and Hazel Woman's Clubs.
'You Will Be Satisfied"

Another project that has become
an annual affair is the Senior Citizen
Luncheon held in May. This is a fun
time where the members of the club
provide the food and invite local
senior citizens to come and enjoy a
great meal. Local merchants have
been very generous to help by
providing door prizes and gifts to be
given to those who attend.

Aptll 1998 — Left to right: Unda Bennett - President, Janice Wilkinson Treasurer,Sandra Galiknore • Recording Secretary and Carolyn Patits• First
Vice President

In recognition of the many accomplishments, of
both the Hazel Woman's Club and the Murray
Woman's Club, because they make Murray and
Calloway County a nicer, safer place to live.

201 S. 3rd St., Murray, KY • 753-2411
"Over a Century of Caring Service"

Make-A-Difference Day, Project
Graduation, Cancer Walk for Life,
Need Line, Red Cross Disaster Drill
and the Veteran's Hospital.
Each year the club awards the
Janie Story Memorial Scholarship
to an area student that will be
attending Murray State University.
Originally named the Hazel Woman's Club Scholarship, it was
changed in 1985 to honor Janie
Story a charter member who is
deceased. The club has given 24
scholarships.
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The Garden Path
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Tues.-Fri. 10-5
We Do Custom Bar-B-Q, Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
Hours: Mon. - Thur. 8 a.rn. - 8 p.m. • Fri. & Sat. 8 a.m. • 8 p.m.
1407 Main • MueraY • 753-4682 DO Hot Lin* 753-7811
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
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CALLOWAY 4H photos

Pictured, from left, are Faye Willie, Judy Cunningham, and Judy Overbey examining a garment during the clothing construction judging.

Participants In the 4-H Fashion Revue were, from left, first row, Heather
Ferguson, Kayla Bazzell, Erin Butler, Christina Dunn, Kelly Dick, Grace
Virant, Amanda Melton, Kayla Norris, DeAndra Heskett, second row,
Angela Oliver, Audrey Ferguson, Susan Harrison, Jennifer McKnight,
Whitney Alexander, Laura Beth Lamb, and Joanna Lamb.

County 4-H Fashion Revue held at school
Clothing Construction judges
from the Farm Bureau Women's
Federation, Judy Cunningham,
Judy Overbey, and Faye Willie,
met to determine the winners of
the construction. The winners in
each category for construction
will get to send their garments to
the Kentucky State Fair in
August.
In Get Ready Set Sew Unit I
Grace Virant was champion with
DeAndra Heskett as runner-up; In
Quick Clothes Unit 2 Kelly Dick
was champion and JoAnna Lamb
as runner-up; In Casual Wear
Unit 3 Laura Beth Lamb was
champion; In Knit Know How

By GINNY HARPER
County 4-H agent
The Calloway County 4-H
Fashion Revue was held March
23 at Murray Elementary School.
Fifteen persons in units one
through five participated. The
participants constructed their garments, accessorized, and modeled
their outfits for the audience and
judges.
One senior 4-Her, Whitney
Alexander, completed the FRashion Magic Record, Wardrobe
Planning, she then modeled a garment that she selected to complete her wardrobe.
Prior to the Fashion Revue, the

Elect

PHIL HAZE)
22 Years Corrections Experience
Democrat for

Calloway County Jailer
A Corrections Professional Committed To
Community SAFETY and EFFICIENT Jail Management

We proudly present

bridal registry.

our
Candi

Manis & David

Unit 4 Angela Oliver was champion; and In Mix and Match, Alternative to 4 or 5, Susan Harrison was champion.
All garments received blue ribbons for the outstanding construction and sewing skills.
The Fashion Revue competition was tight. The judges, Gina
Buscher, Noelle Lunte, and Rachel Wilkerson, chose to give all
the participants a blue ribbon.
First year participants also received a book to help them increase their sewing skills.
First year participants were
Kayla Bazzell, Erin Butler,
Christina Dunn, DeAndra Heskett, Jennifer McKnight, Kayla
Morris, and Grace Virant. Bazzell
was chosen as champion and Butler as runner-up.
In Unit 2 Kelly Dick, Audrey
Ferguson, Heather Ferguson,
Joanna Lamb and Amanda Melton competed. Melton received
champion and Dick was runnerup.
In Unit 3 Laura Beth Lamb
was champion. Angela Oliver
was champion in Unit 4. In Mix
and Match Susan Harrison was
champion.
Whitney Alexander received a
blue ribbon for her record in
Wardrobe Planning. She, along
•
•
•
•

Outland

April 25, 1998
Anne- Marie

floke & John

Christopher

Main

May It), 1998
Melissa

moor League: Back ToTheMinots

I lienkle & Adam

May

Jennifer

Settle
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Object Of My Affection

Rayburn & Brett Justice

R 1:00 3:20 7:00 9:20
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T. Wright, III
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KAI Massey &
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Helmers

June 6, 1998
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Mercury Rising
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Matinees Saturday
& Sunday Only

join our
bridal registry.
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Chestnut St., Murray
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Back In Action
and
Up To Par

Headache
lehecca

Venda! & David

Fleming

hime
Julie MValt & Michael Ell0C11

with Chiropractic Care...
Virgina Landreth & Mark Ltherton
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Alexis Reed & Todd Sims

B. Scott Foster, RC.
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759-8000
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Angel Alert is issued
An Angel Alert has been issued by Calloway County Family Resource Center. Items needed for a family include a couch, chair, twin
size and full size beds and mattresses, air conditioner, and automatic
washer. Anyone having any of these items to donate is asked call the
center at 753-3070.

Seats available for Nashville show
Fifteen seats are still available for the Calloway County Homemakers' trip to the Southern Women's Show at Nashville, Tenn., on
Thursday, April 30. The bus will leave from Weaks Center at 7 a.m.
with breakfast and dinner after the show at Clarksville. The group
will return home about 8:30 p.m. The cost will be $25 per person
and are open to any persons in the area. For information call Jane
Steely, county agent in home economics at 753-1452.

Candidates' forum Saturday
A public candidates' forum for the upcoming May primary election will be held Saturdays and Thursdays, starting Saturday, April
25. Sponsored by the Calloway County Association of Concerned
Citizens and Innovative Video Productions, all forums will be held
in the Weeks Community Center starting at 7 p.m. Saturday, April
25, will be candidates' forum for Magistrate District 4. The forum
scheduled for tonight of candidates for constable has been cancelled.

Scout breakfast Saturday
Boy Scout Troop 112 will have its fifth annual pancake breakfast
buffet of eggs, bacon, pancakes, milk, and orange juice on Saturday,
April 25, from 7 to 9 a.m. at Sirloin Stockade. Tickets will be $3.
Proceeds will go toward the annual camp for the boys.

Spring Luau Friday at CCMS
Calloway County Middle School PTO will have its 1998 Spring
Luau on Friday, April 24, from 6:30 to 9 p.m. at the school. The
cost will be $2 per person. Featured will be games, photo booth,
dancing, and refreshments. The public is urged to attend.

CCHS Class of 1988 will meet
Any member of the 1988 class of Calloway County High School
wishing to take an active part in planning the 10-year reunion is invited to attend a very important meeting on Saturday, April 25, at 5
p.m. in room 404 of CCHS. Committees for all reunion activities
will be formed. For more information call Jennifer Geurin Stubblefield at 436-2878.

Yard sale for Project Graduation
A yard sale for the benefit of Murray High School Project Graduation will be Saturday, April 25, fiorn 7 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the school
cafeteria. The public is urged to attend.

Marine league will meet
The Billy Ray Walston Detachment of the Marine Corps League
will meet Saturday, April 25, at 11:30 a.m. in the Family Life Center
of St. Leo Catholic Church. The program will be a film about the
Korean War. The public is invited.

Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet Saturday, April 25, at 9:30 a.m. for breakfast at the
Green Horse Cafe, Highway 121 North, Coldwater Road. For more
information call Nancy McClure or Lottie Brandon.
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Heather Hawkins
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Plans have been completed for
the wedding of Candi Lyn Manis
and James David Outland. The
vows will be said on Saturday,
April 25, 1998, at 2 p.m. at First
Christian Church, Murray.
A reception will follow at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.
The bride-elect is the daughter
of Thomas Manis and Mrs. Janice
Padgett of Murray. She is the
granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Bruce Garland and the late Mr.
and Mrs. Tom Manis, all of
Murray.
The groom-elect is the son of
Dr. and Mrs. J.D. Outland of
Murray. He is the grandson of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Eugene D. Bodine of Houston, Texas, and Mrs.
Pauline Outland and the late
Lowell Outland of Murray.

City Of Agnels
PG13 1:15 3:30 7:05 9:25

McBride

6, 1998

Landini & John

Manis-Outland
wedding will be
here on Saturday

Species 2
R 1:05 3:15 7:10 9:15

Sims
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with other class champions, will
be able to compete in the Area
Fashion Revue May 8 in Fulton
County.
Special thanks to the wonderful volunteers who include
Wilma Beatty, Jo Farley, Mary
Jean Grief, Jennifer Jones, Jane
Steely, and Connie Talent, and
parents, Debby Dick, Penny
Dunn, Debbie Ferguson, Dee
McKnight, Fei Oliver, and Linda
Virant, who assisted the participants in the construction of their
garments.
Thanks also to Carol Chapman
for instructing the youth in modeling; and Jennifer Hughes and
Emily Thomas for writing the
script and being the masters of
ceremonies for the Fashion
Revue.

Many out-of-town visitors were in Murray last weekend for
the annual Murray State University Alumni Association meeting.
A special guest in the office of the Murray Ledger & Times
was Jackie Allen of Memphis, Tenn. The former Jackie Robertson, she is a 1944 graduate of Murray Training School and a
1948 graduate of Murray State. She is the daughter of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Lubye Robertson of Murray.
Jackie has retired as owner and manager of a manufacturing
plant, Southland Petroleum, at Memphis, Tenn. She and some of
her family members are planning to retire in East Tennessee.
It was great to see Jackie with her vivacious personality. She
and her late husband, Eugene Allen, worked for The Ledger &
Times in 1950. Gene died from injuries in an automobile accident and left Jackie with their four children.
As a member of her 1944 graduating class, it was a real treat
to visit with Jackie who was with Barbara Ashcraft Brandon visiting places in Murray for the alumni weekend.
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Methodists' breakfast Saturday
A country ham breakfast will be Saturday, April 25, from 6 to 10
a.m. at Olive United Methodist Church. This will be sponsored by
the Methodist Men of Olive, Palestine, and Russell Chapel United
Methodist Churches. There is no charge, but donations will be accepted to help someone in need in the community. The public is
invited.

Cou

Benefit car wash Saturday
The Relay for Life Team of the American Cancer Society of the
United Commonwealth Bank will have a car wash on Saturday,
April 25, from 9 a.m. to noon at the bank at 12th and Main Streets.
The public is urged to attend this fund-raising event.

Red Cross will offer new course
Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross will offer a new
course, Sports Safety Training, on April 27 and 28 from 6 to 9 p.m.
The U.S. Olympic Committee and the Red Cross have joined foreces
to develop a course specifically designed for coaches and parents of
athletes. The registration fee is $25 and registration will be at the
Red Cross office. For more information call 753-1421.

The Open Closet
Consignment Service

*Convenient Hours
*Caring Staff
*Same Day Appointments
*Insurance Claims Processed
*Open Mon.-Frl.. Sat. By Appt.

110 E. 12th St. Benton, KY•On Court Square

1210 Johnson Blvd.• Murray

Mon - Fri 9:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.• Sat 9:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.

Bring This Ad and Get 25% Off Ladies Dresses, Suits, & Shirts!
Good Thru 4/28/98

Co

304
Murray
(502)
(502)
-fa
1-888
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Swim team meetings planned
Murray -Calloway County.
Swim Team will have special
meetings at Annex of Calloway
County Public Library on Friday,
April 24, from 5 to 8 p.m. and
Sunday, April 26, from 2 to 4
p.m.
Recruits for the MCC Swim
Team may come and sign up for
the season. A parent must sign
notarized forms. Persons are
asked bring medical insturance
information.

The swimmers must be between the ages of 5 to 18 and
must be able to swim one pool
length. The cost will be $65 for
first swimmer; S55 for second
swimmer; S45 for each additional
swimmer. A late fee for registration after April 27 will be $10.
Team swimsuits will be available
to purchase.
The team will compete in
numerous swim meets during
June and July. They will practice

one hour per day, Mondd.
through Friday, beginning N1d.
25. Older swimmers will start i
7755 a.m. and younger swimnici
at 8 - 55 a m. except for first v.
weeks when practices will be at r,
and 7 p.m. Specialized instructimi
will he given.
For information call Rene Bin
tam, 759-9702, Mike Syke,.
759-1160, or Lori Murd,:i .
435-4608.

Laura 111111er and Jan Wilson prepare salads for style shows.

Think Spring...Think Graff

smq1ITS

of Murray

Lisa Bryan,
fiancee of Craig Murley

Mr. and Mrs. Jim Bryan of Jackson, Tenn., announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Lisa Bryan,
to Craig Murley, son of Mr. and Mrs. Rickey Murley of Henderson,
Tenn.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of the late Jim and Myrtle Lee
Bryan of Russellville and Murray, and of the late Pete and Cletie Hill
of Crossland area of Calloway County.
Miss Bryan is a 1991 graduate of University School at Jackson. She
received her Bachelor of Science degree in Sociology with Social
Work Emphasis from Union University, Jackson, in 1995, and will
receive her master's degree in Social Work from the University of
Tennessee, Memphis, in May 1998. She is a member of Chi Omega
sorority.
Mr. Murley is a 1990 graduate of Chester County High School. He
received his Bachelor of Science degree in Education from Union
University in 1995. He played baseball four years at Union on a full
scholarship. He served as assistant baseball coach at Freed-Hardeman
University, Henderson, in 1996 and 1997 while working toward his
Master's degree. He is now teaching and is the football and baseball
coach at Chester County High School, Henderson.
The wedding will be Saturday, May 30, 1998, at 2 p.m. at First
Presbyterian Church, Jackson, Tenn.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding.

Children's Choir will
be at Jonathan Creek
The Church Music Department of
the Kentucky Baptist Convention
will be sponsoring the Fifth Annual
Kentucky Baptist All-State Children's Choir weekend. Each spring,
the choir meets for a retreat, leads in
worship in a nearby church, and
presents a final concert for family,
friends and interested persons at a
central location.
The All-State Choir is now divided with two choirs — East and
West. The Western All-State Choir
is a 45 voice children's choir. The
Eastern All-State Choir is a65 voice
children's choir. Each choirs' members, chosen by audition, represent
some of the finest young musicians
in their part of the state.
The Western All-State Children's
Choir will be meeting at Jonathan
Creek Baptist Assembly in Hardin
on April 24-26. Dr. Louie L. Bailey,
Minister of Music, Crescent Hill

Baptist Church, Louisville, will be
directing this choir. Registration
begins Friday evening at 5:00 p.m.
The choir will rehearse Friday evening and most of the day Saturday.
Special fun-time activities are also
planned for the children.
On Sunday morning, Western
All-State Children's Choir will give
a mini concert at Immanuel Baptist
Church in Paducah during their 11
a.m. worship service. On Sunday at
3 p.m. this choir will give another
mini concert at First Baptist Church
in Princeton where family, friends,
and the public are invited.
The Eastern All-State Children's
Choir will be meeting at Cedarmore
Baptist Assembly near Bagdad on
April 24-26. June Bailey, Preschool/Children's Church Music
Consultant for the Kentucky Baptist
Convention, will be directing this
choir.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
For A Full Time Judge
Vote For

Style shows
are presented
at club house

Let our fashions &
footwear put a
Spring in your step!

The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held its
annual Style Shows on Tuesday,
March 31.
A noon luncheon and a dessert
evening show were presented at
the club house.
Special music was by the
Music Chorus of the department
with Margie Shown as director.
One of the featured singers
was Gale Vinson, as "Marilyn
Monroe," in a performance of
"Diamonds Are a Girl's Best
Friend."
This the annual fund raiser for
the department which awards
$900 in sophomore music scholarships to students at Murray
State University each year.

New Daylight Savings Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
No Sunday Hours

A MOTHER'S LOVE
NEVER ENDS.

GET

30 ALL-THE-TIME MINUTES FREE

ALL-THE-TIME

THE PERFECT GIFT FOR MOM.

GEORGE H.

WEAKS

MINUTES A MONTH

3.. SIGN UP TODAY FOR
UNLIMITED GTE SAVINGS.
Simply sign a 1-year agreement
for $19.95 per month and enjoy
30 local all-the-time minutes
each and every month.

County Judge Executive
Qualified • Experienced
I'll Be There For You.
Paid for by candidate

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

h

ViiHA1 1LAR AGREL'OEN:

OR GET

1/2 OFF
ACCESS & AIRTIME

AMNESTY MONTH

FOR 6 MONTHS PLUS

2. FREE WEEKENDS.
If you prefer, take advantage
of our half-off access and local

THE $50 YMCA REJOINER
FEE IS WAIVED FOR APRIL!

WEEKENDS

airtime plus free weekendst,
for 6 full months.
3. IT'S SO SIMPLE.
For shop-at-home convenience call
1-888-520-6370 or visit

CALL 759-YMCA OR 753-4295

SIGN-UP A FRIEND...GET A Y SHIRT!

www.gte.com

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
- Over 25 Years In Business es="%q.
t l

ililr.feIt'is

latipteJ zifS
GTE Wireless Center:

Formal Wear and Limousine

GTE Wireless Agent:

•Weddings •Prorns •Ranquets •Rirthdays •Anniverssnes

304 Main St.
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-1300
(502) 759-4713
Toll Free
1-888-367-6757

Book Limousine
Services
For Prom!

116 N. Market
Paris, TN 38242
(901) 642-5300
Toll Free
1-888-958-9879

Murray
Twin Lakes Office Products
516 Main St
(502) 753-0123
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Singles schedule event
Singles OrganiLational Society
(SOS) will have a house party on
Saturday. April 25, at 7 p.m. at
Vicky's house.
Each one is to bring finger
foods and a favorite video to
share.
Plans will be discussed for the
annual jamboree to be held at

at
The

Kenlake State Resort Park in late
May.
The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social
group for single adults, whether
always single, separated, divorced or widowed.
For more information call Marlene at 753-2350.
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VILLAGE Information is needed
Hwy. 94 East

Get This New 1997 Kawasald
250 For Nearly Half Price!

14>

Yea those beautiful machines normally sold for $4,495.00 but
duo to a special purchase you can buy one for only $2,895.00.
Plus get a FREE sot of Motorola radios valued at $319.00.

1999 to contact the local office at
753-0317.
Billington said all information
must be in the United Way office
no later than May 6.

Peggy Billington, executive director of Murray-Calloway
County United Way, said any
agency interested in applying for
United Way funding for the year

State event at Paducah
The Kentucky Extension
Homemaker Association will be
April 27 to 29 at the Executive
Inn, Paducah.
Workshops and tours will be
Monday and Tuesday, and train-

ing sessions will be on Tuesday.
Jane Steely, county extension
agent in home economics for Calloway County, urges all homemakers and interested persons to
attend.

Call 753-8078 to mama yours or
to got low rata financing only at...

Saturday, April 25th

Town 8 Country Yamaha/Kawasaki

"Preaching the Word"

Sale Nentallora. No eadle-Ine. Until 3 per customer 11 no clearers please.
(Flreincilha For Approved Credit Only)

Steve Eager poses with the Murray-Calloway Home Schoolers after his
spectacular performances as Beethoven at the Calloway County Public
Ubrary. For information call 753-0717.
48.•
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Bible Conference
Two Sessions —

Growing

Growing

GROWN

We've Expanded!!
New Greenhouses, New Patio Shoppe,
New Garden Center
• Hanging Baskets
• Bedding Plants
• Decorative Pots

•Ferns
• Fountains
•Gardenias

1st Session
2nd Session
Dinner Fellowship

2 p.m.-4:30 p.m.
7 p.m.-9 p.m.
4:30 p.m.

Johnny Parker of Calloway County Kyle-Oakley Airport shows Murray
Home School children the controls of an aircraft on a recent field trip.
For Home Schooling information call 753-0717.

Guest Speakers —
Bro. John Sheppard
Bro. Duane Holland
Bro. Harlan Williams

Bro. C.C. Brasher
Bro. Joel Frizzell
Bro. Darvin Stom

"We Will Not Be Undersold"

759-4512

Hoffman's
J
.
,.4

•
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Celebrate Your Spring Special
Event In Our Tea Room
Now Booking:

*Bridal Luncheons
*Business Dinners

New Mt. Carmel
Baptist Church
Hwy.

121 South • No% Concord . 436-2379
St Patrick's Day found Home SCh001 children celebrating with ties and
headbands and a party. For more information on Home Schooling call
753-0717.

EVERYONE IS IN

*Group Breakfasts & Brunches
*Showers & Bridge Groups
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TEA ROOM — GIFT SHOP
.237Eakfoit

HWY. 641 N. — MURRAY

'A Gracious Taste of Southern Hospitality & Cuisine"
Murray • 753-0545

753-1725

800-472-8852
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Cruise THROUGH SUMMER...
...WITH A Sfeek
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NEW

PONTOON!
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FloteBott
RfWeraalifSer
24 Years Experience In Pontoon
Bost Soles 6, Service

The McClure s

94appyT34oPida

(502) 75,3-6116
Matte.Ale.

Bethel Gardens

ve
t,

* 100 Varieties of Day Lillies &
Hosta Both at $1.00 fan
)0 * Peonies - Blooming Now .4r
Reserve For Fall Planting

Off
15%
Storewide
5:30 - 7:30

New Garden Center
Family Day
Saturday • April 25
Free gift for each child

Live Remote Froggy 103.7
Frogolene For The Kids
11-2 p.m

Covered Shopping
Lots of Parking
Easy Access
White Pine Truly A Shopping Experience

20%

OFF

LIVE Blues Band 1-5 p.m.

Special Plant Sales
Throughout the Day!

Offer expires 4/28

SUPPORT YOUR HOMETOWN

Cash & Carry Only

The Relay for Life Team for
the American Cancer Society of
Kirksey United Methodist Church
has been donated a Princess Bear
beanie baby to help raise funds.
Team members will be selling
tickets at $1 dollar each or $6 for
$5 until the night of the Relay for
Life on May 1.
The beanie baby will be given
away at the opening night of the
Relay for Life.

District will
flush hydrants
South 641 Water District at
Hazel will be flushing fire hydrants on Sunday, April 26, from
11 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Officials said there may be
some discoloration of the water
for a short time only.

SNAPitti
SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM
‘.ICENTUCRY CAMMII

a

9-5 Tues.-Sat. • 753-2993
Left at Van Cleve Rd.
Follow Signs (1 mi.)
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Thursday, April 23
Murray School District preschool
screening/4-6:30 p m./first floor Special Educabon Building, MSU Info/
762-3262
Chapter 50 of Disabled American
Veterans/6:30 p.m./Legion Hall.
Kentucky Lake Kennel Club/7
p.m./Calloway Public Library.
Info/759-4556.
Murray Elementary Sohool SBDM
Council./5 p.m./counselor's office.
Murray-Calloway Girls Softball Association makeup for skills assessment/
5:15-8 p.m./Hohman Complex at local
park.
Magazine Club/2 p.m./home of Linda
Scott.
Murray-Calloway County Shared
Care Adult Day Center open 7:30
a.m.-4 p.m. Info/753-0576.
Prepared Childbirth Class at
MCCH/7-9 p.m.
Accessible A.A. meeting/7
p.m./Center for Accessible living, Dixieland Shopping Center.
Info/753-7676.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./tor
senior citizens' activities.
Weak* Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./tor
senior citizens' activities.
Compassionate Friends/7:30
p.m./board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Info/762-1274 or
498-8324.
Murray TOPS #469/weigh-in/6
p.m./meeting/7 p.m./Annex of Calloway County Public Library.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Seven
Seas Restaurant.
West View Nursing Home Bingo/2
p.m.
MSU Woodwind Chamber Music
concerV8 p.m./Performing Arts Center,
FA Center.
Line dancing free lessons/7-9
p.m./Domino's Pizza, Curris Center,
MSU. Info/762-6951.
Northern Kentucky University Chamber Choir concert/7:30 p.m./First Presbyterian Church.
Dance Theatre Production/7
p.m./Johnson Theatre, FA Center,
MSU. Info/762-4516.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Currie Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-7:30 p.m.

Thursday, April 23
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a m -4 30 p.m. Info/762-3383
Friday, April 24
Need Line Golf Tournam•ntil
p.m./Murray Country Club.
Info/753-6333.
Murray School District peschool
screnning/8 a.m.-4 p.m ./first floor Special Education Building. MSU Info/
762-3262.
First Kentucky Writers Day/1-3
p.m./Calloway County Public Library.
Free and open to public.
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of
National Association of Retired Federal Employees/12:30 p.m./Green
Horse Cafe.
West View Nursing Home Gospel
Hour/1 0:4 5 a.m ; In -Room
Singing/2:30 p.m.
Murray Art Guild/open 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Weak. Canter/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities. Breakfast/8
a.m. Bridge Club/1 p.m.
Gospel singing/7 p.m./Glendale Road
Church of Christ.
PrimeTimers Outing of First United
Methodist Church/7 a.m.
Bingo, sponsored by Murray Shrine
Club/7 p.m./Highway 121 North by
Fairgrounds. Public invited.
AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./open to
newcomers/American Legion Building.
Info/1-800-606-6047.
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St./open 7 p.m.-midnight.
Info/753-TEEN.
Seniors Golf play/9 a.m./Sullivan's
Par 3 Golf Course.
"The Miracle Worker" play/8
p.m./Playhouse in the Park.
Info/759-1752.
Dance Theatre production/7
p.m./Johnson Theatre, FA Center,
MSU. Info/762-4516.
Renaissance performance concert/8
p.m./Performing Arts Hall, FA Center,
MSU. Info/762-4288.
Wrather West Ky. Museum, MSU/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Currie Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at FA Center, MSU/
open 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Cub Scout Sleeporee/7
p.m. Info/762-3383.

Members of the Explorers 4-H Club are pictured helping wash fire
trucks for the Calloway County FIre-Rescue Squad. This was for the
club's April service project.

Special program
to be at library
"Preserving Your Family Heritage" will be the subject of a
program to be given on Saturday,
April 25, from 2 to 5 p.m. at the
Calloway County Public Library.
Several people from the community will share their experiences creating heritage and anniversary albums.
Others will offer tips on how
to best preserve old photos, making copies of photos, newspaper
clippings, letters, etc., and how to
research your family tree.
For more information call Jessie Bryant at 753-7520.

REPORTS
Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday,
April 21, have been released as
follows:

3 Angel Days

BIRTHS
Wilson baby
Presenting a check for $500 to Jim Taylor, president of Murray Lions
Club, is Judy Stabler, Calloway County Homemaker Treasurer. The money will go toward the Lynn Clarke Griffiths Apheresls Donor Center to
be located at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The money for the center was obtained from the Homemakers' annual poinsettia sale held
each December.

TODAY

qLLS 31cr agyi 0
00

HOSPITAL

Dismissals
Mrs. Stacy M. Postak and baby girl,
Mayfield; Miss Tabitha Gail Rogers
and baby girl, Cadiz;
Mrs. Jessie May Wyatt, Dexter; Mrs.
Terra Jo Wilson and baby girl, Farmington; Mrs. Kandy A. Timmons and
baby girl, Benton;
Al W. Johnson, Miss Doris Eva Morrison, Glenn Loyd Tucker, Mrs. Christine Latham Southard, Miss Leanna
Beth Nanney,
Mrs. Opal Jane Brawner, Robert
Lewis Hicks, Roy Vernon Kirk, and
Mrs. Bertha Pearl Rumfelt, all of
Murray.

nd
all

Katy Walls, director of public relations at LlfeHouse Care Center for
Women, accepts care baskets from members of the Explorers 4-H Club.
This was for the club's March service project.

April 30 • May 5 • May 7
Call & Schedule
Your Angels Today!

Mr. and Mrs. Jason Kenneth
Wilson of 1445 Faxon Rd., Murray, are the parents of a daughter,
Lauren Abigail Wilson, born on
Tuesday, April 14, 1998, at 5:45
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed five pounds
three ounces and measured 181/2
inches. The mother is the former
Erica Marie Burkeen.
Grandparents are Kenneth and
Carol Burkeen of Murray, Pam
Hill of Gilbertsville, and Ken and
Carol Wilson of Cecila.
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OAKWOOD STUDIO
121 North Bypass • Murray, KY
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PLEASE BE OUR GUEST...
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HEAR YE! HEAR YE!

GOSPEL MEETING

April 26th - May 1st
Dave McPherson
RACEWAY AUTO SALES
300 South 4th

753-9586

Murray's Only *4,000 and Under Lot
Owner - Donnie Winchester
90 Lincoln Continental -

91 Chev Lumina Euro - eierp.131600 85 Mitsubishi Truck -1 owner,low miles,
90 Grand Arn SE
ground ellecte

90 Chev Lumina
91

Chev Corsica- ye, while,

red int

11500

Pik* now
-

'21850
'ZOO
12,200

77 Buick LeSabre -

20R.

'1,150
80 Datsun King Cab
'999
83 Chev Truck - dependable '1,499
56,000 miles

91 Chev Cavalier - 20r. sporty121950 SP•Chil High Pricod Vega*
93 Datsun Truck - Ve, aino, lung cab, 4x4,
93 Hyundai Scupe - sunroof,
good miles

S,300

50,000 miss

10:00 A.M.
10:50 A.M.
6:00 P.M.
7:30 P.M.

'31500

1,950 91 CAC Sonoma Truck

nice.

Sunday A.M. Bible Study
Sunday A.M. Worship
Sundan Evening Worship
Monday thru Friday

'10,500

—•-•17wilmeapimaaereellelluo" -:- '-,---

WEST MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Corner of Doran Rd. and Holiday Drive in Murray, Ky.
Take 94 West (Main St.) to Doran Rd. turn left go past Murray High School,
4th street on left is Holiday Dr.
EVERYONE IS WELCOME...
BRING YOUR BIBLE AND LET US REASON TOGETHER..
TRUTH DOES NOT FEAR INVESTIGATION...
DON'T LET SOMEONE ELSE DO YOUR THINKING FOR YOU!!
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)Dunnagan new Playhouse director
Michael Dunnagan, founderan
dE
Murray," said Ed
Davis. president "Rockford
ls
Files" and e
"Si
former artistic director of the Jack- of the Playhouse board. "Everyone
where."
son Hole(Wyo.)Theatre Company, is eagerly anticipating working with
Besides working closely with
has been named artistic director of him to build an even better theatre." Bob Newhart, Dunnagan has apMurray's Playhouse in the Pwk.
Dunnagan brings a wealth of peared with such noted actors as
Dunnagan,a veteran of more than
professional acting credentials to
Angela Lansbury and Michael
25 years of acting and directing on
his new position including recurring
Landon.
stage and television, assumed his and guest starring roles in 11 televi"I look forward to making the
new duties April6 after his appointsion series.
next 20 years of this theatre a
ment by the Playhouse board of
For eight seasons, he played the fanfare to the previous 20," Dunnadirectors. The selection followed a
role of Sid the announcer in "Ne- gan said. "I'm eager to work to
five-month review of candidates by
whart" and acted in other longprovide everyone — from the actors
an external search committee.
running series, such as "Coach," to the box office volunteers — with
"We're very excited to have Mi- "Murder She Wrote," "Highway to a wonderful environment so they
chael's energy and experience in
Heaven," "Hill Street Blues," can have a positive experience."

MICHAEL DUNNAGAN

In addition to his series work,the
Sierra Madre,Calif., native has also
appeared in 16 television commercials for sponsors, such as Pizza
Hut, McDonalds, KeHoggs and
Ford, and did a series of commercials for Coors.
Dunnagan has acted in more than
25 professional theatre productions
at Los Angeles' Park Plaza Theatre,
the Los Angeles Actors Theatre,
Salt Springs Summer Island Theatre
in British Columbia, Canada, and
the Dayton Street Workshop in
Pasadena, Calif. He also has saved

as artistic director of the Park Plaza
Theatre.
His extensive experience has
contributed to Dunnagan's philosophy of theatre. "I'm a great believer
in performance being secondary to
the process of theatre, and I'm
passionate about that process. Education and humor are essential tools
in teaching a cast the basic theatre
principles. As comedian and director Dick Martin taught me,'We're
getting paid to do a job. Why not
laugh?'"

Keyboard festival scheduled at MSU
Piano students from western
Kentucky whose teachers are members of the Kentucky Music Teachers Association(KMTA)will parti-
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ORGAMCALLY-GROWN
HERBS
TOMATOES - PEPPERS

r,-
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cipate in the Regional Keyboard
Festival to be held at Murray State
University May 2.
The event will take place in the

STORY HOUSE
HERB FARM

OPEN FRIDAYS 9 A.M.-4 P.M.
SATURDAYS 9 A.M.-Noon

587 Erwin Road

Performing Arts Hall located in the
Fine Arts Building. Performances
will begin at 9:30 a.m. and will
conclude around 2:30 p.m.
Each piano student will perform
two contrasting pieces from memory.These pieces will be rated by an
adjudicator. In addition, each student will take a theory exam.
This year's adjudicator is Dr.
David Dennis from Jackson, Tenn.
Dennis is associate professor of
music at Union University, where
he teaches piano and music theory.
He holds the Doctor of Musical Arts

degree in piano performance from
the Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary in Louisville.
Postdoctoral work includes piano
study with Adele Marcus of the
Julliard School and with Thomas
Schumacher of the University of
Maryland.
Dennis performs regularly and
has given piano recitals throughout
the south. He is an active member of
the Music Teachers National Association and in the Tennessee Music
Teachers Association with teaching
certification from both organizations. Currently he serves as pres-

ident of the West Tennessee Music
Teachers Association.
Area piano teachers participating
in the Keyboard Festival this year
are Malissa Heath, Margaret Wilkins, Dorothy Mason, Mary Elizabeth Jones, Eleanor Brown, Karen Heise and Bobbie Sue Chumbler.
The coordinator of the keyboard
festival is Dr. Stephen B. Brown,
professor of music at Murray State
University. He can be reached at
(502) 762-6333 for more information.

DR. DAVID DENNIS

Located Four Miles West of Murray - Take 94 west to Erwin Rd, Just past
Lyaiswood Heights. Left os Erwle Rd.The greemilsouse is one-half aide oa tie right.

REBOS festival at fairgrounds

Every Friday Night

B•11•NoG

4°0

Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m. - Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.

New Location - 121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)
* Special Games
Double Blngo Pays
60%, 75% and 90%

* $1,000 Letter H
(30 calls or less)
$500 Jackpot Every Week

* Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smo
kers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club

Five bands, three DJ's, food,
merchandise and free novelty items
are all part of the REBOS Music
Festival coming to the Calloway
County Fairgrounds Saturday.
Hosted by the Student Government Association at Murray State
University, coordinators say this
could be one of the largest events
ever to take place in the Murray
area.

11
11
ST
WA
Y
FURNITURE &
MATTRESS

The REBOS Music Festival will
feature a diverse line-up of bands,
including alternative, rockabilly,
blues, contemporary Christian and
rock. What began as a way to help
student organizations has now exploded into the first festival of its
type for Murray State, attracting
people from all over the area.
The music festival will begin at 8

NOW
OPEN!
THE COTTAGE GARDEN
"Murray's Unique Flower
and Garden Shop"
On The Square • 759-0015

Benton,Kentucky
No down payment... no interest for 2 full years!
Monday-Friday 8:30-5:30 • Saturday 8:30-4:00

ZERO DOWN
FOR A VERY LIMITED TIME ONLY
SALE DEFINITELY ENDS AT 4 P.M., SAT., APRIL 25"

p.m. at the Calloway County Fair- a strong foundation for the fund to
grounds, located on Hwy. 121 N., operate for the upcoming year.
about three miles from Murray. Plans are already in progress to
Activities are planned through 1 make the festival a yearly event.
a.m.
Those Legendary Shack Shakers
Sponsored by the MSU Student and The Baithouse Blues Band are
Government Association, Coca- among several familiar bands that
Cola and WDDJ Electric 96.9, the will be making an appearance at
main goal of REBOS (Reaching REBOS Carnival games,along with
Every Benefit for Our Students) is food and merchandise vendors, will
to raise money to start a student be located outside, while three DJ's
organization fund at MSU. This will be playing music inside the
program is designed to provide a fairgrounds barn until the festival
means through which the organiza- closes at 1 a.m.
tions could have access to funds for
various programming, events or
The REBOS Music Festival will
other special needs.
be the finale to the Spring Fusion'98
As the main co-sponsor. SGA Event Series. Tickets are $3 in
feels that there is a great need for advance and will be on sale in the
this fund and that large and small Curris Center through Friday, or
organizations alike can benefit may be purchased at the gate for $5.
greatly from it. Proceeds from the
For more information,contact the
REBOS Music Festival will provide SGA office at (502) 762-6951.
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Relay For Life
Luminary Ceremony

St

Please join us at the Luminary Ceremony on
Friday, May 1, 1998 at 9 p.m.
Relay For Life - MSU Roy Stewart Stadium
Light a luminary in MEMORY of a loved one or friend who has lost their battle with
cancer. Remember their lives by illuminating a candle as a symbol for HOPE for future
cancer patients.
Lights luminary in HONOR of a loved one or friend who is a cancer survivor. Celebrate
their lives by illuminating a candle as a symbol of HOPE for their today and
many A TEAM EVENT TO
tomorrows.
Each luminary will have the name of the person rememberd or honored. These will be FIGHT CANCER
placed around the Roy Stewart Stadium and lit for the Ceremony at 9 p.m. on Friday, May
I Please join us for this special event.

FREE

There is a $5 contribution per luminary.
Luminary Order Form

K • TAKE YOUR CHOICE! NOTHI ItbD
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Your Name
il
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Address

City •

State

Zip

'Amount Enclosed

cash/check

LOW PAYMENT WITH 2 YEARS FREE FINANCING!
Purchase'500
Furniture
Pay Only
$2083
Per Month

Purchase '1000 Purchase '2000 Purchase '3000
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Pay Only
Pay Only
Pay Only
$8333
$41 66
$
Per Month

1 2500

Per Month

El In Honor Of

My Luminary is:

In Memory Of

Name
I would like an acknowledgement card sent to:

Per Month

WE CARRY HIGH QUALITY NAME BRAND FURNITURE AT LOW, LOW
DISCOUNT PRICES.

4 Days Only
Wednesday, April 22N • Thursday, April 23'd
Friday, April 24th and Saturday, April 251h Only!

Name
Address

City

Please mail Luminary Order Form to:
Karen Olson
300 N. 8th Street, Murray, KY 42071
759-1010

State

Zip

Or return donations along with form to any of the bank
locations below

Cannot and will not be held over!

•

Survivors Lap Information Line 762-5340
After March 15
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Brooks stunned by top entertainer honor
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UNIVERSAL CITY, Calif.
(AP) — Garth Brooks always
sells out his concerts, his records
soar to No. 1 and a cable TV special was a spectacular success.
Still, the Oklahoma native was
stunned when he got the entertainer of the year honor at Wednesday night's Academy of
Country Music Awards.
For a megastar, Brooks sure is
humble. He seemed to suggest
George Strait, his idol, was more
deserving.
"George, you the man, you
are!" Brooks declared as he
looked over to Strait and got an
appreciative nod.
"We haven't won in a long
time, so I was surprised," Brooks
said backstage. He hasn't won a
top entertainer prize from the
academy since 1994, when he
grabbed his fourth in a row.
Strait wasn't left out. He won
the male vocalist award for the
second straight year, and his
"Carrying Your Love With Me"
CD won the top album trophy,
also for a second consecutive
year.
Brooks and Strait shared the
biggest part of the evening with
another man in a black hat, Tim
McGraw, and his wife Faith Hill,

whose romantic "It's Your
Love" won four awards — top
song, single, video and vocal
event.

mg backstage: "We got enough
to buy a new piece of furniture."
Trisha Yearwood was picked
top female vocalist before debut-

Winners at the 33rd annual
Academy of Country Music
Awards:
ENTERTAINER: Garth
Brooks.
ALBUM: "Carrying Your
Love With Me," George Strait.
SINGLE RECORD: "It's
Your Love," Tim McGraw with
Faith Hill.
SONG: "It's Your Love,"
Tim McGraw with Faith Hill.
FEMALE VOCALIST:
Trisha Yearwood.
MALE VOCALIST: George
Strait.
VOCAL DUO OR GROUP:
Brooks & Dunn.
'
VOCAL EVENT: "It's Your
Love," Tim McGraw with Faith
Hill.
NEW FEMALE VOCALIST:
Lee Ann Womack.
NEW MALE VOCALIST:
Kenny Chesney.
NEW GROUP OR DUO: The

Kinleys.
VIDEO: "It's Your Love,"
Tim McGraw with Faith Hill.
PIONEER AWARD: Charlie
Daniels.
SPECIAL ACHIEVEMENT
AWARD: Garth Brooks.
NIGHTCLUB: The Crystal
Palace in Bakersfield, Calif.
RADIO STATION: US99 in
Chicago.
DISC JOCKEY: Tom Rivers
of WQYK radio in Tampa, Fla.
TALENT
BUYER/
PROMOTER: Gil Cunningham
of Don Romeo Agency in
Omaha, Neb.
INSTRUMENTAL
CATEGORIES: Glenn Worf,
bass; Eddie Bayers, drums; Larry
Franklin, fiddle; Brent Mason,
guitar; Matt Rollings, keyboard;
Jerry Douglas, specialty instrument (dobro); Paul Franklin and
Jay Dee Maness, steel guitar
(tie).
ing her new single "There Goes
My Baby," and Brooks & Dunn,
last year's entertainer of the year,
won the top duo or group trophy

"Oooh! Where's the party
at?" McGraw asked as the couple picked up one of their trophies. Miss Hill was thrilled, say-

for a seventh consecutive year.
Kenny Chesney and Lee Ann
Womack won the new artist
awards, and The Kinleys — sisters Jennifer and Heather — were
the top new group or duo winner.
A somber note came early
when Brooks & Dunn dedicated
the show to the people of the
South who have been hit by tornadoes. The celebratory atmosphere also took a brief detour to
pay homage to the late Tammy
Wynette, Carl Perkins and John
Denver.
The academy's Special
Achievement Award was presented to Brooks for his unprecedented efforts in the field of
country music, including his big
Central Park concert last year.
Winners were selected by the
3,000 members of the academy,
who awarded the Pioneer Award
to Charlie Daniels.
"How's this for a surprise, big
guy?" a giggling Brooks asked
as he introduced Daniels. There
was videotaped praise from former Presidents Carter and Ford
and a standing ovation from the
audience.
A flabbergasted Daniels said
later: "I was never so shocked in
my life."
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Investments Since 1854.

Stock Market Report

Dow Jams lad. Av1-1171.44 • 1.74
Air Products......_. 881/2 • *h.
A T &
6214 - 11/16
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton._ 4413/16
Bristol Myers Squibb 1061/16 1/4
CBT Corp. Ky.'.351/4 B 3614 A
CAT
NC
Chrysler
433/16 +
Dean Foods........ 47"/I6 • 5/16
7314 • 1/16
Ford Motor..,.........47'/s - 5/16
,
0 General Electric ....85146 - 1/6
General Mo4ors....69'46 - SA.
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5315/111 - I/4
Goodyear..-.---.-__..71 • /4
HopFed Baisc•--.21 1/4 B 2P4 A
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• 1/is
Ingersoll Rand -....505/16 - 546
-

Prices as
of 9 a.m.

K
Energy
43 - 1/16
Kroger ..-..-.-..-.-.42"/I• - 'Is
Lucent Tech.......... 7354 - ris
Mattel
- 5/16
- 1546
Merck -.-..-.---.-.12054 + 54
Microsoft ..-.---.-. 951/4 - 354
J.C. Penney..,.....,... 72'/4 - 546
Peoples FIrst°3614 B 371/3 A
Quaker Oats...-.-..-- 54
/4
Schering-Plough_...815/4 - 34
• I1/s
- 146
Time Warner..-.-.. 771/s • 1/4
Union Planters.......421/16 -

1-44hard Lyons is • markist maksir in

401'
HI WARD
LYONS

Pr".
Court S(iti.tre
Murray, KY 4201,
7
(502) 753.3166

Our Best Investment Is You.
W.L Lyons, Inc. • Mowilow NYSE end UPC
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MRS. OTIE L. McDOUGAL
Mrs. Otie L. (Granny Mc)
McDougal, 85, Finley Road,
Dexter, died Wednesday, April
22, 1998, at 10:36 p.m. at her
home.
She was married Sept. 3, 1932,

Auditions for the play,"Oliver!,"
will be held Saturday from 10 a.m.
until noon at the Playhouse in the
Park.
Boys and girls ages 8 through 17
are encouraged to audition, accord-

to Rayborn McDougal who died
in 1961. Born Oct. 16, 1912, in
Stewart County, Tenn., she was
the daughter of the late William
Compton and Ethie Etna Dilday
Compton. She was a member of
First Baptist Church.
Survivors include five daughters, Mrs. Audra Bennett and husband, Clarence, Murray, Mrs.
Brenda Johnson and husband,
Tommy, Charlotte, N.C., Mrs.
Maxine Lawrence and husband,
Edward, Claymont, Del., Mrs.
Etna Story and husband, Hoyt,
Almo, and Mrs. Linda Fennel and
husband, Paul, Dexter; two sons,
Cordie McDougal and wife, Jean,
Puryear, Tenn., and R.J.
McDougal and wife, Shirley,
Almo; one brother, Jeggs Compton, Dover, Tenn.
Also surviving are 16 grandchildren, Virginia Bindert, Betti
Mason, Rickey Todd, Theresa
Macken, Gail Smith, Timothy
Todd, Debbie Lovett, Patricia
Baker, Paul Mack Fennel, Jimmy

Bennett, Diane Conneht, Blendia
McDougal, Allen McDougal,
Billy Johnson, Shannon
McDougal, and Renee Underwood; and 19 greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at
2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Terry Ellis will officiate.
Members of the Lydian Sunday
School Class of First Baptist
Church will serve as an honorary
group. Burial will follow in Elm
Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral
home after 1 p.m. Friday.

One-Piece Fiberglass Pools
*Lifetime warranty against structural failure.
*Manufactured in the Middle Tennessee area.
*Large beautiful walk-in entry steps for easy access and
generous in-pool seating.
*Long life & low maintenance ensure long range savings cost.

Vote Othel H.
"Sonny" Tucker

ad
. arekn,
eliteAKUP

Spaghetti Dinner

ing to Michael Dwinagan, Playhouse artistic director and director
of the play. Adults are also welcome
to audition for various roles. No
preparation is necessary for the
auditions.

Support Local Arts

Now Installing and Servicing Pools!

Sunday, April 26, 1998
4:00 p.m. till?

Burpee
Seeds

For Sonny Tucker
Candidate for
Magistrate District #4
3rd on the Ballot

Farmington Restaurant
Good Food • Nice People
Pill tor 6, armadole

Hickory Woods

Sweet
Autumn
Clematis

Butterfly
Bush

Hanging
Baskets

2 Pkgs•
for the
Price of One

$795

Weigelia

Bridal
Wreath
Spirea

Potted Rose
Bushes

$895

8895

$895

Retirement Center

84 Utterback Road
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502) 759-8700

you heard about the wonderful
meals at Hickory Woods? Here are 3
reasons why Hickory Woods has the
best food in Murray! Eva Housden,
Reba Parrish and Debbie Simmons
Have

Azaleas
$395

Investment Rates
182-DAY
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

TERMS

12-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

24-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

30-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

TREBL

Allows immediate seeding
• Prevents crabgrass,
goose grass, foxtail,
& other grassy weeds Tn
• Feeds young grass
plants to ensure
fast start for
newly seeded
lawns
•

500

MINIMUM

CURRENT
INTEREST
RATE

_

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

500

500

500

4.20% 4.70% 4.75% 4.75%

GREEN POWER CRABACIDE GREEN
The
Long-Lasting

Lawn Fertilizer
Feeds, greens and
thickens lawns
• Special 30-4-4 formula
Slow
Contains Win-ite.
'
release, water soluble
nitrogen

The Crabgrass
Preventer and Lawn
Fertilizer. It's special
19-4-4 formula prevents
crabgrass, goosegrass,
foxtail and other grassy
weeds while it feeds,
greens & thickens lawns.

4.24% 4.76% 4.81% 4.81%

UNITED
COMNIONAISALTH BANK

1111 Main, Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-759-9443. Member FDIC. Equal Housing Lender

4123 Schneidman

Road,Paducah, k
Phone 443-8851 • 1-800-455-8388
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 8:00-5:00
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Students take honors at VICA
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb 18)
***** Clarification is important.
A friend who generally agrees with
you might not be on the same wavelength right now. You might need to
jump up and down to reconnect! You
need to carefully reevaluate a personal crusade or commitment. Adjust your schedule. Tonight: Happy
at a favorite spot.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Intuitively, you are heading
in the right direction. A surprising
insight has you shaking your head.
Recognize that a boss is trying to
make changes. Use caution with
funds; a mistake in your checkbook
could cost big later! Tonight: Be realistic about spending.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday,April
24, 1998:
Expect only the best this year, and
you will be pleasantly surprised
You'll pore over nearly every life
issue that you can come up with.
Plan on spending some time alone to
think, evaluate and just mentally
wander. Changes in a partnership
occur on a deep level. Work through
mutual financial concerns. Professional life offers more independence
and responsibility. If you are single,
expand your circle of friends. You
profit through group involvement,
and a subsequent relationship. If
attached, there are some basic issues to deal with, but they can be
cleared up. ARIES reads you cold. BORN TODAY
Former football player Vince FerraThe Stars Show the Kind of Day gamo (1954), actress Shirley MacYou'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; Laine (1934), singer-actress Barbra
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
Streisand (1942)
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You might wish you didn't
have to keep repeating yourself
Nevertheless, you will, because communications are important to you.
Explore more effective or more unusual ways to make your point. Surprising results are likely. Tonight:
Your wish is another's command.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Much is happening behind the
scenes, or in your mind. Don't reveal
a decision yet; though you think you
won't change your mind, you will.
Unexpected requests from someone
important to you force an adjustment of plans. Tonight: Yawn, and
call it an early night.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Somehow,you can be sure that
you don't have the full story from a
friend. How important is it? Look to
better understanding and a deeper
affection. You revel in news from a
distance, once you recuperate from
the surprise. Tonight: Cheer your
friends along.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Others push your buttons.
Everyone wants something from you.
Take responsibility; you love taking
care of others. You have created this
by your own needs. A partner's unexpected actions concern you. Think
through a decision carefully.Tonight:
A long night at work.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Reach out for others. Your
ability to see past the obvious becomes an enormous asset. Others
love to talk long-range trends with
you. Lively discussions and sharing
of opinions thread through your
workday. A quirky partner does the
unexpected.Tonight:Take offASAP.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Everyone wants to talk oneto-one. Others clamor for your attention and seek your knowledge,
even though at times you become
critical. Iron out a financial problem, and figure out a solution. Be
open to new technology, and perhaps more responsibility. Tonight:
Go for togetherness.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** The unexpected occurs with
a loved one. You are dealing with a
lot of changes in this realm. Conversations are animated and exciting.
Be willing to reveal what is really on
your mind to an associate, who will
also reveal something to you. Tonight: Go with an invitation.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You cruise through work and
errands. A discussion with a coworker is important. You need to see
eye-to-eye to get a project done. An
investment pays off, but not in the
manner you originally envisioned.
The unexpected surrounds a family
matter. Tonight: Off to the gym.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** You hear from a loved one
in no uncertain terms, but you can
deal with his or her opinions. Your
impressions are very important.
Putting heart and soul into who you
are brings others toward you. Surprising news encourages questioning. Tonight: Seize the moment!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Take yourself seriously, and
others will respond. How you view a
family matter is important. Do not
hold back from another Others desire your perceptions. Follow a hunch
financially, as long as you can afford
to. A money surprise is likely. Tonight: Head home.

.10 Minute Oil Change
Most Major Brands

.Brake Service
•Transmission Service
'Cooling System Flush
Locally Owned
& Operated
507 S. 12th
offist• coma./ Five Points
17591529

759-2265
We Honor
Competitors Coupons
Professional Lubrication for
,our ca
rno:or hone

Students from Ky Tech-Murray/
Calloway County Area Technology
Center are attending the State Vocational Industrial Clubs of America
Conference in Paintsville.

Students from schools across
Kentucky are competing in both
skills and leadership contests at
Mayo State Technology Center.
Jonathan Mathis, son of Ricky

and Scarka Mathis ts competing in
the auto technology contest. Mathis
is a junior in auto technology at Ky
TechTech-Murray/Calloway
nology Center.
Mitch Craig, son of Charles and
Dorinda Craig, is competing in the
cabinetmaking - contest. He is a
senior in the

Ky Tech-Murray/C-alloway Center.
Josh Lovett, Bryant Arnett and
Carey Cavia are attending the State
V1CA conference as voting delegates during the business sessions.
Steve Arant, carpentry instructor;
Don Rowka, auto technology instructor; and Brad Canter,industrial
processes instructor are also at the
conference.

FOR PEACE OF MIND
DURING YOUR TRYING
TIMES

ELECT

To Subscribe To The Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916.

SUBSCRIBE

A Complete Room
of Furniture
For 1 Low Price!

2oom SO1UtiOUSTM

Room Solutions,.
MSR
Sale Price
Sofa
$669.00
$498.97
Love Seat $609.00
$448.97
Rectangular Cocktail Table
•
$159.99
$128.97
2 Light Pine
End Tables $159.99ea. $128.97ea
2 Lamps
$197.94
$ 98.97

Packages make furniture
shopping at Fleming
Furniture even easier!
We have combined 5
different packages - all

$1,955.91

that contain 7 items.

\

You'll find a Sofa, Love
table and 2 lamps - for
one Low Price.

$997
ALL 7 PIECES

$1,433.82

\\, I. Y):78.91

7 Piece Value Pack
Now Only

of and Love Seat, 2 End Tables, 1 Coffee Table and 2 Lamps

997

4197
ALL 7 PIECES

ALL 7 PIECES

Sofa and Love Seat, 2 End Tables, 1 Coffee Table and 2 Lamps. Sofa and Love Seat, 2 End Tables, 1 Coffee Table and 2 Lamps

ALL 7 PIECES

ALL 7 PIECES

Sofa and Love Seat, 2 End Tables, I Coffee Table and 2 Lamps. Sofa and Love Seat, 2 End Tables, 1 Coffee Table and 2 Lamps
•With minimum purchase
& approved credit

SUPERCENTER 3001 Hinidavilis Road
Highway 60 • A Half Mils East of 1-24
Paducah. KY 442-4455 - 1-0004p5l Defy 10 to 7

Ilrignimi Ale
664,1

Design
Assistance
Available
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Example 'of $997 Package

Our new Room Solutions

Seat, 2 end tables, 1 coffee

• TH

Division of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture. Inc.
Visit us at www.fismingfurniturs.com

Sunday I to 5
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Orchestra, choirs to present concert

•

•

The Murray State University Orchestra and choirs will present"Carmina Burana" by Carl Orff on
Sunday, April 26, in Lovett Auditorium. The concert will begin at
3:30 p.m.
There is a $5 at-the-door admission charge for the concert.
"Carmina Burana" was composed in 1935-36. Its text, about 25
poems, is drawn from a collection
found in a Benedictine Monastery in
Bavaria. The poems are mostly
secular and were composed by the
wandering minstrels and goliards of
the Middle Ages.
Most of the poems are written
the everyday Latin of the time while
others are in a Medieval German
dialect Orff arranged the poems in
three sections, or movements, concerned with "springtime," "activities in a tavern" and the "court of
love."
The compositional style of "Carmina Burana" is noted for its emphasis on rhythm, its harmonic
simplicity,as well as for the absence
of counterpoint, and the deliberate
avoidance of thematic develop-

ment. Many of the melodies are
based on short recurring rhythmic
figures, mostly diatonic, and often
reflect the simplicity of the folksong.
An exciting work, the rhythms
drive relentlessly toward climatic
points and include many syncopations and changes of meter.
Orff set the work for soloists, a
group of children's voices, two
four-voice choirs and a large orchestra including two pianos and a
greatly expanded percussion section. Susan Kane will be featured as
the soprano soloist. Kane teaches
studio voice and music education at
Murray State.
Eric McClouskey will be singing
the baritone/tenor solos. McClouskey is an adjunct studio voice
teacher at MSU.
The North Calloway Elementary
School Choir will be featured as the
children's chorus for this performance. The choir is an extracurricular performing ensemble representing students from the fourth and
fifth grades. The singers are
selected by audition and rehearse

once a week for one hour. The choir
is directed by Tracy Leslie.
The students singing in the
elementary school choir are Amber
Anderson, Bridgett Ball, Kayla
Baziell, Elise Brittain, Jessica Dial,
Kristina Dick, Misty Duncan, Sara
Elkins, Tara Etheridge, Anthony
Fortenbery, Nakiah Gibson,Crystal
Gream, Hale,e Greer, Lindsay Hays,
Brooke Henson, Amanda Hester,
Lisa Hester, Kaysin Hutching,
Whitney Lamb, Emily Lasater,
Heather McClure, ha Milgate, Timothy Peyton, Ryan Phelps, Emily
Reeves,Jamie Smith,Jessica Streetman, Whitney Watkins and Kaycie
Wyatt.
The MSU Concert Choir,University Chorale and Choral Union are
combining efforts for this concert
which includes more than 150 singers.
The University Chorale is conducted by Dr. Pamela Wurgler,
associate professor of music education. The Concert Choir and Choral
Union are conducted by Dr. Bradley
Almquist, associate professor and
director of choral activities at MSU.

The concert will be conducted by
Dr. Brian Runnels,conductor of the
MSU Orchestra and chair of the
department of music.
The public is invited to attend this
final concert of the orchestral and
choral season at Murray State University.
Protect your $4 million jatil .±is $1 1/. ruiliiou jail
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Trumpet workshop scheduled
The Murray State University
trumpet workshop is designed for
serious trumpet players of high
school age and older. Those looking
for an intense learning experience
should take part in this opportunity,
June 14-19.
•
Participants will benefit from
expertise of nationally recognized,
professionally active trumpet artists. Workshop activities include
master clacsrs, lecture demonstrations, individual coaching, warmup sessions,group lessons, listening
and question/answer sessions as
well as group discussions and other
activities.
Participants will attend a private,
opening recital by the main artists,
and they will also have the opportunity for their trumpet playing to be
constructively critiqued. The workshop's goal is to give students the
means to sustain musical growth
well beyond their week on the MSU
campus.
This year's clinicians include
Vincent Dimartino, Cathy Leach
and John Schlabach. Dimartino is
one of the country's most sought
after performers and educators. He
taught at the University of Kentucky
until 1993 and now holds an Distinguished Artist-in-Residence appointment at Centre College in
Danville.
Leach, who is a trumpet professor
at the University of TennesseeKnoxville, is currently pursuing a
doctorate degree. She plays principal trumpet in the Knoxville Symphony and Chamber Orchestras and
has performed with many orchestras

including the Detroit and St. Louis
Symphonies.
Schlabach has been the trumpet
professor at Murray State University since 1983. He received the
University Teacher of the Year
award from the Kentucky Music
Educators Association in 1995.
Schlabach has presented numerous
solo recitals at major universities
throughout the Midwest and Southeast, and has appeared as the featured soloist with both the Owensboro Symphony Orchestra and the
Evansville Philharmonic Orchestra.
One of last year's featured clinicians, Allen Vizutti said, "As a
former clini3OanfoE the.M.,S,11:Trumpet Workshop, I found the event to
be well organized, informative, inspirational, and a whole lot of fun. I
highly recommend the workshop to
anyone enthusiastic about music
and trumpet playing. The workshop
is one of the best events of its kind."
Students will get a taste ofcollege
life as they attend instructional
sessions, eat in a campus cafeteria

6'x8' Privacy Fence
Panel

and stay in residence halls. The fee
for the course is $300 for resident
campers and $200 for commuters.
For more information or to register,contact the office ofconferences
and workshops locally at 762-3662
or toll free at 1-800-668-7654 outside ofCalloway County.The office
of conferences and workshops is a
division of the Center for Continuing Education and Academic Outreach.

42"x8' Picket
Panel French
Gothic Fence
#428PGTP

SALE
$1499

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

500 South ,Ith St. • Murray • 753-6,150 • Mon.-Fri. 7-5; Sat. 8-12

Holland Motor Sales

1.513 S. 12th St.

753-4461

St. Jude Children's
Hospital Benefit

Still Great Service, Still Great
Price, Still On The Square!
• Consultation and review of prescriptions
• Computerized Records
• Ws accept most insurance plans
• Health & Beauty items
• See our Gift Shop

Friday, April 24, 6 p.m.

Holland Drug
Bob Dunn, R.Ph.
M-F 8 a.m.4 p.m. • Sat 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
109 S. 4th St • 753-1482

at

Murray Middle School
801 Main Street

Creed of a Farmer...
...work the soil; make it
produce and leave it better
than you found it.

Sponsored by Regents College and
Murray Middle School

e.)

*Spaghetti Dinner *Talent Show
*Drawing For A 26" RCA Stereo
Color Television ($1.00 Donation)
*Silent Auction featuring...
•"Princess" Ty Beanie Baby
*Sanyo 4-Head Hi-Fi Stereo VCR
•Ibanez Guitar
*Weekend Hotel Getaways
•Movie Theatre Passes
•Restaurant Coupons
and much, much more!

As your County Judge Executive,
I will work hard to make this county
a better place for us to
live and work for all generations to come.
Adults

Please Elect Jim

Everyone Is Invited To Join In The Fun
For This Worthy Cause!

KELLY
County Judge Executive
Paid for by the candidate

$10.00 • All Students $5.00

For More Information Please Call:
Ted Brown
Ted Maras
-or762-4543
762-2653

•
•

ALL PROCEEDS TO BENEFIT
ST. JUDE CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL
•

•

•
•
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MSU facing new
NCAA rule that
allows athletes
part-time work

Jazz, Rockets to
meet in opening
round of playoffs
The Associated Press
It's springtime, which means
the Utah Jazz and Houston Rockets are getting reacquainted in the
NBA playoffs.
This time, the teams get
together early, in a first-round
Western Conference series that
begins Thursday night. Usually,
they save their battles for later in
the playoffs, but the Rockets had
a rough season and were the lowest qualifier in the West. Utah
had the conference's best record.
"They've had their troubles
this year, and we've done well
against them, but you just need to
look at that roster and you'll see
they're a very good team," Utah
coach Jerry Sloan said. "They've
got the players to contend for a
championship."
Several of those players — Hakeem Olajuwon, Clyde Drexler,
Mario Elie — know what it takes
to win a title. The Rockets are the
only team other than the Chicago
Bulls to win an NBA crown since
1991.
But the Rockets have been ravaged by injuries and indifferent
performances all season. While
the Jazz finished with the

league's best mark (along with
the Bulls at 62-20), Houston lost
nine of its last 13 games and
hasn't beaten a team with a winning record since March 25.
"They were the champions just
a couple of seasons ago, and that
(aura) isn't something that you
lose," Jazz guard Jeff Hornacek
said. "We had a really good regular season, but everything starts
over right now. We knocked
Houston out last year, so they've
got even more incentive to come
after us this year."
Also Thursday night, it's San
Antonio at Phoenix, Atlanta at
Charlotte and Cleveland at Indiana. On Friday, it's New Jersey
at Chicago, New York at Miami,
Minnesota at Seattle and Portland
at the Los Angeles Lakers.
There have been several runins during the postseason matchups of the Jazz and Rockets, who
are playing for the fourth time in
five playoffs.

By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor

.

With all the responsibility that already went with
being Murray State's assistant athletics director for
academics and compliance, Margaret Simmons now
has a new headache — athletes holding part-time jobs.
The NCAA board of directors ruled Thursday that
Division 1 athletes may hold part-time jobs, adopting a
recommendation made last week by the NCAA management council. The new rule takes effect Aug. 1.
For the first time in decades, athletes at the roughly
300 Division I schools will be able to hold part-time
jobs, even if they are arranged by their school's boosters. They cannot make more than $2,000 every year.
Under the new format, Division I athletes who have
been enrolled for one year will be able to earn up to
$2,000 a year. They can work while their sport is in
season, and the jobs can be arranged by the athletic
department or boosters.
Significantly, the jobs also can be with the school's
recreation department, provided its budget is separate
from the athletic department's budget.
Simmons said the implementation of the rule will
take considerable planning on MSU's part.
"I'm going to a regional compliance seminar in
Pittsburgh in June, and I hope they'll give us some really good guidelines to go by on this," Simmons said
from her Stewart Stadium office Thursday afternoon.
"I have a lot of problems keeping track of everything

Hakeem Olajuwon (right) leads
the Houston Rockets against the
Utah Jazz as the NBA playoffs
open tonight.

• See Page 38

RSEC moving toward
completion of seating
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
The finishing touches are being put on
the new Regional Special Events Center at
Murray State.
Arena manager Shelley Todd said Wednesday that bleacher and chair seating
should be completely installed by May 18.
"It's amazing; the workers are moving
really fast on that," she said. "I'm impressed because they're really getting a lot
done."
Todd said workers from a construction
company in Texas are working 10 hours a
day, seven days a week to complete the
seating, which includes bleachers in the
upper areas and chair seats on the lower
level. The arena will seat approximately
8,300.
Todd said the first official event scheduled for the structure is the Kentucky
Baptist Convention June 26-27.
The basketball playing floor is set to arrive July 6.
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"It will be fully prepared with the Murray State logo, which is the big 'M' and
the horse jumping out of it; when it gets
here the manufacturers will train us how to
put it together, and then we will take some
photos and have some releases on it," Todd
said.
Todd added that at this point, no dates
have been set for concerts or other events
at the arena.
"We don't have any contracts signed for
anything yet; we have several concerts and
other events we're looking at," she said,
adding that she has been contacted by officials from both the World Wrestling Federation, which held a show at the Show Mc
Center in Cape Girardeau in February; and
11 See Page 3B
MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

One section of bleachers is already completed in the new Regional Special Events
Center at Murray State University.
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MHS tennis scores reversed Evansville drops 'Breds 9-5
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
In Wednesday's edition of
the Ledger & Times, the scores
were reversed for Murray's tennis matches at Heath. The Ledger regrets the error.
The MHS boys defeated
Heath 8-1 while the Murray
girls lost a 5-4 decision.

In boys' singles play Jeremy
Hunt beat Pat DuPerrieu 8-1,
Rohit Tandon defeated Ryan
Cornille 8-5, Mark Stockton
won over Adam Paxton 8-0,
Ryan Pickens beat Rodney Bottoms 8-2 and Bryan Dennison
won over Derek Miller 8-1.
Murray's lone loss came at
the No. 6 singles, where Tyler

Williams fell to Reed Bateman
8-2.
In doubles, Stockton/
Dennison beat Paxton/Cornille
9-7, Hunt/Tandon won over
Duperricu/Miller 8-5 and
Williams/Pickens beat Bottoms/
Bateman 8-1.
II See Page 3B

Staff Report
Murray Ledger 8 Times
The University of Evansville
scored nine runs on 17 hits in
powering past the Murray State
Thoroughbreds 9-5 Wednesday in
Evansville, Ind.
The Aces (23-19) knocked out
MSU starter Daniel Wenzel early
by scoring four runs in the first
inning and a pair of runs in the
second for a 6-0 lead.

Murray chipped away at the
Wenzel (1-3) took the loss in
giving up six earned runs on Evansville lead again in the top
eight hits while striking out two of the fifth as Murphy led off the
in just one and two-thirds innings inning with a double and scored
on double from Todd Fox. The
pitched.
The 'Breds (16-30) closed to Aces held a slim 6-5 advantage.
within 6-4 with a four-run third
But the 'Breds would get no
inning. Ryan Murphy paced the closer as Evansville regained the
MSU attack with a two-run run in the bottom of the fifth and
single. Brad Langdon and Chris added two more in the sixth for
Williams each added a single in
the inning.
• See Page 38

Tigers rip Fulton
15-2 Wednesday

Surgery sidelines Shark

Staff Report
Murray Ledger 8. Times

By RON SIRAK
AP Gott Writer

FULTON — Murray improved to 6-6 on the season
with a 15-2 rout of Fulton City
in high school baseball action
Wednesday.
Playing its first game since
April 13, Murray scored six
runs in both the fifth and
seventh innings to break open a
3-2 contest. Chris Baurer had a
grand slam home run in the
seventh while Shane Andrus
had a two-run shot in the third.
"We hit the ball pretty hard

Ever since he lost the 1984
U.S. Open in a playoff, virtually
every major golf championship
was played under the shadow of
this question: How will Greg
Norman do?
That will not be the case at the
U.S. Open in June, or the British
Open in July, or the PGA
Championship in August. ShoutGreg Norman will be out of action six months following shoulder surgery. Norman is the PGA
Tour's career leading money
winner.

• See Page 38
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der surgery on Wednesday sidelined Norman for six months.
"I knew ill wanted to make a
complete recovery, this surgery
was necessary," Norman said.
"While the recuperative program
will present certain challenges, I
look forward to resuming my regular schedule and playing my
best golf."
Dr. Richard Hawkins, who performed the arthroscopic surgery
at the Steadman Hawkins Sports
Medicine Foundation in Vail,
Colo., said Norman's injury was
due to "overuse, pure and
simple."
The target date for Norman's
return is the Shark Shootout in

Thousand Oaks, Calif., on Nov.
12-15.
"His arm will be in a sling for
the next 10 days, and after that he
will be able to take it off from
time to time to get some range of
motion," Bart Collins, president
of Great White Shark Enterprises,
said Wednesday.
Norman, 43, has missed only
five of the 69 major championships played since 1980 and, beginning with his second victory
in the British Open in 1993, finished in the top 20 in 14 consecutive major championships.
With nearly $12 million, he is
the career leading money winner
on the PGA Tour.
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U Tigers...
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and they made a few mistakes
that we capitalized on," Murray coach Cary Miller said.
In the fifth, Murray made
good on a walk, an error, three
fielder's choices and two singles, including a two-run hit by
Micah Cathey.
Murray finished with 12 hits.
Andrus, O'Shea Hudspeth,

Jake Thurmond and John David Thieke were all 2-for-4 for
the Tigers. Andrus also drove
in three runs.
Lucas Miller was the winning pitcher while Shane Andrus pitched the final two innings. Fulton City (3-4) managed only three hits.
Murray visits. Calloway
County tonight at 6 for a
Fourth District contest at the
CCHS field.

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By.

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your famrly insurance needs •
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)
AAAAA PA4M

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm insurance Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

NBA PLAYOFFS
Day-By•Day
All Tines CDT
FIRST ROUND
(Beeted-S)
Thursday, April 23
Atlanta at Charlotte. 6 pm (TBS)
Cleveland al Indiana. 7 p m (T
Houston at Utah. 1130 pm (TBS)
San Antonio at Phoenix. 930 p m (TNT)
Frldsi, April 24
Ni, York at Maim 6 pm (TBS)
Ni, Jersey at Chicago. 7 p m (TNT)
Minnesota at salmi, 830 p m (TB
(S
T)
,4T)
Ponland at LA Lakes. 930 pm
Saturday, AprIl 26
Cleveland at Indiana. 12 pm (NBC)
San Antonio at Phoenix, 230 pm (NBC)
Atlanta at Charlotte. 7 p m (TNT)
Houston at Utah. 930 pm (TNT)
Sunday, Aprlf 26
Now York at Wan, 11 30 am (NBC)
Ponland at LA Laken. 2 pm (NBC)
New Jamey at Chicago, 450 pm (NBC)
Minnesota at Sean.. 8 p m (TNT)
Monday, April 27
Indiana at Cleveland, 6 pm (TNT)
Pho.nuz at San Antonio. 830 C.
(TNT)

now, and with this rule passing,
I'll have something else to do."
Among the potential problems
Simmons forsees is monitoring
how much money a studentathlete earns and making sure the
athletes keep their grades up to
par.
"The reason we went to a
20-hour practice week is because
the kids said they needed more
time to study," said Simmons,
formerly the cross-country coach'
at MSU. "For some kids this will
be good, but marginal students
need all of their spare time to
study."
Opponents of the rule, including many coaches and athletic administrators, fear the potential of
abuse in which some athletes will
be given money without working.
Many are also worried that highprofile recruits will now demand
jobs with scholarships.
"The students will think this is
wonderful, but I will need an assistant to work this," Simmons
said. "The questions I have is
how much intervention can we
have, can the coaches find jobs
for the athletes, what will be considered an OK job, who will
prove how much someone got
and who will check on it?"
A similar right-to-work rule
was adopted by majority vote of

The Associated Press
Pedro Martinez didn't pitch all
that well. So what.
A three-run deficit after seven
innings? Big deal.
No matter what goes wrong for
the Boston Red Sox these days,
they find a way to win.
Midre Cummings hit a two-run
homer in the ninth inning Wednesday night as the Red Sox rallied for an 8-5 win over the Detroit Tigers.
It was Boston's 11th victory in
12 games, and the seventh time
the Red Sox have won in their final at-bat.
"I'm not sure I've ever been
associated with a team that has
won this many games like this in
a span of 10 days," manager

Tuesday, Apti 28
Math at New York. 6 pm (TBS)
Charlotte at Atlanta. 7 p at (TNT)
Steele at Minnesota. 830 p m (IBS)
LA Limes at Portland. 930 pm (TNT)
Wednesday, April WI
Chaego at Na, Jamey, 6 p m (TNT)
Phoenix VS San Amoreo, 7 pm. II necessary
(TBS)
Utie at Houston. 11.30 pm (TNT)
Thursday, April 30
Indiana at Cleveland. IBA, It necessary
Marro at New York, IBA. If necessary
Seattle at Minnesota, TBA, 8 noaeasary
LA Laken at Portland. IBA, II necessary
Friday, May 1
Charlotte at Atlanta. TBA, it necemary
Cacago at Ni. Jsrsap, TBA, A necessary
Utah at Houston. TBA, 8 necessary
Saturday, May 2
lAnnesota at &bane, IBA. It neamsary (NBC)
Palish/ at LA Laker'. TBA. it necessary (NBC)
Sunday, May 3
New York at Miami. TBA. It no:suety
Atlanta at Charlone. TBA, il necessary
Cleveland at Indiana, TBA, It necessary
Ni.Jersey at Cacago. TBA, if necessary (Mic
Houston at Utah, TBA, It necessary
San Antonio at Phoenix. TBA. If neossaary

The Associated Press
Kevin Young and the Pittsburgh Pirates finally broke out of
their slumps.
Young, who entered the game
in a 5-for-32 skid, had three hits
as the Pirates snapped a sevengame losing streak with a 5-2
victory over the San Francisco
Giants on Wednesday night.
Young, dehydrated and dizzy
for several days because of an
eye and ear infection, had a solo
homer, an RBI double and a
single off Giants starter Danny
Darwin (1-2).
"I didn't have any energy, but
I don't want to have to come out

the NCAA's Division I schools in
January 1997 in the last days of
the association's old governance
structure.
But the board of directors, in
its first important act as the
NCAA's new governing body,
suspended it just as it was about
to take effect last August.
"We've kind of slept on this
for a year, hoping against hope
the NCAA would say no to it,"
Simmons said. "But we have a
plan started that we've done a
little on."
Under provisions adopted by
the management council, the
right-to-work rule will permit Division I athletes to earn a maximum of $2,000 per year over and
above the value of a full scholarship. It would also allow athletic
department staff members or
boosters to help line up jobs,
which are two reasons many view
the rule with alarm.
Many fear that allowing boosters to line up jobs for athletes
will lead to cheating. Another
concern is that some schools will
have advantages in recruiting because of their locations.
"I don't think this community
has that kind of job market," said
Lady Racer basketball coach Eddie Fields. "To kids on partial
scholarships it will be an advantage, but for the basketball play-

nifer King beat Lindsey Garrett
8-3. In doubles, Haverstock/
Dunn fell to Leeper England
8-2, Trawick/Howle beat
Schaberg-Danesh 8-5 and King,/
Miller won over Griffin/Garrett
8-3.
Murray visits Mayfield today
at 4.

of the game because of something like that," Young said. "1
feel a lot better now. But it got to
the point where even my teeth
were hurting, and I've never had
that before."
Pirates rookie Jose Silva (2-2)
went six-plus innings, striking
out eight, walking none and only
giving up two unearned runs.
"Everybody seemed kind of
down, and I wanted to do the best
I can," Silva said. "I wanted to
get (the losing streak) stopped
and get us going again."
Darwin gave up four runs in
five innings for the Giants, who
have lost five of six.

New York 9, Toronto 1; Chicago
14, Cleveland 7; Texas 7, Tampa
Bay 2; Seattle II, Kansas City 5;
Anaheim 7, Baltimore 6; and
Minnesota 4, Oakland 2.
Martinez gave up four runs and
six hits in 5 1-3 innings, raising
his ERA from 0.84 to 1.68. He
had not allowed more than two
runs in his previous four starts
with Boston.
"He has a heartbeat like you
and me," Williams said. "He's
only human."
Martinez struck out seven —
only the second time this year he
failed to reach double digits —
and walked three. He left trailing
4-1 after his shortest outing in 17
starts.
"I just didn't have any of my

pitches today," Martinez said.
"The only one I had command of
was my changeup, and they
seemed to be waiting on that one .
"There's going to be some
games when I have to pitch really
well because we don't score. Today, I didn't pitch well and the
guys bailed rue out. It's better
when it works both ways."
Yankees 9, Blue Jays 1
New York scored nine runs oft
Roger Clemens (2-2) to complete
a three-game sweep at Skydome
Scott Brosius, in a 4-for-29 slide
coming in, matched a career-high
with five RBIs.
Andy Pettitte (3-2) pitched a
six -hitter for the Yankees, who
have won 11 of 12.

ers, who are on full scholarships,
that's a full-time load just to keep
up with practices, games and
academics.
"My biggest thing is how do
you work it in with everything
else?" Fields added. "Right now,
our players still have things going on after basketball, so where
would they find the opportunity
to work?"
Simmons was unsure as to
whether Murray State would set
higher standards for allowing its
athletes to work. The NCAA did
not set a minimum grade point
average requirement in passing
the new rule Wednesday.
"The NCAA will sometimes let
an institution set its own rules, or
it may go conference-wide," Simmons said. "We can have stricter
rules than the NCAA sets, we
just can't be more lenient.
"Then you get into things like
would it be fair for the volleyball
players to not be allowed to work
where the rifle team members, for
instance, could?" Simmons said.
"I'm not anti student-athlete, but
this will mean a lot more for us
to keep up with."

Padres 3, Cubs 2
Ken Caminiti hit a go-ahead
single in the 14th inning at Wrigley Field as San Diego won for
the fourth time in five games.

The Padres (15-4) are off to
their best stan ever, topping the
1984 NL champions, who began
14-5.
Amaury Telemaco (0-1)
walked Quilvio Vcras in the 14th,
and Steve Finley singled. Carniniti, who also drove in a run in
the first, hit a looping single to
center, and Veras scored easily.
Expos 3, Cardinals 2
Mark Grudzielanek hit a gametying homer in the seventh and
Rondell White had a bases loaded single in the ninth as
Montreal halted St. Louis' fourgame winning streak.
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else is because things could still
happen," Todd added. —The first
*************************
year could be a little slow for
events here. I'll feel a lot better
when everything is done and the
arena is officially turned over to
me."

Holland Tire Co.

Open Saturdays Until Noon

(Information for this story
was also gathered from the Associated Press.)

FROM PAGE 2B
the final margin.
Murphy led MSU with a
2-for-5 performance from the
plate, including a pair of RBI.
MSU will return to the diamond Saturday for a 2 p.m. contest with Belmont at Reagan
Field.

"I didn't have a good slider,
and the fastball and the splitfinger were really the only two
pitches I had," Darwin said.
In other NL games, it was San
Diego 3, Chicago Cubs 2 in 14
innings; Montreal 3, St. Louis 2;
Philadelphia 5, Cincinnati 4;
Florida 3, Colorado 2; Los
Angeles 9, Milwaukee 6; New
York Mets 10, Houston 7; and
Atlanta 5, Arizona 2.

MSU golf places fourth

•RSEC...

'Breds...

In girls' play, Leigh Haverstock lost to Jaclyn Le-eper 8-1,
Ashley Dunn fell to Lindsay
England 8-1, Lauren Miller lost
to Becky Schaberg 9-7, Elizabeth Trawick blanked Julie
Griffin 8-0, Cassie Howie fell
to Tasha Danesh 8-6 and Jen-

limy Williams said. "Today was
another one where everyone came
through, even guys that you
won't see in the headlines."
Williams used 14 of his 15
position players. He even used
left-hander Steve Avery as a
pinch-runner, and knuckleballer
Tim Wakefield had a sacrifice
bunt that set up a ninth-inning
run.
"When Midre hit that home
run, I was so excited that I felt
like I was running the bases myself," Mo Vaughn said. "It's
great to get on a streak like this,
and we're doing it almost like a
National League team — using
everybody on the roster and having everyone come through."
Elsewhere in the AL, it was

Young, Pirates break out of recent slumps

•MHS...
FROM PAGE 2B
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NI DISCOUNT BUILDING SUPPLY
Murray's First Disc
ount Building Supply....

GRAND OPENING
•

Saturday, April 25th • 7 a.m. - 12 noon
Register to win these Grand Prizes:

•20 squares of Armorbond Vinyl Siding (value $1000)
•Microwave Oven
$50 Cash
More prizes given away every 30 minutes
• Hearty annuals
& mulch in stock

3B

Red Sox find way to beat Detroit

▪ MSU facing rule...
FROM PAGE 2B
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•Ceiling fans
starting at s20

• Unfinished birch
& prefinished
oak cabinets

20% off

Reg. Price

•Treated Lumber
2z4z8 - *2.87
2z8z8 - $4.05
4z4z8 - *6.11

Sale Prices Good Until End of the Month!
U.S. HWY 641 14. • MURRAY • 759-7229 - IM-F 7 am-5

pm • SAT 7 am-12 moos

•Square Spindles
.99 ea.
And much more....

••••••1

KENTUCKY DERBY
124T""Run for the Roses"
YOUR DERBY
HEADQUARTERS

"A Piece Of history In
The Making"

WE ALSO HAVE • Chardonnay
Kentucky Derby • White Zinfandel
Wines
• Merlot

11,
1

Made Fresh Since 1919

"Your Party Supply Headquarters"
IIANNAN PLAZA 509 LONE OAK RD.• HWY.45 • PADUCAH
OPEN 8 A.M. TO 10 P.M.; FRIDAY & SATURDAY 'TIL 11 P.M.

"Backyard x 2" is the title of the
featured exhibit at the Mayfield/
Graves County An Guild Gallery
April 25 through May 30 in the Ice
House at 120 N.8th Si in Mayfield.
"Backyard x 2" features the work
of two Kentucky artists who share a
love of nature and natural forms,
Kathy Piercefield of Dry Ridge and
James Philip Dobson of Sedalia.
Kathy Piercefield, who grew up
in Chicago, majored in art at Murray
State University in the late 1960s
and early 1970s. After leaving Murray State, she and her husband
moved to Frankfort and then to
Northern
Kentucky where they now
Danny and Rudele Orazine are chairpersons for the 1998 March of Dimes
WalkAnwrica for Healthier Babies for Ballard, Marshall and McCracken live.
It has been within the past several
counties. The 10K walk takes piece May 9 beginning and ending at Carson
years that Piercefield discovered
Part in Paducah. For Information, contact your March of Dimes Division
watercolor, the medium she curOffice, 443-8603 or 1-800-365-8603.
rently uses,as well as the medium of
the works that will be on display.
Piercefield has recently studied at
the Baker-Hunt Foundation in Covington, and has exhibited in a oneman show at a Barnes and Noble
Bookstore in that area. She has also
been teaching art to young people at
her home during the past four years.
James Philip Dobson, who also
The curtain will rise again this Denise Schmittou, Kathy Pierce, studied art at Murray State Univerweekend on Playhouse in the Park's Lisa Graven and Alan Weixler. sity in the early 1970s, will
be
production of "The Miracle
In its original New York produc- presenting a series of mixed media
Worker," by William Gibson.
tion, "The Miracle Worker" re- drawings representative of the rural
The performances this past ceived the unanimous and enthu- area around Sedalia in which he
weekend brought accolades for the
siastic plaudits of the critics: typical lives.
cast
of their praise was this comment by
More noted for his hand-carved
The large cast features Candi
John McClain in the N.Y. Journal decoys and wildlife sculpture,
Freeland and Meredith Freeland of
American: "It packs enormous ex- which are sold throughout the counBenton, Clarance Benes, Nicole
citement, sentiment, and humor." try, Dobson originally specialized
Schmittou, Logan Pierce, Nathan
After its tremendously successful in two-dimensional art work.
Hix and Amy Sykes of Murray,
run in New York,the play was made Though he continues to carve, DobKatie Ouellette of Marshall County,
into an equally successful movie, son has recently returned to the
Annabel Brown of Cadiz, Gary
and
Playhouse in the Park is confi- drawing and painting techniques of
Potts of Dukedom, Amanda Tuggle
dent that its production will main- his student days.
of Graves County, and Joyce
The opening reception for "Backtain this high level of critical and
Cowen of Ndw Concord.
yard x 2" will be Saturday from 1 to
audience approval.
Settings were designed and
3 p.m.The public is invited to attend
created by Donald Fleming and
Friday's and Saturday's produc- the opening reception, meet the
Robert Shirkey.
tions will be at 8 p.m. and Sunday's artists and discuss their work with
Other members of the production
production will be at 2 p.m. To them.
crew are Leslie Rowland, Amy
Regular hours for "Backyard x 2"
reserve seats, please call (502)759Brown, Ed Davis, Gary Willis,
will be 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
1752.
Tuesday through Friday, 10 a.m. to
1 p.m. Saturdays. The gallery is
accessible to individuals with disabilities and all visitors are welcome.
For more information about this
Great Selection/
exhibit or any of the other art guild
Great Tires!
activities, contact the office at 502* FREE COMPUTER BALANCING *
247-6971.
90 Days Same As Cash

Don't be fooled by imitations....
buy the best!

(MO apprcnvicl alma)

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray .733-1111
Owner: Gerraid Boyd

Want A
Really Green,
Weed-Free Lawn,
Rich and
Beautiful?

CALL KEN DARNELL
753-1933 or 498-8142

MISTER MATTRESS
IS CLOSING ITS DOORS...

Cell l'hone 559-2018

Free Estimates * Always The Pest Price

A local student has been accepted
into the Chancellor's Award Program and Honors Seminar Scholarship/Workship Program at the University of Tennessee at Martin.
Audrey L. Hamilton, daughter of
Stephen L. and Mary J. Hamilton of
Broad Street in Murray, plans to
major in business administration.
She will receive an Honors Seminar
Scholarship/Workship.
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FOREVER
Friday, Saturday, Monday,
Tuesday & Wednesday

Name Brand Bedding
Sold At Cost & Below

City
Name_

Twin, Full, Queen or King - Delivery Available

Anything Less Just 14'on 't Cut It!

Rea, Engine Rider

I

Automatic Blade Stop for Safety
Stand On nd Storage
Quick Response Steering

5 Speed On The Go Shifting
Rear Mounted Engine Means Better
Visibility and Less Heat
Pivoting Frame

an Even C ut

(Next to Readmore & Vaught s Furniture & Appliance Store)

M-F 10-6; Sat. 10-4 • 759-3890

Gives

Added Traction and

Recoil Starter
Anti Scalp Wheels

Murray Home 6 Auto
Chestnut St

.25
74147/
f
a ift;753

$35.00
Each
Make
Office,
self-act
May 3
'June 1
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL.
CLASSIFIED Al) KATI'S
1(1.
$625 Column hide, 10% Discount bed Ras, 60% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ado Mie$ Raw Warw. 6 Day

Debbie Howard
Tonya Williams
753-1916

PerWit

$2.25 per colunun inch extra tor Tuesday (Shopping Guide).
Reader Ads
30e per word,$600 nurusrairn In day 6. pa word per day for each additional consecuuvc day
S2.0)caua for Shopper(Macs .Classifieds go into Shopping Guide )S2 00 extra for blind boa ads

010 Legal Notice
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
100
110
120
130
140
150
155

180
190
195
200
210
220
240
260
270
280
285
290

300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent

160 Home Furnishings

020

Legs/
Rollo.

cjfi

165 Antiques
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Miscellaneous
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Heating And Cooling

Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
instruction
Computers
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances

010

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

020
Notice

DID YOU KNOW?- Medi
care and Private Insurance
pays up to 80% of Diabetes
testing supplies. ExpressMed delivers Meters,
Lancets, Test Strips.
800-678-5733 to register

Just Say "Charge It"

Yard Sale Prices

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 Insertion

National Rates

060
Financial

CASH
FOR
HOMEOWNERS- Borrow
$10,000-$120,000 Consolidate bills, home improvements, payoff land contracts, pay delinquent
taxes/medical bills Selfemployed programs.
Bankruptcy/Bad credit OK.
Instant approvals Open 7
days a week Call Alternative Lending of Kentucky at
888-244-9908

050

Help
Wanted

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

Neon Beach
Mini Storage

Homes For Sale
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Utility Trailers
Free Column
Wanted

Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

060
Help
Wanted

Help
Wanted

BE YOUR OWN BOSS!Se
AMERICA'S
your own working hours
BEST KEPT SECRET
Take a sales position no Get paid what you're worth
one
else will, offer a service If you like people & are
Available Thru Age 64.
no one else will, earn an sales oriented, take a look
Sat., April 25
Apply in person
Our most comprehenincome few sales people at this We offer training,
8 a.m.
sive policy pays for
benefits, no cold calls, high
can
Skilled, Intermediate
DIET Say goodbye to uncommissions Call Bob
FUNERAL SALES
or Custodial Care
wanted pounds & hello to
The most dynamic com- Taylor, 606-299-7656 for
With Medicare's new
added energy. Dramatic repany in the industry has personal interview
guidelines
for
confinesults Call now 759-4191.
immediate opportunities in
No phone ca's please
Nursing
ment,
Home
812 Whitnell
Herbalife Ind Dist.
the Western Ky. area. Ben- COMPUTER Users
Insurance is more imefits include • Comprehen- Needed Work own hrs
Buildings #8-1
GERMAN STUDENT- And
ASSISTANT EDITOR - sive
portant than ever
Training, Medical In- $ 2 0 k - $ 7 5 k/yr
HOME
EQUITY
LOANS#8-13 & #B-39
other Scandinavian, EuroNeeded for tri-weekly surance, 401K,
Disability 1-800-348-7186 x 486
Debt consolidation, 125%
For
free
pean, South American,
newspaper Two years ex- Insurance, Company
Stock
equity
loans,
single/
Information call:
Russian Exchange stuperience, layout, editing, Plan Life insurance license COMPUTER person
rioublewide with land OK,
needed Basic understand020
dents arriving August. Bephotography skills, strong a plus. To schedule
a confipay off land contracts
come a host family/AISE
writer, computer experi- dential interview contact ing of DOS, Windows '95,
Bankrupties, slow credit
Novell & Windows NT. NetNotice
Call 800-SIBLING
ence (Microsoft Word, Mr
Jones
at work knowledge would be
OK Apply by phone, Black
WWW.SIBLING.O
OuarkXpress)
RG.
Resume/
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
1-800-206-2884 Mailbox beneficial Individual
Diamond Mortgage, clips
Box 639F, Bards- #4544
See & Sew 753-6981
888-395-1115
MISS
KENTUCKY
should be personable, detown,
KY
40004.
'tree local claim service'
pendable & willing to travel
AVON- Whether you want AMERICAN- Coed/Teen/
HOMEOWNERS call CornbDRIVERS, FLATBED - a must
Applicant must
to buy, sell or just look Preteen/Princess Scholar- HOUSE of Clothes Open
monPoint Mortgage today bDRIVERS, OVER THE $1,000 CO Sign-On bonus
through a book call Tonya ship Pageant for girls 3-20. Mon-Sat, 9 to 5, Sun 1 to 5
ROAD 35 states Flat with Up to 31 cpm, medilife/ have good written & verbal
and get the cash you need
For application/brochure:
communication skills, Web
at 435-4026
Eliminate high-interest cre- sides, late model conven- 401K. frequent home time,
800-664-6851. No make- Nice consignment clothing.
experience a plus Minitionals
3
years
dit
experience
card
debt, repair dasafety bonus, purchase mum 3yrs job experience
BIBLE Message 759-5177 up allowed for young girls. $1.00 Buys mens, womens, childrens jeans, maged credit or make Start 30c-33,2 a mile + ben- program Class-A CDL, 1
Send resume to. P.0 Box
efits Call 800-444-6648
sweaters, sweat shirts, home improvements
year OTR Call Kent 2138, Paris, TN 38242
$1250 Sign On Bonus'
dresses Oft Kirksey Hwy 1-800-968-2221
800-473 5581
CONSERVATION
left on 464, 5 miles. Call TWO-MINUTE LOANS!
CAREERS- Forest ran489-2243 or 753-6981
$20,000-$100,00
0 cash
April 24 & 25
gers, game wardens, mainHomeowners
now!
only
MEDICARE
RECIPIENTSTobacco
Workers
Needed
Friday noon-8:00
Saturday noon-4:00
tenance, etc No exp
Are you using a Nebulize( Lower your payments
Compaq Presario Mtfltimedia
necessary Now hiring For
5/5/98-12/31/98
Bankruptcy,
bad
credit
OK'
Machine? Stop paying full
info call 1 800-280 9769
System 180 AMD
Pay
off
bills
Best
rates
No
5/10/98-12/13/9
8
price for Albuterol, Atrovent
ext 7159 8am 10pm, 7
Compaq Presario Multimedia
etc. Solutions. Medicare equity required Call now
5/15/98-12/1598
days
System 200 MMX
will pay for them We bill 800-222-0914
5/15/98-12/30/98
COOK full time, prefer exCompaq Presario Multimedia
Medicare for you and ship
5/18/98-12./18/98
050
perience, but if you are a
System Pll 233
directly to your door. MEDLost
good cook we will train you
time
75%
guarantee, all tools provided, free
A-SAVE 800-538-9849
IBM Thinkpad Notebook Computer
And Found
Need mature reliable indivihousing to those beyond local recruiting area,
with CD P120
MISTER Mattress is going FOUND.
dual who would enjoy workHusky/ Shepherd
transportation
subsistence
&
paid
1/2
when
IBM Thinkpad Notebook Computer
out of business All inven- mix
ing with the elderly in a
dog, around Chandler
contract met. $7.00/hr. - cutting/housing.
tory must go! 759-3890
with CD P150
pleasant atmosphere
Park. Very friendly Call
Offer good while in stock supplies remain.
$5.92/hr. setting/stripping. Contact local
Apply in person, Fern Ter853-0958
This is • repeat offer of a complete sell out.
SPRING MID -WEST
race Lodge 1505 Stadium
State Employment Service Office.
COLLECTOR- Car Swap FOUND. white spotted dog
NIICRCIAGE
View Dr EOE
311 Main, Murray • 502-753-7733
Meet Show & Corral Buy, found by Westview Nursing
DERMATOLOGY Of Murshop, sell. May 15-17, In- Home Has red collar The
ray is now seeking partterstate
Center, dog is now at Animal
time office help. ApproxiBloomington-Normal, IL. Shelter.
oreenSCaPe Nurt
Information & directions
mately 25hrs per week If
060
717-243-7855
you can type, work well with
489-2756
Help
people & enjoy working in a
Warted
small office, we want to
030
Hours
hear from you Please send
Thursday & Friday
4-7 p.m.
$1,000 $ SIGN -ON
75% time guarantee, all tools provided, free
resume to 300 S 8th St,
Financial
BONUS- CX/Roberson is
Saturday
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Suite 281 W, Murray, KY
housing to those beyond local recruiting area,
151& 2ND MORTGAGES looking for van semi Bedding Plants, Hanging Baskets, Tomato
42071 All potential candidrivers
Up
to
305
a
mile
to
transportation & subsistence paid when 1/2
100% financing, 125%
Plants 8. Daily Geranium Specials
dates will be contacted perhome equity loans Mobile start Need class A CDL, 1
contract met. $6.00/hr. - cutting/housing.
sonally for interview No
home loans up to 95% In year OTR 800-473-5581
phone calls please
$5.92/hr. - setting/stripping. Contact local
Jamie & Jane Potts
park financing Pay off land EOE/mf
Employment
State
DRIVERService
Office.
1107 Potts Road
Are you bred of
contracts. Self Employed_ $1,500 SIGN ON BONUSlong hours or low pay?
1-mile off Hwy 121 West of Stella
Past bankruptcies OK. All For experienced flatbed
Company drivers, new pay
credit considered Apply by drivers earn top pay and
program Average 1997
phone Greve Coeur Mort- miles with Deaton. Inc , Exwage was $43,857. Great
gage 800-627-0745
perienced
drivers
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A RECESSION
home time OTR training
BILL PROBLEMS? 800-580-7864, InexperOwner/operator- 815/ 82c
PROOF CAREER IN MURRAY -ienced'?
training
CDL
avail-800-408-0044 ext 1027
5/20/98-2/1/99
all miles, excellent ins ,
CALLOWAY COUNTY???
9arn-9pm 7 days Debt con- able, 800-242-7364
2500+ miles/week Solo or
I have an OPPORTUNITY for 3 to 4 extremely Merited
5/26/98-1/31/99
solideocin loans and prog- 1 FULL-time, 2 part-time
team 95% no touch
II successful in home Posers
rams available Bad credit openings for short order
5/15/98-2/15
/99
48'/53'
van flatbed Talk to
$45,000 + Per Year
OK. No advance fees! Free cooks from May until Ocour drivers! Roehl,
Major benefit Company supplied pre-set apcointrriene
75% time guarantee, all tools provided, free
consolidation Non Profit tober at Murray Country
800-467-6345
No credit refusals Company Ironing Hours eiteked
Lower monthly payments Club Call for details at
housing to those beyond local recruiting area,
clays & evenings
DRIVER, OTR COVENtransportation & subsistence paid when 112
753-9430.
Call if you ars serious
ANT TRANSPORT- Has
'CASH"-Immediate $$ for
contract met. S7.00/hr. - cutting/housing.
ACCOUNTINGAre
you
a
eboui s career I are sem to won IM TIRED CF INTERmajor pay increase coming
structured settlements and CPA'?
S5.92/hr. - seuing/stripping. Contact local
Have you recently
VIEWING peace who only war t earn $3C0-$400 per see
$1,000 sign-on bonus exdeferred insurance claims said
This is my last tax
State Employment Service Office,
end thet dont were to sok' Call between 11-4 Mx sit
perienced dnvers Coast to
J G Wentworth season"? Are
you looking
Full-Time Onl • Must Be 25 • 753-3261
coast runs experienced
1-888-231-5375
for a challenging position
drivers/owner operators
with a diverse list of responteams 800-441-4394. grasibilities? If you answered
duate
students
yes, we have a pos:tion for
800-3386428 Bud Meyer
you on the corporate acRefrigerated Truck Lines
counting staff of a growing
888-667-3729
5/28/98-1/20/99
media company Do you
5/15/98-1/15/99
graduate in May? Are you
DRIVER/OTR An immedian account major? Are you
ate need for 14 OTR drei
still looking for the 'right"
75% time guarantee, all tools provided, free
ars! 27 36 corn (based on
opportunity'? If you anexperience) $40 tarp pay,
housing to those beyond local recruiting area,
swered yes, we have a
great benefits/equipment
Name
transportation & subsistence paid when 1/2
position with potential
Call nowl 800 635-8669.
cutting/housing.
contract
S6.50/hr.
met.
available for you To apply
ext IK2N 0498 Student
Mailing Address
for either position, send to
S5.92/hr. - setting/stripping. Contact local
grads are welcome
sume and salary history to
State Employment Service Office.
Landmark, PO Box 549,
Shelbyville, KY 40066 AtDRIVERS AND OWNER
tention Controller
OPERATORS Needed
Auto In formation
with flatbed experience to
AIR FORCE TRAINING,
run the Southeast Home
Experience and education
$35.00 Year
weekends terminal pay,
Make
Plate No.
can help you reach your
great benefit package Call
For
a
goals
Find
more
out
5/1/98-2/28/
99
Each
Welborn Transport
Year
free information package
Make
Plate No.
5/2/98-2/28/99
800-828 6452 ext SCO2
call 800-423-USAF
Make check payable to City of Murray and mail to City Clerk's
5/5/98-2/28/99
DRIVERS- Ceadon means
AVON Sells Everywhere!
opportunity' 80% no touch,
Office, 207 South 5th, Murray, KY 42071. Please include a stamped
Earn $8-$15/hr No door to
75% time guarantee, all tools provided, free
assigned freightliners, 80%
door required (18yrs+)
self-addressed envelope.
housing to those beyond local recruiting area,
drop & hook, excellent pay
1 800 230 4030 ind/sIs/
transportation & subsistence paid when 1/2
and miles, 4011Ustock ownrep
May 31st is the last day to purchase auto stickers - 10% penalty
ership, satellite dispatch.
contract met. S7.00/hr. - cutting/housing.
in
BABYSITTER needed
'June I.
great benefits plus safety &
S5.92/1u.` - setting/stripping. Contact local
my home 436-2481 or
longevity bonusesl
State
Employment
Service Office.
436 5710
800-729-9770

Public
Auction

460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
550
560
570

445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale

CALL FOR INFORMATION

030
Notice

320 Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
420 Home Loans
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale

330

Murray Ledger & Times will be respon
sible for only one incorrect insertion
Any error should be reported immecil
ably so corrections can be made
25 wd. max.
1 Insertion

Deadline
Day & Time
rl. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon.3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

VISA

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error

1x2 ad
$7.50

Ad Deadlines
Publish Day
onday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

5011,
137* IRTRDAy

Full-Time
Produce Clerk
Needed

Today
this "sporty"

Owen Food
Market

guy turns

29

Melanie says he's
all mine
A big teddy bear
with no hair

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

Happy Birthday
L & T Gang

COMPUTER CLOSEOUT SALE
699

Tobacco Workers Needed
4/25/98-1/1/99
4/28/98-1/28/99
5/1/98-2/1/99
5/7/98-211/99
5/8/98-1/31/99
5/10/98-1/31/99

$999

1399

1199

1399

Tobacco Workers Needed

ersp

75% time guarantee. all tools provided, free
housing to those beyond local recruiting area,
transportation & subsistence paid when I/2 contract met. S7.00/hr. - cutting/housing. S5.92/hr.
setting/stripping. Contact local State Employment
Service Office.

Tobacco Workers Needed

5/5/98-12/20/98

5/10/98-1/8/99
5/19/98-1/15/99
75% time guarantee, all tools provided, free
housing to those beyond local recruiting area,
transportation & subsistence paid when 112
contract met. S7.00/hr. - cutting/housing.
S5.92/hr. setting/stripping. Contact local
State Employment Service Office.

Tobacco Workers Needed

Tobacco Workers Needed
4/23/98-3/30/99
5/3/98-3/30/99
time guarantee, all tools provided, free
housing to those beyond local recruiting area,
transportation & subsistence paid when 112
contract met. $7.00/hr. - cutting/housing.
$5.92/hr. setting/stripping. Contact local
State Employment Service Office.
75%

Tobbacco Workers Needed

ORDER FORM

Route Sales Person

City of Murray 1998-1999 City Auto Stickers

Tony's Pizza Service
is reaching New Heights
Due to the high demand for our products, Tony's Pizza Service is looking
for ambitious self starters to train as
route sales people. Benefits, Profit
Sharing,and opportunities for advancement. You must be at least 21 years old.
For a confidential interview call
1-800-336-7569 or Fax resume to
507/537-8545. Refer to ad #09142

Tobacco Workers Needed

Lt

Tony's Pizza Service
EOE

.

6B

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Oen

Help

PAINTERS Blacks Decorating Center of Murray, KY
is recruiting for experienced painters $900 Per
hour to start with opportunities for advancement and
benefits Affordable group
health insurance available
Interested persons should
leave voice mail message
by calling 502-759-8609
No walk-in applicabons accepted Equal Opportunity
Employer

DRIVERS, OTR- Owner
Operators Van. Make your
own to Cardinal' 82c a
nide-loaded or empty Base
plate and permits provided
Direct deposit, satellite
communications available
Home most weekends
Good length of Haulconsistent miles Medical
insurance available Call
today' 800-346-1542, Joe,
CDL A with HazkAat

RADIO/TV ANNOUNCER
APPRIENTICESHIPS
AVAILABLE- Learn-bydoing at stations in your
area. DJs, Newscasters,
Sportcasters, etc needed
No experience required,
flexible schedules BCN

DRIVERS, OTR- Owner
toll free 888-0NAIR99.
Operators Flatbed, paid
70% of gross Company ROOFERS and laborers for
furnished license plate Di- BUR and shingle work.
rect deposit Satellite com- Murray, Hopkinsville, and
munications available Fuel Ft. Campbell area.
purchase plan Home most 502-753-5976
or
weekends, medical insur- 800-844-4921, 7am-4pm.
ance available Cardinal Equal Opportunity
Freight Carriers, Employer.
800-346-1542- Joe CDL-ASTAFFED Residence ProHazMat.
viders wanted to work with
DRIVERS, OTR- Advance persons with mental
your flatbed career with retardation/ developmental
A D SI Phone applications disabilities in community
approved in 2 hours! based setting Must be will$1.000 Sign-On Bonus & ing to work flexible hours
more! Call today! and have reliable transpor800-646-3438, ext. 1007. tation. Minimum requireOwner
Operators ments HS Diploma/GED,
welcome!
Valid driver's license Send
ESTABLISHED expanding resume to Personnel
CPA firm needs exper- Community Alternatives
ienced, ambitious CPA. KY, PO Box 39, Symsonia,
Please send resumes to KY 42062 or Call Ms. Turafter
lpm
PO Box 1040-S, Murray, ner
(502)527-2255 EOE kA/F/
KY 42071
D/V.
FRIENDLY TOYS &
TOO
Many Bills Not
GIFTS- Has immediate
Enough Money? Call
openings in your area
Number one in party plan. 1 800-229 0565 9am to
Toys, gifts, Christmas, 9prn EST Mon to Fri/ 10am
home decor. Free catalog to 6pm Sat and Sun
and
information.
800-488-4875
TRUCKERS, BE YOUR
GET A GOOD JOB- In elec- OWN BOSS- Established
tronics, computers, ma- flatbed company expandchine repair HS grads ing into Kentucky looking
under 34, willing to relo- for quality owner operators,
cate Paid training with full great money, trailer leasing
available.
Call
be
Call
888-470-5834.
800-284-6289 for info
MOTHERS & Others. Work TRUCKING COMPANYfrom home Free vacation. Based in Jeffersonville, InLose weight- Get paid. Call diana seeking OTR drivers
for west coast runs. ProPaula 1-800-297-5670
ducce experience a must
SALES- CEMETERY Be Many benefits. New equipone of the highest paid in ment. Meet DOT requireAmerica Call 11am-4pm, ments 800-424-9013,
Mon Sat. 753-2971
812-288-4410

Ili Mrs. Ann r,m
Reader & Advisor 441 #
A true Born Psychic: Gifted from God

• I give advice on Business, Marnage, and Love Affairs
'Bnrig Your Problems to Me-1 will Help Solve
•Solve Them No Matter What Your Problem May Be
Don't Compare Me With Imitators
8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Dally & Sunday
208 S. 12th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071

For Appointment Phone
(502) 767-0508

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with FREE
delivery and setup go to...

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri., Sat. 9-3
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566
-4

$1.00 ea.
1/2 price

20% off
3 for $7.00
Tues.-Sat. 9-5

Unusual Perennials

Lem &

WAITRESSES and
Dancers wanted Doll
House Cafe $500. weekly
901-642-4297

2 MATCHING mountain
bikes & brand new Para
sonic camcorder
753-6348, after 3prn

GREENSCAPE Nursery
Bedding plants & Jet Star
Tomato plants 1107 Potts
Rd 489-2756

WANTED Medical Insurance billing and collect=
supervisor Oversee all tapiocas of insurance office
Must have experience with
electronic dawns, ICD-9
CPT, E&M codes, and collections Excellent salary
with benefits, paid vacations sick leave. Send resume with salary requirements to: Manager,PO Box
481, Pans, TN 38242.

2 PIECE living room group.
515/week CaN 753-4663

MURRAY 40' riding
mower, $450 436-2088

3 ERIC Clapton tickets
Nashville May 16th
395-7351

SMALL Engine Repair Call
753-0260

WORK FROM HOME
$982-0,947/mo, PT/FT,
Free
booklet
1 - 800 - 3 7 3 - 8 1 8 8
www youcanworldromhom
e com
070
Dogmatic
& Mincers
CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable. Call
Linda 759-9553.
CLEANING houses is my
specialty. Dependable
$5/hr. Call Becky,
759-4134.
HOUSE cleaning & commercial cleaning Call Lon
474-8340
PART-time or full-time in
home daycare. SmaN group
of children infant to 3yrs
old. Call 753-3193.
SENIORS need 1LC too!
10 year experienced caregiver can give that to your
loved one $6 an hour References available. Call
753-2637 ask for Brenda.
HOME or office cleaning
Regular visits or one time
only Reasonable rates
Call 762-4769

94 East 2 miles follow signs. 753-2993 -'
z

BUSIDS•A
Opportunity
BECOME A MEDICAL
TRANSCRIPTIONIST- Opportunity to work at home or
in office typing for doctors.
Home study. Free literature. P.C.D.I., Atlantic,
Georgia. 800-362-7070,
Dept. YYE74202.
BUSINESS PARTNER
WANTED- Active/silent
Kentucky group developing
nationwide franchise plan
for family entertainment/
shopping malls and theme
restaurants. $150,000 required. Reply CEO, P.0
Box 16010, Louisville, KY
40256.
EXCELLENT PROFITS
Log Home Wholesalers
Join proven 18 year Log
Manufacturer, 16 Kiln-dried
log styles, starting
$1219000 Exclusive territory. Mr. Buck
1-800-321-5647, Old Timer Log Homes.
FOR Rent Approx
1700sq ft warehouse
space or convert to office
space 12th & Story street,
Murray 12ft overhead
door Contact Nathan at
502-575-6200
GOING BUSINESS
$1,000,000 00 plus annual
sales, excellent location
near Yatesville Lake, ada
cent to campground Grocery, service station, diner,
modern 3 bedroom, 2 bath
brick home 606-686-3131,
606-686-2112
OWN YOUR OWN- Apparel, shoe, westernwear,
lingerie, bridal, gift or $1 00
store Includes inventory,
fixtures, buying trip, training Minimum investment
$1890000 Call Paul at
Liberty, 501-327-8031

AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in average health and can answer
no to a few questions you may qualify for preferred rates Below are a few monthly preferred
rates at different ages for $4000 policy

NEW LOWER RATES AT MOST AGES
MALE
age 50
ale8 55
age 60
age ss
NM 70
NM 75

$984
$12 24
$14 12
$2064
$27 96
$37 76

FEMALE
$840
$1004
$1248
$14 76
$22 00
$30 64

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.

BEAUTIFUL wedding
gown, has long train with
lace & pearls Size 10
Never been worn Call
753-3376
ELVIS IS AIJVEll
See him at Thunder Alley,
307 N 4th Cars, t-shirts &
many other Nascar C,oNec
bbles 759-5500
MOWERS. Money back
guarantee 753-8292
PROM DRESSES Black
w/sequins, size 9/10 Teal
green w/sequins & beads,
size 11/12 Both worn one
time only Call 753-0943
after 4-30pm
SEE us for your barn or roof
metal. Cut to length Covers 36 inches, many colors
Economy Metal & Supply
Co. 489-2722
TREK 850 mountain bike,
excellent condition Call
753-8197
babies

VICTOR 515 used cash
register, $100 obo
759-0015

WOLFF TANNING BEDSTan at home. Buy direct
and save! Commercial/
home units from $199.00
Low monthly payments.
Free color catalog. Call today 800-842-1310.

Fine
Equivemal
14FT Krause disk $350
Cal 753-7845
1996 KING Kuno( Aft finish
mower with 3 point floating
hitch 8.5 wheel deck, $650
753-4249 leave message.
FARMALL Super A with
cultivators. $1,500.
753-8743.

GUNS, buy, sell, trade
436 5650
220

Musical

240
Miscellaneous
A BEAUTIFUL CANDEUTOld-Fashioned Wedding
Chapel overlooking river,
Smoky Mountains, TN.
Horse-drawn carnage, cabins, jacuzzi, ordained ministers, no test. Heartland
800-448-8697 (VOWS).
httpfigsonetcom/hean.

TIDEWATER GOLF CLUB
& PLANTATION- North
Myrtle Beach, SC- New
property release— Homesites on Intracoastal with
docks or on marsh with golf
views and private dock access. Call 800-843-3234

--40,0,0•4414-A tremendous range of choices in city limits.
Country style living for family or retired. You
will love to be on west side of town on 94 W
Phone 1-888-673-0040
1-502-435-4487

Want
To Buy

COUNTRY living close to
town. 'II -1 acre lots. Land
and mobile home financing
to qualified buyers
767-9435.
DOUBLEWIDES- 1 acre
tracts with water, septic,
driveway. Financing available for qualified buyers
Cal 767-9435 or 742-4435

MESA/BOOGIE Mark 4
amp - 3 channels, E0, re270
verb, with footswitch.
Mobil*
White, with black griN cloth.
Hamm For Sale
Excellent condition. Anvil
flight case with wheels. 12X70 2BR,
baths on
$1,600 00 for both. Phone rented lot $5,000
502-243 1394.
(502)884-5330

ZENITH color 46" TV
$700 Call after 3pm, aA BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL/
753-3248
CHURCH CHRISTIAN
WEDDING- Gatlinburg's
original (since 1980).
150
Photography, music, flowHome
ers, limos, iacuzzi suites,
Funtlsigngs
fireplaces Love Walk brick.
JAMESON sofa & matchRev.
Ed
Taylor
ing chair, $200. Brown 8 0 0 - 3 4 6 - 2 7 7 9 .
LazyBoy recliner, $50
httpliwww.gatlinburgchap
Beige LazyBoy recliner, els.corn
753-2900
$100.
or
489-2870
MARRY ON A MOUNKITCHEN table, 3x5, TAIN'- Be married in a
Trestle type, country blue, magnificent mountaintop
chapel surrounded by trees
with 4 chairs, $150 firm
& awesome views of the
492-8764
Great Smoky Mountains!
SEALY Posturepecfic king Call 800-729-4365 or
size mattress set 8mo old
httpliwww.mirchapel.corn.
Call 759-8318
PANAMA CITY BEACHSEE us for all your Furni- Sandpiper-Beacon Beach
ture & Beddding needs We Resort $39 thru 5/13. (1-4
can save you money Sent
persons) 3 pools(1 indoor),
ing you for over 40 years, lazy river ride, hot tub,
Carraway Furniture, 105 N suites up to 10 people.
3rd 753-1502
Special! Arrive Sun./Mon.,
pay for 2 nights, get 1 free.
180
8 0 0 - 4 88 - 8 8 2 8
Lawn I
www sandpiperbeacon co
Garden
m.
ALMO
COUNTRY
STORE- Just Arrived For
Spring Planting- Bedding
plants, perennials & vegetable plants We also have
potting soil, fertilize, concrete critters and lawn ornaments! 753-1934

&TIDEWATER GOLF
CLUB & PLANTATION North Myrtle Beach, SC
New property release Second phase of The Bluffs
Heavily wooded homerates
in private community on 81
rank Tidewater Golf Course
with golf, marsh front, and
some ocean views of
Cherry Grove Beech CM
800-843-3234

WEDDING BELLS IN THE
SMOKIES- A unique wedding chapel offering everNH 256 hay rack. John thing for less Special offer
DOWD 640 hay rack. MF(3) Ceremony, pictures, video,
12- plows 489-2740.
tlowers-$115. Give us a
call 800-922-2052.
200
Spats
Equipment
GOLF Clubs. Adams
TIGHT UE copies. 3-5-7-9.
Never used. $59/ea.
1-1300-457-9174.

erww.kentucky.homes.com
carolwood@msn.com

ANTIQUES & collectibles
1 piece or all Call
753-9433

1995 LEGEND, 16X80,
3br, 2 bath, tan vinyl, green
shutters, shingled roof
New 8X12 deck, white
underpinning, all appliances & outbuilding_
Must be moved. Excellent
condition See & make offer. 435-4039.
2 BANK Repos Located at
Jim Wilson Homes in Murray 16X80's, low monthly
payments Call today
502-767-0000
DOUBLEWIDE & lot with
large storage building 8
miles from Murray Off Hwy
641 North 437-4627
MOBILE HOME LOANS5% down refinancing,
equity loan. Free sellers
package, land and home
loans Green Tree Financial 800-221-8204 or
800-554-8717
NICE four bedroom, two
bathroom, 24x50 home.
Recently remodeled with
10x16 outbuilding & partially furnished. Located
only 3 miles east of Murray
on approx % acre lot. Priced at $39,900 Call after
5pm 753-7814

Mobile
Homes For Rent

Lamb Brothers
Roofing Company
We do any & all types of roofing.
Family Ownod & operated
Paul Lamb
759-6081 - 436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Free Estimates • 24 hour Emergency Service

COLLECTIBLES & Anti
ques We buy 1 or whole
estates Call 753-3633
TOP Prices Paid For
Standing Timber 30yrs Ex
perience Master Logger
Degree Class A Rating
Insured Swift Logging &
Lumber, 931 232 7978
Work, 931 232 7404
Home Jerry Swift, Owner

2BR, $260/mo 753-6012
2BR trailer No pets ReferCall
ences needed
753-9866
VERY nice 1 br, 12X60
Stove, refrog, water/ trash
pick-up furnished 94E '4
mile past East-Y $225/mo
753-2079
285

Noble
Home Lots For Real

Fritts Lawn Care

WANTED Riding mowers
& 4 wheelers that need
work 436 2867

Will Mow Any Yard

759-1663

for a free
Please call
lawn
of
list
complete
services
estimate on our
14X16 WOOD frame building. Must be moved Best
offer 435-4035

We are fully Insured & reliable.

Office Space

COACH Estates/ Fox Mea
doers manufactured home
community Exclusive rest
dential neighborhood with
city police/ fire protection
$95/mo includes city water/
sewer/ trash pick-up South
16th at Canterbury
753-3855
LOTS for rent in new park
Concrete drive, parkway &
sidewalk Water, trash p/u,
lawn mowed included
$110/mo Located on Mur
Call
ray Paris Rd
492-8488

NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVATIONS!
TUESDAY, APR. 28Th AT 10:00 A. M.
COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES
GRAND RIVERS, KENTUCKY

Various size suites
Walnut Plaza
104 N 5th

753-8302 or
753-9621

FIRST AILDICT11131 Al
RIDGETOP SHOPPING MALL
7 Shops. — Chapel
Rental Houses
Arranged On 1.6 Acres On O'Bryan Ave.

4 CAR shop for rent
753-4509
INSULATED metal building
41'X76'(3,116 square feet)
plus shed storage Concrete floor, overhead doors,
office, new natural gas
heat, fenced lot, available
immediately $550/mo plus
deposit. 753-7724

INCOME PROOLICIN9 PROPERTIES!!

OFFICE or store space in
Southside Shopping Center 753-4509, 753-6612

I

SECOND, AILBC.TIC11.11
SQUARE ONE SHOPPING CENTER
6 Retail Businesses
Arranged On 3.4 Acres On Hwy 453
AUCTIONS TO BE HELD AT SQUARE ONE

1111111141131 AlL111C11111131111
LOG CABIN SHOPS
Arranged On 1/2 Acre On O'Bryan Ave
Mary If lag Cam Ott Slis. Tilt Masai UW The Pad Eslabf!
REAL ESTATE PURCHASE TERMS
15% DOWN, BALANCE IN 30 DAYS

FOR RENT
2 story brick building
downtown
Murray,
corner of 4th & Maple.
Available May 1st.

The

(1)F
GM(
Inter
114,1
miler
WG11'3"
(poss
caku
Mr.
&hit
draw
(1)2
freer.,
Frigii
(25)1
3$',
SN
prime

GIFT SHOP ITEMS MUST BE
PAID FOR IN FULL SALE DAY!'

JAMES R. CASH

310

Ware
To Rini

jliC

WANTED: 3br, 1/, bath to
rent with option to buy in
Smog Cal after 3 30pm
759-3195

"E, AUCTIONEER 8 REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM KY- 502-623-8466
THE SELLING MACHINE

RC
j

CALL FOR DETAILED BROCHURE

320
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(ABSOLUTE LAND AUCTIONS

Apartments
For Rent

1500 ACRES
4 Properties - 40 Tracts
NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVATIONS!
SATURDAY, APRIL 25TH,1998
EQ/2/2gfr115 Mac/ewitactists
NEAR MARION KENTUCKY

Next To Clement Mineral Museum
1 1/2 Blocks NE Of The Marion Courthouse

FIRST AUCTION AT 10:00 A.M.
554 ACRES IN 17 TRACTS
"KNOWN AS THE BIG FOUR PROPERTY"
NEAR THE SHERIDAN COMMUNITY
ON KY HWY 2975 SILOM CHURCH ROAD
From Marion Take Hwy 60 SW 4 6 Miles
To Hwy 297, Proceed West 2 Miles'
IBuy Any Individual Tract, Combinations'
Of Tracts Or The Entire Property!

SECOND AUCTION AT 12:00 NOON
568 ACRES IN 18 TRACTS
"KNOWN AS TPIE TABB-LAFAYETTE PROPERTY"
NEAR THE FRANCES & MEXICO COMMUNITIES
ON HWY 70- JACKSON SCH RD - GUESS RD
BROWN MINE ROAD - YANDELL MINE ROAD
From Marion Take Hwy 641 South 6 7 Miles
To Hwy 70. Proceed SW To Property'
'Buy Any individual Tract, Combinations'
Of Tracts Or The Entire Property!

TABB & BIG FOUR BOTH HAVE
GETAWAY BUILDING SITES!
PEACEFUL COUNTRY LIVING!!
HLIN77NG & RECREA770NAL HAVEN
THIRD AUCTION AT 2:00 P.M.
282 ACRES IN 3 TRACTS
"KNOWN AS THE SUSIE BEELER PROPERTY"

tion $450/mo. Deposit required. 753-5344 or
559-9970.
2BR, 1 bath with carport,
central h/a, appliances
furnished, w/d hookup,
$475/mo, 1 yr lease, 1
month deposit. No pets,
753-2905 or 753-7536.
2BR, central gas h/a, appliances furnished
$300/mo. Coleman RE,
753-9898.
2BR, duplex, central h/a,
stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, w/d hook-up Coleman RE 753-9898
2BR duplex in Northwood
$375/mo. No pets
759-4406.
2BR duplex, 1906 Greenbrier Dr Central h/a, w/d
hook-up, stove, refrigerator
$375/mo
Call
753-2506 after 4pm

NEAR THE JCT OF VIEW & MEXICO RDS & HWY 2132
From Marion Take Hwy 60 SW 4 6 Miles
To Hwy 2132, Proceed South 3 Miles'

TIMBERLAND - HUNTING LAND!!
iBuy Any individual Tract, Combinations'
Of Tracts Or The Entire Property/
FOURTH AUCTION AT 3:00 P.M.
90 ACRES IN 1 TRACT
"KNOWN AS THE EAGLE WATSON PROPERTY"
From Marion Take Highway 60 SW 8 Miles To
View Road, Proceed East 1 Mile, Proceed
South 4 Mile On Eagle Mine Road To Property

1

TIMBERLAND - HUNTING LAND!!
For information Contact

Mr. Bill Frazier, Owner Representative
Office 502-965-3114 - Home 502-965-0324
Purchase Terms:15560own, Balance In 30 Days
Any Tract Purchased For Less Than $2,000.00, Full
Payment Of The Purchase Price Will Be Required Sale Day!
ALL MINERAL MGM'S ARE BEING RESERVED!!

JAMES R. CASH

.76:5 AUCTIONEER 8 REAL ESTATE BROKER
1
FANCY FARM,KY- 502-623-8466 "
RC
'THE SELLING MACHINE
CALL FOR 0E-TAILEO BROCHURE

3br, 2 full bath, appliances
furnished, w/d hook-up.
$475/mo 753-4342

Auction Sale
Sat., April 25, 1998 • 10:00 a.m.
At the Dan Miller Auction Barn in Lynn Grove,Ky.From Murray,
Ky,take Hwy 94 west to Lynn Grove. Turn onto Hwy 1836. From
Mayfield Ky., take 121 S. through Coldwater to 1836 S. Follow to
auction. Watch for auction signs.
Nice sofa & chairs - other odd chairs - recliner -5 drawer chest - color
iv. - nice table & 6 chairs w/matching china cabinet - nice clean love
seat - maple table & chairs - wicker settee - water bed - straight chair set of twin beds, no head boards - hi back rocker - nice very old walnut
bed - old library table - knee hole desk - old lamp tables, lamps - patio
set - eleci sewing machine - frost free ref. - quilts & linen - large lot of
glass & china - pots & pans - small kitchen appliances - Craft items elect. lights - 24' aluminum awning - used doors - metal double doors
w/frames - lot of good used windows - super nice 448 Hydriene
Ingersoll riding mower - Ranch King riding mower - Yamaha motor
scooter - large lot of mechanic tools - deep well & regular sockets screwdriver - open & box end wrenches - adjustable pliers - Apple 2
computers - IBM computers - and much more.
Auction held rads or shine. Not responsibie for accidents. Leach swiffelok.

For more information & your auction needs
Phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Iii, iiotl

II

THE AUCTIONS WILL 11E KEW
At Foils Hall Auditorium
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SELLING SUBJECT TO
PRESENT TENANT'S RIGHTS

753-1483

1 & 2 BEDROOM APTS.
Very nice 1 & 2br apartments in Farmington (11
miles from Murray). Central
w/d, stove, refrigerator,
1983 MODEL Indies mobile dishwasher provided. Wahome for sale, in excellent ter & trash pick-up incondition with ref, stove & cluded. No pets. Referdishwasher. Air condition ences required Available
unit sold separate 1 sofa March 1st. Starts at
bed couch, 1 solid maple $315/mo. 762-4483
bedroom set, 1 solid maple 8am-4pm or 345-2748 after
dining table with 5 chairs- 1 5Pmcaptain & 2 leaves, 1 coffee
table, 2 end tables (Mors- 1BR apartment near camman brand), 1 1991 Zenith pus. No pets. 753-1203.
TV 25in screen swivel 1BR apartment near unibase, 1 swivel chair. For versity on Cris Dr. Very
showing cal 753-2289.
nice. 1 available in May, 1in
1984 BUCCANEER 14X80 July $325/mo. Pets al3br, 2 baths, appliances, lowed with deposit
central heat & air, new car- 759-8524.
pet & underpinning. Extra 1BR, available now, stove,
nice. 753-9866.
refrigerator, all utilities,
1994 16X80 MOBILE furnished. Coleman RE
Home in great condition. 753-9898.
3br, 2 bath, vaulted ceilings 1BR Diuguid Dr, new. Call
with large rooms. Double Coleman Realty 753-9898
pane thermal Olt windows,
8' house insulation, w/d 1BR near university, aphook-up, dishwasher, new pliances furnished
front porch with roof, rear $275/rno plus deposit No
deck with privacy fenced pets References required
yard. Call 753-6921. 230 753-4181.
Riviera Cts. $18,900
1 OR 2br apts near down1994 16X80 BUCCA- town Murray starting at
NEER, central h/a, 6X10 S200/mo. 753-4109.
front porch After 5pm, 2BR, 1'4
bath duplex, all
436-5692.
appliances, the best loca-

288

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pis
tols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th
Murray

1:111WginilladjWit
[41=infiDIVIK

GET MARRIED- Smoky
Mountains, areas most
beaublul chapels, church
ordained ministers, complete arrangements, honeymoon & faintly cabins.
breathtaking views.
chapels 800 893 7274,
lodging 800 634 5814
http /Piinvw smokymtrynall
com/mall/smkwed html

FOR sale: 4ft Woods bushhog 435-4121 after 5pm.

Lots For Sale

905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1400-455-4199

ANTIQUE white wedding
dress, train, & veil Laced
w/pearls, size 8 $500 obo
Worn one time only
759 9824 after 4 00

190

F.

CASH for G.I. Joe toys, old
or new 753-7185

BURIAL INSURANCE

42' BIG screen tv. Hitachi
7yrs old, perfect condition,
$650 Call 753-2753. after
6Prn

TY Beanie
759-0700

Business
IWO*

Garde*

WASHER/
dryer,
Call
$19 95/week
753-4663

180

la0

Bethel Gardens

3011

Articles
Fee Sale

TANNING SALON/DAY
SPA Open your own tanning salon or day spa
Complete catalog features
the latest equipment and
supplies Product training
provided Showroom in
Bristol, VA 800 558 5571

Pre-Bloom Super Sale!!
Select Daylilies
losta

160
Help
Wanted

Wanted

DRIVERS Earn $64500
No exponent*? No ewes
• CDL Training provided No contract required' Our Kentucky terminals need trainees and
experienced leans/singles
right now! 800-616-5055

1998

060

Hs

Wanted

Peonies

THURSDAY, APRIL 23

V
.411w

1

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

320

NOTICE OF SURPLUS
EQUIPMENT AUCTION
A surplus auction wW be bald Friday, April 24, 1998 at 4:00 p.m. at the
Calloway County Road Department Garage,East Sycamore Street Just off
121 South la Murray, Kentucky.
The following items will be auctioned:

IE

IS
'S

(1)Ford 800(White),automatic, VIN-N8OFV V07588, 1975,96,000 miles,(1)
GMC - 1500(green/pick-up), VIN-CE134-A110085, 1971. 83,000 miles,(1)
International - 1700 (yellow/black) Loads's', VIN-416070H724747, 1967.
114,000 miles,(1)International - 1890(red), VIN-FD109734F, 1965, 127.000
miles,(1)Cat - front loader - 1480-22077. 1966.922B fully,(1)Galion - roller WG-58986, 1979. TH-4/6T. overhead doors - (4) 9'W X7'3" H.(2) 10'W X
11'3" H. (1) natural gas heater series 2, 230,000 BTU rating, model 230,
(possibly leaks),(1)Swenson spreader box, serial 088461,(1)Sharp electronic
calculator, SN37621904,(1) Sharp electronic calculator. MOD-QS1660,(1)
Mr. Coffee coffee maker,(1) Victor automatic calculator. SN2403-780 (1)
dehumidifier.(1) 18 compartment locker,(1)microfilm reader, 7240069,(1)8
drawer file cabinet,(1)5 drawer file cabinet,(1)21" Emerson tv. GC00055810,
(1) 21" Zenith iv, S1902B,(5)desk chairs (1)30" GE range,(1) GE upright
freezer, 21.2 Cu. ft. (1) Kenmore freezer, 31.3 cu. ft., model 29313, (1)
Frigidaire mini freezer refrigerator,(1)grill(Star)electric,(1) wood armchair,
(25)metal ballot boxes,(some with locks),(2)wood lounge chairs,(1)Raywall
3 stack electric heater, (1) Titan electric heater. (1) printer Scikosha,
S N 1200623,(3)microfilm card reader,(1)plat copier.(1)Kodiak colorease PS
printer, SNC9000830.
Nee responsible for accidents. Arian held rain or skin,.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer

A

Real Estate Auction
Saturday, April 25, 1998 - 10:00 a.m.
approx. 1 mile east of Hazel, Kentucky on Route 893
(Gilbert St.)
From old Murray-Paris Rd. turn west on to Route 893,
proceed .4 miles- property is located on the north side of
Route 893.

V
Mr. A.W. Stephens has made the decision to relocate to
Tennessee. We are pleased to represent his attractive
home in south Calloway County.

What you've been looking for - 2.5-± acres
in the country.
This well built brick home features approximately 2,000
sq. feet of living area, large living room & den with
fireplaces,spacious bedrooms,patio,attached 2car garage
and full basement. Mature shade & fruit trees make this
country home a showplace. Storage building and professional landscaping add to the attractiveness of this
property.
Shown by appointment prior to sale.

'PS

ES

In all homes built prior to 1978 lead based pains may be present. The buyer will be required to sign a disclosure statement
regarding lead based paint along with a waiver of the 10 day
post sale inspection. All inspections should be made prior to the
auction date.
Terms on Real Estate: 20% down day of sale - balance
at closing within 30 days.

7

75

FARE AUCTION & ACTION REALTY
W. Dan Farris- CAI & Richard Farris- Auctioneers Max R. Dodd - Broker
F.O. Box 149 Hazel, KY
(502) 492-8796
Not responsibk for deciders. AIWIELACf1111101111 day of sale sake precedence
•rer all printed elauriah.

Estate Auction
Selling the estate of Mrs. Myrtle Lassiter

404 State Line Road - Hazel, Kentucky
SIM

Fantastic
Yard Sale

489-6166
489-2796

Brooks Chapel
Rd oil 1346 E.
(Dexter Hwy.)
Sat., April 25
8 sm.-?

641 Storage

753-5585

MURRAY
MANOR
APARTMENTS: Make it
your home! Great 1 or 2br
apartments with great
price, central h/a, laundry
facilities. Office hours
8am-5pm, Mon -Fri.
(502)753-8668, Equal
Housing Opportunity.
NEW 1br efficiency apartment. All appliances including w/d. University Heights,
$325/mo 1br apartment
downtown, new appliances
including w/d, $265/mo.
Deposit. No pets. 753-4937
M-F 8am-5pm.

BP

380
Psi
& Supplies
1 PAIR of Cockatiels for
sale. The male talks. Both
for $80. Will sell cage $50
more. Call 759-1527.
4 AKC Beagle puppies for
sale 6wks old $100/ea
753-8813

MOVING
SALE

VERY nice 2br, 2 bath w/
garage, 1'/. years old. All
appliances, w/d, $600/mo.
906-B, N 20th St.
753-3119.

EVERY DAY
7423 St. Rt. 121 S.
(6 ml. from Murray)
Quality country & contemporary furniture &
household items. TV,
desks, mower, trailer
& lots of super bargains!
Come Check It Out!

330
Rooms
For Rant
SLEEPING
room
$150/mo Coleman RE,
753-9898
3.10

Howse
For Rani
2 & 4-5BR in Murray &
Lynngrove. Lease & deposit required. 753-4109.
2BR, 1 bath. Partially furnished. $325/mo plus deposit. 407 N 3rd St. 435-4035

Several; families
involved. Everything
pnced to go.

Unique
Moving Sale
1305 Story Ave.
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-4 p.m.

Yard Sale
April 23, 24, 25
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
201 Center St.
Hazel
Follow Signs
Men & women's
clothes up to 3X,camcorder, lots more.

50's, 60's & 70's.

Yard
Sale

3EiFt 1 full bath brick style
house. Shaded lot with garden spot. $500/mo plus deposit. 489-2201, after 5pm

T

This coonfortabk 3 bedrooms home has all the luxuries of
the country with city utilities. The properly is located
within the city limits of Hazel - yet includes over an acre
of land fronting 2 blacktop streets. The real estate will be
offered in 2 tracts. Tract I includes the house & garage.
Tract 2 includes approximately 1 acre of vacant property
fronting Gilbert Street.
Rod'Mak will be offered separately air combined - selling is. the owner which
samias the highest sale price. Shown by appointment priori. sale.
Also selling will be the following items of personal property:
9x12 Bhadra oriental rug, floor model Victrols„ Lance jars, paper
dispenser, oak counters & display bin from the old Lassiter
grocery, brass student lamp,4 matching chairs w/needlepoint seats,
2 Barlow pocket knives, stone pitcher & crockware, dining room
table w/6 chairs-matching china cabinet & sideboard, Candlewick
stemware, depression glass, Rogers flatware, linen & handwork,
small cedar chest, quilts & quilt tops, picnic basket, old medicine
bottles, oak cabinet, old books, rocking chair, 78 records, Ken
Holland print, oil lamp, Duncan Phyfe sofa, Hull pottery, misc.
advertising pieces, Electrolux & Kirby vacuums, tables, old
blackboard, old doll bed, composition dolls, Occupied Japan Pam
doll(in box),antique bed & other old furniture pieces,old milk can,
wooden bucket, nail keg, iron outdoor furniture, Dr. LeGear's
products, cast iron laundry stove, carpenters tool box, buckboard
wheel, old hand truck, Funk Seed Corn sign, refrigerator, electric
stove, freezer, lots of old hand tools + many other items not listed

In all homes built prior to 1978 lead based paint may be
present. The buyer will be required to sign a disclosure
statement regarding lead besed paint along with a waiver of
the 10 day post sale inspection: All inspections should be
made prior to the auction date.
Tart ira las! Saar: 2014 down day
.1* fuya

mob - berate at closing within

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY
W. Dan Farris - CAI A Richard Farris - Auctioneers
Max R. Dodd - Broker
P.O. Box 149, Hazel, KY • (502) 492-8796
Not responeibie for etwideieb. Annesineetnertee day of soh sake precedence
ore WI pinged asateriak.

3BR, 2Y, bath, gas central
h/a. $750/mo. Mayfield
Coleman RE, 753-9898.
3BR, $425/mo + deposit,
central gas h/a, partially
furnished. No pets.
753-8981
3BR brick, central h/a,
Hazel. Coleman RE
753-9898
3BR brick, 2 car garage,
refrigerator, stove, w/d
hook-up. No pets
$525/mo. Lease & deposit
required. 436-2113.
4BR, 2 bath 753-4444
FOR Lease: 3br house in
town, completely remodeled. New appliances with
w/d hookup, $465/mo Deposit. No pets 753-4937
M-F, 8am-5pm
360
Storage
Rentals
13'x24'STORAGE Bid with
10's10' overhead door. Location at5 Points. More info
Rogers Enterprises.
753-5140.
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo. 759-4081

Noon Bosch
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853

\ri“.1tir.

--lifli
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NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS

THURSDAY, MAY 7TH AT 6:00 P.M.
200 FOREST CIRCLE
IYIAIFFI 1E1_13, ICIE MITILlIC KV
From West Broadway Take Lincoln Dr.
North To Linwood, Proceed West 1 Block
At The Corner Of Linwood 8 Forest Circle

EXCELLENT IVEIGIFIEtoprifoor,
Selling At Absolute Auction

14/1.,
ille ,,;.
01-r01011.71/IrriellOr7

#....

"WM.

"The Former Tom Lewis Home"

Unique Contemporary Style
3 BEDROOMS - 3 1/2 BATHS

108 Megan Dr.
Thum, Fri & Sal
7 art.-?

Indoor-Inground Swimming Pool
And Entertainment Area
Natural Gas Central Systems
Heated Concrete Drive -Drive Thru Carport
41111141EN/TAIES GA 2-ORE!

Something for
everyone.

OIPIENI 1-110LISE SHIOININIG
MONDAY, APRIL 27TH FROM 5:00 P.M. UNTIL 7:00 P.M.
I S10,000.00 DOWN; BALANCE IN 30 DAYS!

Moving Sale
1108 Carl Crisp Rd.
Almo
Thurs. & Fri.
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
Furniture, dishes, CB
base set, t.v. antenna,
rotor, men's small ladies large clothing,
bedding, Christmas
tree.

Garage
Sale
820 Sha Wa Circle
Fri. & Sat

April 24 & 25
Sm. appliances,
clothes & etc.
Rain or Shine

Yard Sale
Fri., April 24
1624 Magnolia Dr.
7 a.m.-?
Dehumidifier, Singer
Holiday
machine,
Barbie, end tables,
nice clothing, hostas
plants, much more.

JAMES R. CASH
THE AUCTIONEER

it

& REAL ESTATE BROKER
502-623-8466 — FANCY FARM, KY
-THE SELLING /1.4.4C1-1//VE"

RC

Estate Auction
Saturday, April 25, 1998 • 10 a.m.
Rain or Shine
At the late 011ie K. and Linda Stubblefield farm
(located 1 mile southwest of New Concord 9 miles southeast
of Murray on Shoemaker Road)

Antiques, Furniture, and Household Items
Partial listing includes:
3 piece living room suit, coffee/end tables, lamps, stereo, dinette with
six chairs, electric cook stove, microwave, two chest freezers, two
refrigerators, washer & dryer, cookware, two bedroom suits, recliner,
rocking chair,silverware, metal wardrobe,dishes,lots of handtools and
old fishing lures.
Antique listing includes:

Dresser,small maple drop-leaf table, oak dining table with four chairs,
tin door pie safe, oak buffet, lamps,oak wall telephone, glassware, flat
top trunk, round drum table, old doll buggy,Jenny Lind bed,odd beds,
linens, quilts and quilt box, many more small items too numerous to
mention.

Bobby C. Stubblefield, Administrator
502-492-8252 or 492-8480

Terry Shoemaker, Auctioneer
502-759-4424
Auctioneer Note: "It has been a while since I have conducted a household sale. This will be a nice clean sak and
we invite everyone to attend."

Classified

2BR, w/d hook-up, carport.
$350/mo. 753-9636.

all

JOIN
THE
FIRM.

Oft
‘111C1 1(.111 lit2.11 I gulp
%,•.1 it 1.1111111

hems from 30's, 40's,

STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266

NEW 2br, 2 bath, all appliances furnished. Avail- 6YR old female Sheltie,
able end of May. 708-A "beautiful'. Needs a loving
Bagwell. 753-7813 or home. $75. 759-8080.
753-7903 leave message. DOG obedience classes or
private. Serving Murray 17
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or
3-4br house wAvasher & years. 436-2858
dryer, furnished, near REGISTERED Border ColMSU. Inquire at 1210 Main lie pups,6wks old. InternaSt 753-1252 before 5pm, tional Champion Sired.
753-0606 after 5pm.
$200. 753-8506.
NICE 2br, 1 bath apart390
ment, all appliances. Great
Livestock
location. Call Mur-Cal Realty 753-4444.
& swelles
WILLOW Oak Farms horse
NICE 2br duplex, $450/mo
boarding facility. Self, full or
753-7457.
pasture, arena. Round pen.
NICE 2br furnished apart- 435-4619.
ment, 105 N 16th St, $375
plus deposit. No pets
100
753-0870.
Yard
Sale
NOW renting 1,2 & 3 bedroom apartments. Mur-Cal
Apartments, 902 Northwood Dr, Murray, KY.
759-4984. Equal Housing
Opportunity.
VERY nice 2br, 1/, baths
Townhouse. Appliances
furnished w/washer &
dryer, $500/mo, lyr lease,
1 mo deposit. No pets.
753-2905, 753-7536.

Yard
sale

Hwy 299
Mini Storage

KENTUCKY Lake, LakeAll Si/es
land Wesley Village, lbr
apartment, utilities inA‘ailable
cluded, rent based on income. 62 & older, or handicap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity. NORTHWOOD storage
502-354-8888.
presently has units available. 753-2905 or
LARGE 2br apartment,
753-7536
near campus, partially furnished 753-8598 after 5pm
EASTSIDE
or leave message.

Saturday, May 2, 1998 • 10:00 a.m.

To
?,c1
ty

AOC

amps
Reed&

CALLOWAY Gardens/ Essex Downs Apartments scooping applications for 1 &
2 bedroom apts Central
heat & air Office hours Barn
12nooni 1pm ad 5pm
502-753-8556, TDD
1-800-545-1833 eat 283
Handicap Accessible,
Equal
Housing C STORAGE, 10x15 storOpportunity
age units, 4th St & Sycamore
DUPLEX at 1700 Bourland ham E Next to CunningAuto Repair
Ln. Appliances furnished,
753-3571
central hits, 2br, 2 full baths.
Enclosed garage Deposit.
759-1490

12

PS

380
Apertments
For Rent
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Annossacerents

Absolute
Real Estate Auction

YARD SALE
Murray High School Cafeteria
501 Doran Road
Saturday, April 25
7 a.m.-1 p.m.
Rain or Shine

NH reasonable for accidents
sale lake precedence war all printed arterial

fry of

The estate of Evie R. Todd
Saturday, April 25, 1998 - 2:00 p.m.
1301 Vine St.
Murray, Kentucky
11;4
.
e

Proceeds to benefit MHS Project Graduation

-

d

•

Pt
a

•

YARD SALE
603 S. 9th
Friday & Saturday
Clothes: girls to 2T, boys to 4T,
men's, women's thru plus; toys,
vacuum, double vanity sink, commode, household items and more.

YARD SALE
Fri. 5. Sat., AprIl 24 & 25
8 a.m. tll ?
717 Poplar, Murray
Cookbooks,Ty Beanie Babies, CDs, videos, large
terra cotta pot. Home Interiors, wooden crafts,
angel collectibles, Longiberger• items, collectibles, Christmas items, girl's doting (0-31), baby
items, chancing table, toys, Pocahontas like new
sheets & comforter, household items, lots morel',
COME HERE FIRST!

Er r

-

ina
.;

*5

II

beilr
....nregninte

Selling with no minimums &
no reservations
You can own your home. This comfortable, well
maintained city home is located on a large 85' X
126' corner lot in a quiet neighborhood.
If features 2 bedrooms, central heat & air - recently
remodeled to include maintenance free storm doors
& windows. The concrete drive delivers you to the
house or the shop in the back lawn.
Shown by appointment prior to auction date
Term • 10111 dem dap slIM.• balsam at awing

11 aim.

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY
W. Dan Farris - CAI and Richard Farris Auctioneer'
Max R. Dodd - Broker
P.O. Box 149 • Hazel, KY • (502) 492-8796
NH

responsibly for occident,. Anne•555•5550aris day
•rer oll red material

Of

mit

sohe precedence
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MURRAY LEDGER 1 TIMES

THURSDAY, APRIL 23, 1998

Noose
Foe Sets

Noises
For Sale

Used
Cars

3 Party
Yard Sale
1004 Southwood

WE sea the ewe, CW Shelton Real Estate & Auction
Company 502 247 1385

REDUCED' Brick ranch
bath. 2 acres
style 4br,
'A mile West Lynn Grove
Cal 502-435-4128

1992 TOYOTA Calico GT
dark maroon, electric
moon-roof. 5sp, tinted windows, 1 owner $6,500 Call
759-1663, leave message

Dr. Apt A
24 & 25
8 a.m.-4 p.m.

Rai

2 STORY bnck house, approx 3600 sq It. 4 bedrooms, upstairs bonus
room, 24 baIhrooms. formal dining room, office or
Yong room, family room,
kitchen, utility Noce hardware floors, Berber carpeting and ale flooring Greet
storage and closet space
House has 2 healing & air
units City ualibes, electric
& gas Great extras such as
10ft ceilings, doors, transits, ect Call 753-3966 for
appointment to see.

& sum dates sow
cue sweet Hams Inbar
unitelders, celledblas,
novas, hoisehokl alms,
tomihry krswarm NW.
oftdid

4-Family
Yard Sale
Rain or Shine
1539 Oxiord Dr.
Cantattury
April 24 & 25
Fri. 7 am.-?
Sat. 7 am.-?
Good stuttl

Yard
Sale
Thurs. & Fri.
8 mliss from Murray.
Look for signs off
641 Hwy. North.
Pontoon boat & camper & lots more stuff.

Yard Sale
April 24th & 25th
8 am.-5 p.m.
Approx. 3 miles
on 121 a
Clothes - many large
sizes, fumiture, box
springs & mattress,
t.v., bicycles,exercise
equip., FREE puppies.

Huge
Yard Sale
otk l

& Sat.
2302 Old Salem Road
near cemetery.
II a.m..?
A little of everything including
small
appliances,
glassware,
antiques, Tupperware,
utensils, picture frames,
baskets & lots of junk.

Carport Sale
April 24
8 am.-6 p.m.
94 East, right on
280, right on Oakcrest Dr. 1220
Antiques, on bed, granite, furniture, bedding,
curtains, rugs, camping,
bird cage, lamps, clothing - all sizes & much
more.

Yard Sale
2115 Endinborough
Friday 7 t.m..?
Nice toys, golf dubs,
golf bag, dishes,
clothes, material, accessories,
books,
business phone, fax
machine, typewriter,
linens & more

Yard Sale
1418 D
Michelle Dr.
Saturday
7-12
Microwave, larger
women's clothes,
books, etc.

Things
look Rosy
In The
Classifieds!

‘
ri0

• Autos
• Amliances
• Books
• Collectibles
• Electronics
• Furniture

THE MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMER
753-1918

-333

10 ACRES between Kirksay & Stella on Alex Fork
Rd 489-2945
10. ACRES, Hardwood
trees,9/10 of a mile from Ky
Lake Good homesite, private entrance off of main
road, $28,000 Serious inquiries only please Call
474-8704

3BR, 1 .4 bath, large
kitchen, garage, vinyl
sided, $79,000 759-1719

3BR,2 bath Modular, 3br, 1
bath frame, 25x25 work 38R, 1 bath brick, newly
shop Lots of outbuildings remodeled, new roof. Large
on 21 acres in Almo, fenced backyard
& brick
$43,000. Cat 527-7067
patio Carport Quiet neighDUPLEX near campus, borhood 1606 Parklane
$28,500. For sale again, Dr. $77,500. 759-5999
old contract was termi- 38R, 1 bath
brick in Hazel
nated. 89843564 after 7pm
on a 100X200 shaded lot
No realtors please.
Central h/a, large storage
HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges. If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St.
PRISTINE building site in
Aurora, KY. 5 acres +1$15,000 Please call between 8:30am-7:30pm,
753-0289
TENN LAKE BARGAIN$24,900. $2,490 down,free
boat slip. Spectacular lakeview bargain. Beautifully
wooded lot, large trees.
Fantastic lake & Smoky
Mountain views. Free boat
slip. Local bank as appraised, only 10% down,
payments of only $214 16
per month, 8% fixed, 15
years. Only limited number.
Offered on a first come, first
served basis. Call CE,
800-861-5253, ext 7329
TWO DUPLEXES- North of
Murray, both almost new.
Brick- city utilibes. Both
leased now- leases transferable. One has carports &
storage. Both in newly developed area new schools,
shopping, and church.
Great investment opportunity Call Century 21,
Loretta Jobs Realtors
502-753-1492 ASK FOR
BARBARA. M1S*4000812
& 4000813
440
tab
For Sale
17, ACRE lot in southwest
corner of Lynnwood Estate
Subdivision. 753-7086.
1 75 AC, Rockhouse Creek
Estates
$13,000
436-5733
1 ACRE lots with restrictions 44 miles north of
Murray. 759-9192
BEAUTIFUL building lots in
or joining the city limits of
Murray. 753-5541.
BIG lots available, '4 acre
to 2'4 acres. In Coles
Campground area. Call
502-489-2183.
LARGE Wooded lot at 1306
Fleetwood Drive in Campbell Estates Ideal for house
with walk-out basement on
back of house. Call
753-3903
LOTS for sale. Various
sizes & locations to meet
your needs Call 753-9950
7am-4pm Mon -Fri,
759-1828 or 762-0009
5pm-9pm Mon-Sun.
d50
Farms ;
For Sate
22 3 ACRES 25 miles east
of Alrno 489-6140
ACCEPTING BIOSOn 68 acres (34 acres in
timber), Estate of Onyx and
Obera Newsome Farm
house, tobacco barn & outbuildings, in Calloway near
Gob Seller reserves the
right to reiect any or all bids,
345-2280 after 5pm
d60
Homes
For Saie
106 WILLIAMS, 3 blk to
k4SU, 3br, 2 bath brick, oak
cabinets, build -in oven,
microwave, dishwasher,
eat-in kitchen, iv/console
and surface unit Conan
tops on sinks, console,secretary, and built-in China
cabinet, master bdrm has
walk-on closet and double
sink $9990000 Phone
767-0895
1901 WESTWOOD, 4br or
3br w/study, brick home
Large family room w/
fireplace, combination Irving & dining room, kitchen,
utility, 2 baths, fully carpeted Central h/a, foundation storage & storage
buildings on corner lot. Excellent condition Call
753-7122 or leave
message
3-4BR house tor sale 105ft
commercial road frontage
521 S 4th St 634,930 Recent appraisal for $38.000
753-8767

building 492-8185
313R, 2 bath with central
h/a, carport & deck in nice
subdivision. $75,000
753-7091
38R on 7 75 acres, 40X60
shop Hwy 94 West in Calloway Co 435-4213.
ARCHITECT designed
solar home on 18 acres.
Near Irvin Cobb Resort.
3br, 1'4 baths, Cypress
beam ceilings, custom
woodwork & ceramic tile
throughout Stone work by
local artist, walk-in pantry
root cellar & greenhouse.
Large shop with attached
equipment shelter.
436-2669.
BEAUTIFUL lake home at
Anderson Shores, 2 minutes from water on 1 acre
with large garden. 2-3br, 2
bathrooms, sunroom, full
drive-in basement, deck
with water garden, central
ha, wood stove & boat
house. Call 502-435-4585.
BEAUTIFUL SOUTHERN
STYLE- Inspired by the
Cover of "Southern Living" Magazine. Four (4)
bedrooms, 24 baths,
study/ rec room, sunroorn,
atrium, great room with fireplace, front porch, deck,
and large, wooded lot
(1313 Oakhill Dn./ Campbell Estates)- PH*
759-1830
BY Owner: 1st time on
market. 31x, 11
/
2 bath brick
home, approx 1 acre lot
Good location approx 2
miles east of Murray.
$92,500. Call after 6pm,
753-5672.
*BY Owner . 909 Olive. Old
fashioned charm with modern conveniences 4br, 3
bath completely updated,
full basement, fence.
Agents
welcome.
$135,900 753-0308_
BY Owner. Drastically Reduced! Owner relocating.
1800 sq ft 3a, 2 baths.
Vaulted ceilings in living,
dining, kitchen, master
bedroom/ bath with unique
plant shelves. Oak parquet
in entry with neutral carpeting throughout. Master
bedroom has separate sitting area plus walk in
closet Large front & back
porches Central gas ha.
Landscaping includes
Bradford pear trees, dogwoods & azaleas Call
502-753-4105 after 5pm.
BY owner 3br tutor. 24
bath, huge Ir w/full wall
stone fireplace, huge garage, fenced backyard,
2000sq ft. 1566 Mockingbird, priced below market
value 436-5229.
FOR Sale or Trade- 2 story
log home, 3800 sq ft, 13
acres fenced with pond,
30'X60' shop, 120'X50'
barn, 24'X36' barn, 18'X36'
barn, 24'X40' equipment
shed. Phone 753-7687
NEW 3br, 2 baths, 2 car
garage, deck. Cathedral
ceilings in living room/
kitchen. Central gas h/a,
gas hot Water tank. City
water, natural gas Located
5min. from Murray in nice
neighborhood. $93,000
Call 753-9785, voice page
742-6897 leave number
NEWLY redecorated 4br, 2
bath brick home on 10
acres with 2 car garage,
stocked pond, barn &
fenced Hwy 94 near Tri
City 502-382-2696
OWNER ready to sell Neat
3br bock ranch style house,
approx 1850 sq ft on
acre lot. Many updates
Nice subdivision 4 miles
southeast of Murray Asking $78,900. CaN 753 1159
for appointment

OWNER'S: Well main
tamed 3br, 2 bath, 1870 sq
ft living area. 1 2 acres
Beautiful trees. Central air/
heat Large stone fireplace
Nice carpet, tile floors
Large amount closet. co
binet space Considerable
ceramic tile in kitchen and
baths 2 airports. 3 cars/
camper/ MH 1406 N 4th
ST. Upper $80's
753-8094

SECLUDED near lake
2YR ad, 3br, 3 bath
garage, 5 wooded acres
paved drive & outbuildings
$179,000 502 362 8148
.170
Motoloyokos
1982 YAMAHA 750, $900
obo 759-0320
1987 CHEVY Silvered°,
119Kmi,total 19Kmi rebuilt,
a/c, p/s. c/c $4,100 obo
759-0219 after 5pm
1991 RM 250 great shape,
new engine & more Must
sell! $1,750 753-8838
1992 HONDA XR 250 L
dual sport, on road, off
road Great shape $1,795
obo 474-8666
1993 KAWASAKI KX250,
ex condition, added acces
$1,850 759-2562
1996 BIG Bear 4X4
$5,000 436-2088
1998 BIG Bear 4X4, moss
green, Warn 2,000lb winch
$4,500 Call 753-2902 after
4pm

Basis

1993 MAZDA Malta red
5sp 1 owner, adult driven
72,XXX miles $9,500 obo
759-4480
1994 GEO Tracker Conver
hole, Ow miles, $6,000
759-8744

1995 NISSAN Ahem SE,
black, one owner
759-1668

.195

1997 JEEP Grand Cherokee, 9,XXX miles, V8,
loaded Lease vehicle
Must sell by May 1
753-9571

Vans

A90

1996 FORD Windstar,
loaded, nice condition
$13,000 492-8899.

Used
Trucks

Used
Cars

1975 FORD pick-up, V.
ton, 70,XXX + miles. Runs
good $300. 436-2490.

1976 MERCURY Monarch,
6cyl, automatic, 2dr, runs
excellent
$850
901-247-6081 or 6082

1977 CHEVY 4).vd, 'I. ton,
$2,500 753-1940 after
5pm

1982 FORD LTD, 74,XXX
miles, $700 753-9785

1977 DODGE 1 ton club
cab pick-up, automatic, 440
motor, $2,500. 759-9086.

1985 CAMERO Z-28,
$2,000 obo 1985 S-10,
needs body work, $900
obo Phone 759-1638

1992 DODGE Dakota, V6,
5sp, very good condition
435-4153.

1985 CHEVY Cavilier, excellent condition, with cold
air, $800 20ft camper, self
contained, good condition.
$1,400. 18f1 Glasstron
boat, 40hp Johnson with
trailer, $700 753-0138
1985 DELTA 88, 8cyl
759-5025
1986 DODGE Lanser 5sp,
a/c, 4dr, low miles, turbo,
runs great, $1,350 obo.
1983 Dodge Ram pick-up,
camper shell, 4sp, runs
good, $1,050. 767-0508
1986 PONTIAC Sunbird,
new tires, motor shot $400
obo Call after 5pm
489-2597
1988 CHRYSLER LaBaron, 753-4787
1988 HONDA Civic, 5sp,
a/c, good condition, $2,000
obo. 753-8743.
1989 MERCURY Topaz, 1
owner, new tires, excellent
condition $2,000 obo Call
after 5pm 489-2597
1989 WHITE Cavalier,
4cyl, automatic, excellent
condition
$2,400
435-4294
1991 MAZDA 323 Hatchback, Sap, 78,XXX, super
reliable. $3500 obo
767-0365

1992 MAZDA B2600, ex
tended cab, automatic, air
Clean 435-4330
LOOK!! 1994 RANGER
XLT, a/c, bedliner, sport
wheels, white, sharp,
$6100 or make offer Need
to sell' 489-2945

510
Campers
18FT camper trailer, priced
low, self contained. Good
condition . Call 753-6259.
1970 STARCRAFT pop-up
camper, sleeps 6, has
closet, ice-box, propane
gas stove, dinner table,
electric & water hook-up,
lots of storage Fair condition $500 obo 436-5220
1979 PROWLER,27ft, very
good condition $2,900
753-0444 No Saturday
calls please.
1987 ARGOSY 33ft travel
trailer Excellent condition
$8,500 Call 436-2499

;20
Boats
& Motors
14FT Polarcraft with 25hp
Evinrude motor Runs
good $1,000 753-7925

FOR SALE
ii

Location! Location! 804 S. 16th St.
Beautiful wooded lot 105030, 3 BR, 2'h bath all downstairs,
bonus room up w 2,850 sq ft living space. huge walk-in attic
(could be finished) & 24s24 attached garage w 3.458 sq ft.
Central II/AC, UR, dining, kitchen-den combo w/fireplace &
hardwood floors, nice closets, utility room wistorage cabinets,
gunroom, patio & gnil.

A MUST SEEE! 759-0700

ATESBOROUG II COLONIAL

1995 GLASTRON, open
bow, 140hp, very low
hours, many extras
$10,000 Call 753 2902 after 4pm
1995 SUNCRUISER, teal &
salmon color, bimini top,
11 Shp Evinrude Apprx
30hirs, like new, $11,900
559-8510 or 753-8767

Bruce Green
'BuiI.Iiriq

-ott I ractors, iii',

Auto Loans

3-0 DOZING, backhoe
septic, & gravel hauling
Driveways, foundations
502-437-4969

Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
if you have been turned down
before. Loans available
for 1st time buyers, bad
'
- 41"5
1431111r
credit, repo's or bankruptcy.

Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal, tree spraying, leaf raking, hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch
hauling & mulch spreading,
gutter cleaning Licensed &
insured, Full line of equipment, Free estimates. Tim
Lamb
438-5744,
1-800-548-5262..

Call Kenny at
(502) 247-9300 or (800) 874-0256

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
U.S. Highway
45 South

247-9300
1-800-874-0256

A-1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spraying, serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737.
A&A Lamb Brothers Complete Lawn Care. Mowing,
leaf mulching. landscaping
Mark Lamb, 436-5791
ADAM'S HOME IMP ROVEMENTS.
Remodeling/ Repairs Inside & Out. No Job Too
Small 759-9906

502-41136-5744
.1.-1300-54E1-5262
24

Semis*

Tree Spreymi

'

fy
r_Lt;'

Tree

Tree Trimmest,
Clam* SAPINCE
Ftia Limt of

HALEY'S
Ugly Puck
W
ba Rental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
409 S.NR,19Y ,RRAY
Bur,,y BrAid)

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

COLSON Home Repairs
Additions, garages, decks
remodeling, vinyl siding
20yrs experience
753-5592
CONCRETE finishing
sidewalks, drives, patios
Free estimates 435-4619

LEE'S Carpet Cleaning.
Serving Murray 26 years
Clean fresh, healthy carpets and upholstery Home
or office. Free deodorizer
Free estimates 753-5827
Visa/MC.
Houses, Mobile Homes.
Brick, Vinyl, Concrete. Singlewides $50. Doublewides
$95. (502)753-6490.
MIKE SMALL CONSTRUCTION
Free estimates. Remodeling, fencing, decking,roofing & electrical. 489-2832.
MITCHELL Bros. Paving
Oldest paving company in
Callaway Co. For estimate
call 753-1537, 492-6141.

-

11:ir•

NEED A HELPING HAND???
let

HANDY HANDS
do the

Nick's

Too Small

Call Nick at (502) 767-0728
Murray. Kentucky

1157'

References Available

411

BOXING

T.J 's Lawn Service- Mowing, trimming, ect..
753-5647.

MAN,I
THAT "IF

TUCKER Lawn Care
Service- Mowing, trimming, clippings removal,
mulching & total lawn care
Free estimates. Ph
502-759-9609.

DebiGtii
PREIA !

FEF-PE9

GAR

WASHER & Dryer Repair
service call $19.95.
795-0103.

PIP

Utaly
Trailers
1996 AVENGER
1 6FT ENCLOSED
CARGO TRAILER Dual
axle, electric brakes, double doors on back, single
door on side, roof air vent,
stone guard on front, while,
excellent cond,$3000 firm
Call 474-8704 leave
message.

L\DRAIIRi()R Jill

RELAY FOR LIFE

SID RESERVED
Ss STUDENTS WI.0

FOR

550

\1RI1 3().1998
7:00 PN1
R \CI R .\R}..-\

TICKETS
slS RINGSIDE

ANYTHING
WANT TO
ABOUT, CI

WOOD VCR- repairing
•
Microwaves. Free
estimates. Authorized
dealer for 18-inch Digital
Satellite & Dish Network
Free info. Mon-Fn, 1-530.
753-0530

PROFESSIONAL

IfiH I \ f \I

PLUMBING repairs, fast
service. 436-5255.

WALTERS Contracting.
Free Estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work
Licensed & Insured. Over
20 years experience. Roofing, additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592.

work!

Ins1de or
No
ou
Job's

PERRY Family Lawn CareWill do mowing, trimrning &
hauling. Free estimates.
436-2762 or 436-5894 or
leave message.

TICKET OUTLETS

PEA

14ERE'5
FLYING
LEAV
W....4

LAX SPORTSWEAR

N 'SIN IPSU CAMPUS
SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC DIXIELAND
SMOPPING CRRRRR MUNRAS

‘,1

M•yPIELD

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar

BLO

MOODY'S Mower Repair.
Pick-up & delivery
753-5668.

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available
759-4690.

'53 594C

BACKHOE Service- small
jobs, driveways, box blade,
rottertilling, snow removal
753-0834 or 759-9835.

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113

LAWNS, trees, bushes,
flowerbeds .. General outside yard and building
maintenance. D.B. Lawns,
Etc. (502)767-0768

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, drive
ways, hauling, foundations,
etc 436-2113

CARPET Cleaning
753-5827 Lee's

LAWN & Home Clean-up
Services. Lowest prices
759-0225 759-5341

STOCKWELL METAL
ROOFING- Isn't it about
time you got the roof you
want? Windows & metal
roofs, any style, any color.
Free estimates. 7534585.

Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Custom Woodworking

BONE ELECTRIC- Com
meraal & Residential 7
days per week 24hr
emergency service Kim
(Kemp) Bone, Johnny
Bone, (502)435 4007

LARRY'S Small Engine
Repair Service or repair
any make or model, riding
mowers, weedeaters,
chainsaws or push mowers. Also buy, sell & trade
mowers. Pick-up & delivery
available. 492-8437.

PAINTING interior- exterior. Free estimates.
437-3879.

APPLIANCE REPAIR
PROFESSIONAL D EPENDABLE.
502-767-9552.

BOB'S Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753-1134.
492-8584

LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors cross country
or local Licensed & In
sured
Luke Lamb
502-436-5950

MULCH delivered. Murray,
436-5560.

APPLIANCE REPAIR All
brands, Kenmore 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848

BASEMENTS & Homes
Sub & General contracting
Insulated concrete forms
(R32) StyroCrete builders
502-436-2007
or
502-436-5264

LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
tree estimates 436-2269

MORRIS Mobile Home
Movers- Local & Out Of
State Moving. Licensed &
• Insured 767-9630.

Equipment

Stump

4

Rummel

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs, AGC
certified. 489-2214

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

Hr.

Hay Trimmati

AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, junk clean-up,
cleaning out sheds, tree
work 436-2867

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056

Mayfield
Kentucky

Tree Service
Free Estimate

JAILER CANDIDATE:
22yrs experience as a cor
rections professional
Trained & educated to provide full-time community
protection & save taxpay
ers money Compare the
qualifications & hire PHIL
HAZLE to be your new
kind of jailer Paid for by
Phil Haile

LEWIS Exterior Cleaning-

mb Brothers

LICENSED & INSURED
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HARDWOOD FLOOR in
and finishing
Custom design Affordable
rates 753-7860

LAWN mowing, reasonable
& satisfactory 759-4659.

502) 753-8343

Services
Offered

CARPET cleaned by Cent
Techs Murray Carpet &
Upholstery Cleaning
7534300 anytime

._____Beautifully decorated, 4,350 sq. ft. spacious,
5 BR, 3'/2 baths, study w/custom cherry
cabinets, large closets, play/tv room, 16x33
family room w/FP, living room, formal
dining room, front & rear staircase, eat-in
kitchen w/bre,akfast bar, appliances, interior
& ext. French doors, hardwood floors, 2 car
garage w/workshop & finished loft, attic
storage,large yard, brick patio, privacy fence,
quiet dead end street, new siding & roof '96.
City or county schools. Great buy at
$219,000.
Call 753-8276, 753-0998 for appt.

Interest rates are low, building costs are down
& spring is here.Now is a good time to think about
building.
If you are looking for quality we want to be your
building contractor. With blueprints & speed'cations we can give you a contract price beliire we
start. If you are undecided we work on a cost plus
basis.
We comply with all the new city building codes.
We also specialize in construction of lake
homes, large or small.

530

1987 FORD Aerostar minivan, V6, automatic, ptiv, p/I
cruise $1,800 obo
759-9086

500

1995 25FT Crest III pontoon boat Complete with
covers, sink & fresh water,
depth finder, docking lights,
90hp Mercury motor Boat
bought new, 1 owner, less
than 50 hours on boat. Like
new 753 8181 between
8am-4 30pm, 354 6662 after 5pm

Urikis
OtIered

Services
Mired

CUSTOM BUILT wooden EMERGENCY water re
decks fencing pole barns, moval. 24 hours 753-5827
sheds carports Also repair Lees
& rebuild Excellent work
manship Affordable rates GARDENS- Tractor oiled,
breaking bushhogging
753-7860
Jimmy Edwards 435-4465
DAVID S Cleaning Ser
vices 'Cleaning vinyl sid
ing homes mobile homes GARDEN Tilling Tractor
boats, brick driveways, with 60 inch rotooller Jonparking lots all exterior esy 437-4030
cleaning acid cleaning GARDEN tilting, bushhogavailable David Borders
ging, small iobs, driveways
Insured Completely Mo- graded with box blade Ger
bile Phone 502 759 4734
aid Carroll 492-6159
Cellular 502-853-1108
ELECTRICIAN- R&R GRAVEL Haul & spread
ELECTRIC New construc- for driveways Jonesy
tion, rewiring mobile home 437-4030
hookups, electrical manta
HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
nance and repair Call any. wanted No job too small
time Murray, 762-0001, Yes, we paint houses Ph
cells 519 1592
753-2388 or 436-5759

1997 WAVERUNNER 6P
1200 Yamaha $5,500
759-2419

1984 FORD van, $1,300
436-2088.

1993 FORD Bronco,
loaded, nice condition
$13,000 492-8899

1978 15FT VIP fishing
boat, 70hp Johnson 12/24
Johnson trolling motor 2
depth finders, new seats,
$1,503 753-8743
1993 YAMAHA Pro VXR
runner with BMW
Excellent condition $3,000
obo 436 5720

1995 MUSTANG GT convertible, 50L, teal green/
tan, loaded, 48,XXX miles
$15,900 759-9953

1997 GRAND Prix GT, 4dr,
red, loaded Excellent condition $18,700 Firm Days
759-1731 ext 1156

16,4 FT Runabout, new
motor & upholstery, $3500
759-2174 after 5pm

Wave

1994 MAZDA 626 ES
40,XXX miles Loaded
Grey leather interior
$10,500 obo 767-0470

1996 THUNDERBIRD LX
low miles, loaded, moon
roof 436-5651

15' LONESTAR alUTRIUM
fishing boat, 413hp Johnson
excellent condi, boat house
kept, $650 obo 753-8394

530

53l

Services
Mired

& Motors

1993 CORSICA, good condition, high hwy miles
$2,800 obo 492-6222

HONDA Goidwing, 56xxx
miles, $3900 759-2174 after 5pm

12Rpoit Utility
Vehicles

530

520
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side

DISC JOCKEY

KY OAKS NULL PADUCAH

TICKETS OR INFORMATION:
WEST KENTUCKY BOXING 'WE 7153.7981
4

VERY loving puppy to a
good home. Call 759-2345
if you want to adopt her

▪

•
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, April 23, the 113th day of 1998. There are 252
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
April 23, 1564, is the generally accepted birthdate of the English
poet and dramatist William Shakespeare. He died on the same date 52
years later.
On this date:
In 1348, King Edward III of England established the Order of the
Garter.
In 1789, President-elect George Washington and his wife moved
into the first executive mansion, the Franklin House, in New York.
In 1791, the 15th president of the United States, James Buchanan,
was born in Franklin County, Penn.
In 1896, the "Vitascope" system for projecting movies onto a
screen was demonstrated in New York City.
In 1940, about 200 people died in a dance hall fire in Natchez,
Miss.
In 1954, Hank Aaron of the Milwaukee Braves hit the first of his
record 755 major-league home runs, in a game against the St. Louis
Cardinals. The Braves won, 7-to-5.
In 1968, the Methodist Church and the Evangelical United Brethren
Church merged to form the United Methodist Church.
In 1969, Sirhan Sirhan was sentenced to death for assassinating
New York Sen. Robert F. Kennedy. The sentence was later reduced to
life imprisonment.
In 1985, the Coca-Cola Company announced it was changing the
secret flavor formula for Coke Negative public reaction forced the
company to resume selling the original version.
Ten years ago: A federal ban on smoking during domestic airline
flights of two hours or less went into effect.
Five years ago: President Clinton said he was giving "serious consideration" to limited U.S. air strikes against Bosnian Serb positions.
Labor leader Cesar Chavez died in San Luis, Ariz., at age 66.
One year ago: Doctors at the University of Southern California ar)flounced that a child was born in late 1996 to-a 63-year-old woman on
hormone therapy. Golfer Fuzzy Zoeller, again apologizing for racial
comments about Masters winner Tiger Woods, withdrew from the
Greater Greensboro Chrysler Classic. The military confirmed that two
pieces of wreckage found on a snowy Rocky Mountain peak were
from the Air Force warplane that vanished on a training mission over
Arizona.
Today's Birthdays: Actress Janet Blair is 77. Actress-turneddiplomat Shirley Temple Black is 70. Actor Alan Oppenheimer is 68.
Actor David Birney is 59. Actor Lee Majors is 58. Actress Sandra Dee
is 56. Irish nationalist Bernadette Devlin McAliskey is 51. Actress
Blair Brown is 50. Actress Joyce DeWitt is 49. Actress Judy Davis is
43. Actress Jan Hooks is 41. Actress Valerie Beninelli is 38. Rock
musician Gen (Jesus Jones) is 34. U.S. Olympic gold medal skier
Donna Weinbrecht is 33. Country musician Tim Womack (Sons of the
Desert) is 30.

Tea years ago
at a meeting held at Calloway
DEAR ABBY My husband and I
Mary Ray Oaken, secretary of
High.
separated last summer My daughthe Kentucky Tourism Cabinet,
Forty years ago
DEAR ABBY I recently visited
ter was living with me, and my
my, sister, "Betty," who wanted to
spoke at the 1988 Leadership
Gale Douglass, Ann Douglass, son went to live with his father.
Murray class banquet. She preDianne Elkins, Frankie Erwin, For months I tried to work things take me shopping to buy me a birthsented plaques to the 21
Sandra Evans, Edwina Kirk, Car- out Yeah 111\ husband in hopes of day present I explained it would be
graduates.
olyn Wallis, Harold Hurt, Dan saving our .!!-'.ear mamage. It was better to give me the money so my
wife of four months, "Anne," could
impossible
Murray fire Chief Capt. Rickey
Parker, Dan Roberts, and Eddie
At Christmas, my son and his approve of the clothes I purchased I
Clark has completed a two-week
Wells are seniors at Murray High father vationed together, and my
told Betty that Anne had pitched a
course at the National Fire
School named to the National daughter and I spent the holiday at
fit about some of the- clothes t
Academy, Emmitsburg, Md.
Honor Society.
home Two months later. just after
famil had sent me at Christmas I
A reception honoring Dr. Alice
Randall Patterson, Otis Lovins, my birthday, my 17-year-old son
liked the clothes, but Anne wants
P. Koenecke upon her retirement
and Mrs. Pat Coleman are new ran away from his father's apartexclusive choice in what I wear Tc
happened
ment
day
It
the
he
same
from the Department of Home
officers of the New Concord
avoid scenes. I give in She says l'ir,
Economics at Murray State Uninot accommodating her feeling?:
High School Unit of Parent- received his report card I'm not sure
if he lefl because of our divorce, his
when I mix up the matched outfitversity will be April 30 in the SoTeacher Association. E.T. Curd is poor grades, problems with his
she picks out for me.
cial Area of Applied Science
school principal.
combination
father or a
of things.
When Betty heard this, she.
Building North, MSU.
Recent births reported at MurI pray my son is reading your
became upset She said that men
ray Hospital include a boy to Mr. column today and sees this letter. I
Twenty years ago
can be in controlling relationshipS
A railroad tank car containing
and Mrs. Joe Underwood, a girl want him to know that the divorce just as well as women Betty's first
a highly flammable and toxic
to Mr. and Mrs. Howard McCal- is final and I was granted custody of marriage left her reeling from emo
chemical derailed shortly after
Ion, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ewing him. To my son and all other run- tional battering, and she said it took
years of counseling to regain her
midnight on April 22 near the
Cotter, a girl to Ernie and Jean aways: Please call home. Let your
parents know you are OK. WhatevKengas propane storage facility
Sheridan, and a girl to Mr. and., er problems there are can be confidence She said the same thing
could happen to me --- men are not
on Industrial Road. The tank car
Mrs. Orb T. Malone.
worked out. Life is too short to stay immune. Betty warned
was bound for a plant at Calvert
Fifty years ago
away from those who love you. Anne will try to change that soul:
my eating
City when the derailment
L. Holmes Ellis, county agent Please make that phone call today.
habits, my cologne, my job, and
you.
Thank
Abby,
for
printing
occurred.
of Henry County, has been apfinally want me to do something
Parker Ford Inc. is celebrating
pointed as assistant state commis- this letter. I hope all parents in my about my bald spot. I didn't tell het
50 years as a business in Murray. sioner of agriculture. He is the shoes hear from their children but Anne already has.
I never saw our relationship a;
The late Hafford Parker, father of son of Mrs. Leslie Ellis and the today.
MOM MISSING HER SON controlling, but now I am wonder
Joe, James, and John Parker, and
late Mr. Ellis of Calloway
ing if my sister's advice to "run
grandfather of David Parker, County.
DEAR MOM: I'm printing fast
started the business in April 1928
Quick thinking on the part of your letter in the hope that see as vou can" is wise. How do vol
this?
in Murray.
Aden Williams saved Rick Red- some of them will.
CONFUSED ABOUT CONTROL
If
a
promyou
runaway,
are
Harry S. Rowland celebrated
den, 22 months old, from drownise yourself that this is the day
his 90th birthday on April 16.
ing in a well early this week.
DEAR CONFUSED: It's not
you will pick up the phone and unusual for a woman to want to
Thirty years ago
The Almo Heights Baseball
know
family
let
that
your
you
The Calloway County Chapter
Team won its opening game over are OK. If phoning home is too make a few changes to improve
of the American Red Cross has
Grand Rivers in a Twin States difficult, call the toll-free Na- her husband's (or boyfriend's)
received additional donations
League game April 18. Red Wil- tional Runaway Switchboard at appearance. However,the way I
see it is not as important as the
from citizens and organizations
loughby and Bill Miller were 18001 6214000. Your call will be way you see it. Are you comfortof the area to help those suffering
Almo pitchers for the game kept confidential, and it could able with the changes Anne i‘•
save your life.
damages from the tornado that
played at the Almo diamond.
demanding? If you don't mind
occurred in Calloway County
making these concessions, no
CONTRACT BRIDGE
harm is being done.
April 4.
However, if you do mind,
Fire destroyed the home of the
two heart bid is highly significant, stop making changes just to
Fred Garland family on April 22. South dealer.
and provides a sound basis for the please her. You will soon know
The house was owned by Dan North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
if there is a problem. And yes,
correct method of play.
Hutson. Fire also destroyed a
4 Q 98 6 4 2
Declarer ruffs the king of clubs men can be victims of a controlstock barn, corn crib, and dairy
IF A 8 3
lead and plays the ace of trumps, ling relationship,just as women
barn of Leroy Frazier on April
•7 2
both defenders following suit. Even can.
21.
le I le,i ii
QJ
at this early stage ofthe play,South
Vicki Hopkins, president, and
\
WEST
EAST
knows a great deal about the disRicki Hopkins, reporter, of the
3
+7
tribution of the adverse hands.
Beta Club of Calloway County •K Q 10 9 5
V4
West obviously started with one By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
IS A GREAT TIME TO INCREASE YOUR PHYSICAL ACTIVITY.
High School were elected as of- • J 9 3
•Q 6 5 4
spade and either five or six hearts,
NE aim immay
ficers of First District Beta Club 4 A K 9 5
+10876432 judging from his overcall. This in
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am a 53-veal
SOUTH
turn means that East started with old woman with severe osteoporosi,
DAILY COMICS
4 A KJ 105
on spade and either one or no of my spine, documented by a bone
V J 76 2
hearts.
density study. I exercise regularly.
111.0NDIE
• A K 108
East is therefore sure to have 11 take female hormones, drink milk and
•—
or 12 minor-suit cards. The odds chew three calcium pills a day. Are
(WE 8We:10*o/flats!!
IT'S 'I—
LIKE rr
DO YOU
The bidding:
are consequently overwhelming there any exercises I can do to
LOVE IT!
LIKE IT?
South West
North East
that he was dealt at least four strengthen my spine? I don't want to
,j!)
GREA
--1
2
1•
4+
Pass
diamonds. If so, the slam can be be disabled, as my mother was, from
6+
osteoporosis. How can my daughters
made.
Opening lead — king of clubs.
Accordingly, South cashes the avoid this disease?
There are times when at first A-K of diamonds, ruffs the eight, DEAR READER: The next logical
glance
a contractseems impossible plays the ace of hearts, and ruffs step for your doctor to take is to pre
:1 Of
to make. Whenever this situation the queen of clubs. All the neces- scribe Fosamax, a medication that
arises, declarer has an obligation sary preliminary steps having been will not only halt the calcium loss
to double-check his initial assess- completed, dummy now has no from your bones, but may actually
ment to see whether there is any more clubs and East has no more strengthen them. You're doing all you
-telt
division of the adverse cards that hearts. The key play is then made. can. Now it's up to your doctor to
-""
/3
might allow the contract to be
Declarer leads the ten of dia- intervene.
made.
monds and,instead oftrumping it,
Many medical studies have shown
CATHY
The possibility may seem ex- discards one of dummy's heart los- that women who disdained consuming
tremely remote, but declarer is ers. East wins the trick but is forced calcium -rich foods (notably dairy
ANNTHING YOU
I NEED VOU TO
I JUST cot•I'T WANT
\
wE'vE ACHIEVED
nevertheless duty-bound to assume to return a club, whereupon South products) as young girls enter midlife
WANT TO TALK
4011 TO KNOW WHEN
LOVE ME
THE' STATE OF
it exists rather than give up with- ruffs in his hand while discarding with less-than-optimal bone strength
ABOUT, CATH4 ?
ANNTHING'S WRONG.
NURTURE ME
1
OMNIPOTENT HELPLESSNESS.J
Such women are more prone to osteo
out trying.
dummy's last heart.
SUN:CRT ME
Take this deal where South apThus, declarer loses no heart porosis. Therefore, your daughters
HELP ME
pears to have two inescapable heart tricks at all, but loses a diamond may be able to prevent the affliction
Fix EVERYTHING FOR ME
losers at six spades. However, trick instead. The exchange is one by drinking skim milk (to avoid the
AND BE THERE FOR ME
South actually has a very good of the better types of bargains — excess cholesterol in whole milk:
idok
Z41 HOURS A DAN, 365
chance
andor taking calcium supplements
to make the slam. West's two for the price of one!
DR'S A 4EAR
Ask your doctor about this.
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Osteoporosis." Other readers
CROSSWORDS
who would like a copy should send $2
plus a long, self-addressed, stamped
bank acct.
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i3 enilrega,
envelope to P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill
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PLAZA

ON
CHESTNUT
STREET

FRIDAY • SATURDAY • SUNDAY

The Sidewalk
Sale
You Cannot
Afford To Miss!
Up To
/0
50

SIDEWALK
BARGAINS

JOIN ALL THE MERCHANTS IN
MURRAY'S UNIVERSITY PLAZA
FOR THEIR ANNUAL SPRING

SIDEWALK
SALE

20'

3 BIG DAYS
FRI., SAT. & SUN.

OFF
STOREWIDE
Friday &

SAVE

STOREWIDE

Saturday

INSIDE

Narrows Available

Plus...Save Up To

Prom Shoes
Just Arrived!

OFF!

50%

And More
On Our Sidewalks

11111111 11111111111S®
for a change

gOaffS

ssociate store

I adiPs Footwear Boutique

Storewide Sale Ends Sunday At 5:00 P.M.

University Plaza
Murray
767-0223

'The Leading Store For Today's
Men and Young Men's Fashions"

Open *Sunday 1:00-5:00 'Monday-Friday 900-6:00
"Saturday 900-5:00

SALE
INSIDE/OUTSIDE
Friday, April 24
9-6
Fri. & Sat.

Outside

•

Dennison-Hunt's Annual

Tent Sale
•Closeouts 'Discontinued Items 'Odd Sizes

All Items Way
Below Cost!
1203
Chestnut
Street

1-5
Sunday

Saturday, April 25
Sunday, April 26

Inside

20% OFF
Everything Throughout
The Store!

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"

Murray,
Kentucky
753-8844

